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Public Comment for ASE -- please have staff cut and paste into website
ELLEN ANDERSON
To: "

Mon, Aug 17, 2020 at 11:58 PM

To the Pitkin County Commissioners:
Imagine my surprise this afternoon when I learned that I have only until midnight tonight to submit
my written comments regarding ASE deliberations. Why was I not informed of that deadline last
Thursday? And, by the way, today's work session was NOT on GrassRoots -- and much of the
streaming dialog was difficult or impossible to hear because of technical glitches like somebody
forgetting to turn up the volume.
There is no way I can meet your arbitrary midnight deadline. Instead, my written comments
tonight are going to focus not on technical facts, but rather on the ASE Visioning process. I will
complete my PowerPoint presentation and present it to you in person. I will.
I am requesting that you ask your staff to make sure that this e-mail is copied and pasted into the
proper website location as my "written comments" because I am not able to find it.
My comments:
The much-touted ASE Visioning Process -- to determine future of our Airport -- was a kangaroo
court. Speakers and "experts" were handpicked by pro-expansion advocates. Jon Peacock, the
County Manager, controlled much of what was allowed to be said at the meetings. He has a
Masters Degree in Public Administration, not in Aviation, yet he monopolized the conversations in
the Technical Work Group and Vision Committee, often holding forth on technical topics he was
clearly not qualified to address. We who attended as concerned volunteers were not allowed to
ask questions or have our own experts -- who held differing views -- speak. "We are not taking
public comment".
The ASE Visioning Process was like a court proceeding where only one side was allowed to speak
and present experts. Rigged.
By last week, I had prepared a succinct summary of hard information regarding safety and
pollution at the Airport -- information the Commissioners had not previously heard. Yet, I was
allowed only three minutes. What an insult. I documented and sourced every bit of information. I
charted FAA data on flight operations at Aspen Airport. I obtained a professional engineering
report on air pollution. I collected direct quotes from named senior pilots and airport designers. I
had airplane crash data compiled by those on scene. I had documentation from aviation experts
on how long CRJ-700 airframes will be in service. Everything I wanted to present is attributed to
a reliable source (which I name) -- unlike much of the unsubstantiated mis-information flung about
during the ASE process and in Commissioners' work sessions.
The County Commissioners are public servants and work for us, not the other way around. It was
disgraceful that they, under the direction of Jon Peacock, allowed only three minutes of comment
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from those of us who had prepared something important to say. And then they ended the meeting
two hours early! Why didn't they let those of us who needed more time have more time?
Tell your Commissioners that they are obliged to listen to the truth -- even when inconvenient.
Sincerely,
Ellen W. Anderson
Aspen Village
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Rich Englehart <r
To: Charlotte Anderson <c

m>

>

Tue, Aug 18, 2020 at 2:58 PM

Just in case you did not get this.
---------- Forwarded message --------From: JSB <j
Date: Thu, Aug 13, 2020 at 1:17 PM
Subject: Our Airport Goals and Vision
To: Steve Child

To Our Pitkin County Commissioners: Steve, Patti, Kelly, Greg and George
I’d like to offer some personal thoughts to follow up your airport work session last week. (These thoughts are
solely my own — I’m not representing the Vision Committee.)
Our Community Goals
I believe our Committee was able to achieve its high level of consensus because we continually tied our
discussions back to our four Core Community Goals for the airport:
— Safety
— Reducing CO2 and other emissions by at least 30%
— Reducing noise by at least 30%
— Managing airline enplanement growth toward our target of approximately .8% per year
ASE planning issues offer countless opportunities for deep dives down rabbit holes (from taxiway thickness to
private hangars). The rabbit holes are seductive — even important — because most of them involve significant
issues related to our future airport; but the only way to ensure our forward progress was to continually tie each
issue back to these four Core Goals. They represented our guide stars … our True North. I hope you will adopt
these goals as your own and return to them as frequently as we did when deliberation becomes difficult, as it
always will.
A conceptual breakthrough for many Committee members (including me) was the early recognition that neither
leaving our airport as it is today nor moving to full, unrestrained Group 3 status offered any hope of achieving our
four goals. And that’s when the really interesting dialogue and creative thinking began.
The Changed Landscape of the Post-Covid Era
In the cover memo we wrote you last spring with the Committee's Final Report, Meg, Jackie and I spoke of
“Acknowledging Uncertainty.” We offered examples of future technology advances and federal policy changes to
address climate change. We did not, however, foresee a viral pandemic that would deeply disrupt airline
operations worldwide. That new reality begs some obvious questions about our recommendations.
While, from an airport operations perspective, covid has seemingly changed everything, some things remain
remarkably unaffected. Examples: our community values and our Core Community Goals. With or without
covid, our citizens still value maintaining our rural community character, preserving our environment, managing
our growth and enhancing safety.
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So what does the pandemic mean to the Vision Commitee’s Common Ground Recommendations? Well, one
major effect may be timing. We had recommended that you try to negotiate our recommendations with our
airlines within 90 days. That is obviously now impossible. Airlines everywhere are teetering on the edge of
insolvency. Some may not survive, and none are in any condition to negotiate significant future airport
contracts. On the other hand, those that do survive this turbulence are likely to be more interested than ever in
becoming more fuel efficient and inexpensive to operate. And that’s exactly the future we’re offering in the legal
negotiating strategy we shared with you last spring.
Airport Improvement Timing
More than anything, the covid era may mark a substantial reset in the timing of our future airport. Three full
years passed before airline enplanements returned to normal after the September 11 attacks. The same (or
more) time may be required for airline recovery after covid. We’ve been told that our airport improvements might
take 5-7 years to complete. Are we now talking perhaps about 7-10 years?
Even with a significant delay, however, would reducing CO2 and other toxic emissions become any less urgent?
Would reducing noise from aircraft on the ground and in the sky become less important to airport neighbors?
And would managing our growth and retaining our rural character become a lower priority for county residents? I
doubt it. These community goals will endure far beyond the current pandemic.
Future Airport Funding and Federal Regulatory Environment
How would a further delay in airport construction affect our federal funding? On one hand, we know the FAA has
been frustrated by the County’s insistence on a lengthy and open citizen review and visioning process. Some
funding promised earlier may disappear. On the other hand, as part of the covid economic recovery effort, next
year’s Congress may finally pass the long-promised major new infrastructure bill with substantially increased
funds for big projects like highways, bridges and airports.
On the regulatory side, no stretch of imagination is required to envision the possibility that Congress may look
quite different next year, and the existential threat to America posed by climate change may finally gain the
national spotlight it deserves. Indeed, as climate changes become more dramatic and irrefutable year by year,
the likelihood of federal regulatory efforts aimed at encouraging airports to reduce their carbon footprint grows
inexorably. Pitkin County and Aspen may be well positioned to play a leadership role in supporting such national
policy changes — and new carbon-reduction regulations would only help the County’s future negotiating position
with airlines as they recover from their 2020 anno horribilis.
The Vision
I began his memo with goals and I’ll end with our airport vision.
We all want a future airport that is safer, quieter, less polluting and sized in line with our growth management
goals. We know that aircraft of the future — both airline and non-airline — will be far more efficient with wider
wingspans and slower landing speeds. They will also have much lower carbon emissions and be dramatically
quieter. Some of these are already flying, but they can’t currently land in Aspen. The key challenge is how to
design an airport that accommodates (even encourages) these less polluting and quieter future aircraft without
opening the door to some of today’s large, noisy and polluting airliners. (You know their names.)
Our Vision Committee crafted a creative plan to encourage the more efficient, quieter airliners of the future while
discouraging today’s noisy polluters. (Issues on the private, non-airline side are different because nearly all the
most polluting and noisy private aircraft can already land at ASE, and virtually all future non-airline planes will be
much greener.) The Vision Committee’s plan relies on airline negotiations, however, and those have been
greatly complicated by the 2020 pandemic.
Despite the current covid complications, my advice is to stick to the vision contained in the Committee’s Common
Ground Proposals. Yes, airline negotiations will be delayed and complicated. The road forward is guaranteed to
be nonlinear. But be patient. The vision is worth it.
The Committee’s vision is an airport with enhanced safety, increased fuel efficiency, the elimination of
noisy, smelly APUs, an airport solar farm, a beautiful net-zero new terminal, biofuels, significantly
reduced noise and emissions, and a dramatically reduced carbon footprint in what would be the most
green and sustainable airport our size anywhere in the world. The International Air Transport Association’s
goal is to reduce carbon emissions by 50% over 45 years. We could achieve the same in far less time.
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We could do all this while also greatly enhancing the traveler experience and preserving our rural community
character and quality of life in the process. This is a vision worthy of all our patience and determination.
Thank you – and good luck with all your deliberations!
John
John S. Bennett
Basalt, CO 81621 USA

-Rich Englehart
Pitkin County Deputy County Manager
Interim Airport Director
530 E. Main Street, Suite 302
Aspen, CO 81611

STOP THE SPREAD

Find Support and Stay Informed:
www.pitkincounty.com/covid19
Community Hotline: 970-429-6186
Due to COVID-19 response and recovery, there may be a prolonged delay in my ability to reply to your email. Thank you
in advance for your patience. My office hours are 8:00AM-5:00PM, M-F. If you need to reach me outside of these hours,
please call or text me directly.
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Deciding the pass forward
Dieter Bibbig <s
To: c

Mo

Hello Aspen
This is from Dieter Bibbig, using our airport since 1957, I started out with a Piper Cub and 10 hours
flying time in my logbook and ending my flying career a couple of years ago with a high performance
Sailplane that featured a small engine for taxing and take off. By then I had about 20000 hours of flying
time, none of it by autopilot! The designer of the above aircraft is now introducing one that will take off
with electric power. They are coming!
We are getting together here, to wonder whether the new construction suggested by possibly Airlines,
consultants, airport managers etc is really best for us.
Several years have passed and with technology making big strides, I feel there will always be an aircraft
that can handle ASE the way it is. The big reason for the new runway was the larger wingspan, newer
aircraft would feature and their need for more room. There are aircraft being developed that can fold the
extra span. Similar to carrier jets.
New electric Aircraft may be vertical takeoff. There is one flying in Germany already. You say a 30 year
plan? In 25 years Aspen may have shortened its runway and electric aircraft may service Eagle along with
an electric train over Cottonwood pass. Thus eliminating the dirty air. I could see Aspen as the first City
on the planet going all electric! No more jets, cars, even classic cars could be converted to electric, if you
want to keep that look!. Eagle could have large aircraft with direct flights eliminating Denver.
The aircraft I imagine would be 20 passenger electric VTs flying pilot less feeding Eagle as shuttles,
possibly not needing TSA!
With a train servicing eagle’s airport that is also working better in weather, we may not need that large a
terminal either. Eventually it would be a Hybrid Terminal that would accommodate trains, aircraft, valley
transportation and possibly a Gondola to Snowmass, all happening at the bottom of Buttermilk, like I
suggested 35 years ago in our paper.
To build that train we may not get help from the FAA put most likely other Counties would help.
Therefore I feel we should wait another 5 years with any building. We will wonder what the world will look
like a year from now
after Covid 19 anyway.
Thanks for considering my comments.
Dieter Bibbig, Formerly Gliders of Aspen
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Dieter Bibbig <s
To: Charlotte Anderson <

>

>

Mon, Aug 17, 2020 at 6:45 PM

I noticed a lot of talking was about pollution, which the private jets do, especially while taxing from the north ramp for take
off, or anywhere on the field. With a shorter runway they all will be gone and that is the only way. With a larger runway
even larger private jets would arrive! Trump actually has flown here in a 737 and he flies his private 757 again next year.
Other billionaires would show up with those even larger jets.
Electric aircraft will come sooner than we might think. They will have short ranges but Eagle and rifle airports are close.
Save the money for an electric train to get passengers to eagle in 30 minutes!
Thanks
Dieter
[Quoted text hidden]
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Jon Peacock <j

ASEVISION
1 message

Andrew Doremus <andrew.doremus@gmail.com>
To: Jon.
Cc: Barry Vaughan <
>

Fri, Aug 21, 2020 at 9:34 AM

Dear Jon,
First I hope you and your family have been surviving and staying healthy during this very trying time.
Please share with all the BOCC
I listened to most of the meeting the other day and was as always surprised there are more folks that speak up against
than for the project.
I would like you to please bring the few points I have below to the commissions at the next work session..
1- John McBride comments about safety and the two taxiways for local and overflow traffic are completely unfounded.
The limited local traffic ( approx 10 aircraft a day) is not an issue. Also the FAA has studied this and found no conclusive
evidence that it is less safe.
2- I believe I heard a comment that the runway will be widened 50 feet on both sides. Currently it is 100 feet wide so
please confirm we are only extending 25 feet each side to end up at a 150 wide runway that the FAA wants.
3- limiting the weight is putting our heads in the sand. We should build to the best possible strength the the FAA will pay
for and let the airlines decide what aircraft works best for our needs.
4-Another issue that nobody has discussed is if we do nothing and keep the smaller runway we up with the possibility of
less air service and 40 pax t-props only providing service from Denver we will have the same issue we have currently.
More GA planes and less people which means a larger carbon footprint. I am sure you saw the article in the paper that
stated GA traffic is up from last year. I can only imagine what it would be like once all the summer events return and we
have limited air service. All the folks that want to slow GA would of increased it because of limiting airline service.
Thanks for all your efforts and working on this.
All the best
Andrew
Andrew Doremus
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Public Comment

Public Comment
Pitkin County Board of Commissioners and Aspen/Pitkin County Airport welcome comments from the
public as the BOCC reviews the recommendations of the ASE Vision Committee.

Name *
Joe Driscoll

Phone

Email *

Questions/Comments *
We do not want ASE to become a private aircraft airport only. Driving past the airport recently, it is obvious
that general aviation (private and charter} aircraft are responsible for the majority of ASE operations, not
airline traffic.
We need to accommodate the replacement CRJ aircraft, or lose future airline service. With slower
operations due to Covid-19, the ideal time to undertake airport improvements is now!
The recommendations of the ASE vision committee address limiting and managing future general aviation
operations.

This form was created inside of Pitkin County.
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To: BOCC
Date 8-17-2020

I was a member of the ASE Vision committee. I watched the streamed in-person meeting last
week and saw numerous citizens voice objections to the Final Report, as is to be expected as
usually objectors are more motivated to speak out on public issues. I would like to express my
strong support for the recommendations in the Final Report with one exception.
As stated in the report, we must build the airside improvements to accommodate the next
generation of more fuel efficient, less polluting, and quieter regional aircraft. However, we
must do it in a smart way to allow these next gen regional aircraft while not permitting large,
heavy, high capacity and noisy mainline aircraft, such as A319 and 737 to use our airport. We
can achieve this only by limiting the weight carrying capacity of the runway to less than the
weight of these large aircraft and this can only be accomplished under FAA regulations by
getting agreement from the commercial carriers that their anticipated aircraft would be under
the desired weight limit.
My one exception to the Final Report is one of caution. I understand the environmental and
cost advantages for not moving the runway and adding 50' in width on the east side as
recommended in the Final Report. As a designer of large complex projects, I am wary of such an
important recommendation made quickly by our technical consultants and approved by a nontechnical citizen committee. This recommendation allows waste and cost savings but reduces
the land area available for the new terminal. parking, transit, and other important landside
facilities. It also places general aviation parking on the west side and without a westside taxiway
it requires a potentially hazardous crossing in the middle of the runway. I urge the County to
perform a rigorous design study to determine if this is the best solution or perhaps there is a
better solution. The improvements we make now to the airport will be in place for a long time
so we must make the best decisions even if they have a higher cost now.

Thank you,
Thomas Fridstein
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4 messages

Greg Poschman <gr
To:

>

Sun, Aug 16, 2020 at 11:37 PM

---------- Forwarded message --------From: Adam Hancock <a
>
Date: Sun, Aug 16, 2020 at 10:19 PM
Subject: Public Comment Submission: August 17, 2020
To: <
>
Hello Greg Hope you and your family are doing well amidst this time of VUCA.
I have a meeting at ACDS pertaining to school opening and am unable to make tomorrow's meeting.
I would like to make a comment and wonder if you are able to share my letter.
Thank you -- and please let me know if you are unable. I would be happy to send it to some people in my neighborhood in
hopes that someone could read it.
Best,
Adam Hancock

Aspen, CO 81611

________________________________________________________
Dear Pitkin County Commissioners,
My family and I moved to the North 40 neighborhood in 2016. Long time teachers in Aspen, we were aware of the
community's close proximity to the Aspen Airport. However, we gratefully were able to buy our home and love living in our
thriving, vibrant, supportive neighborhood.
Of all the homes in the North 40, our house is arguably the closest to the airport, notably the private aviation apron. As we
all know, private aviation at our little airport this summer has been off the charts. The proposal being considered would
enable more, larger private jets to arrive and depart, leaving our community with nothing but deafened ears and a variety
of environmental concerns. I ask you, our Commissioners, to carefully consider this path. Thank you for the opportunity to
speak via this letter.
Is this significant airport expansion necessary? Are we proud of the fact that the primary entrance to our town is literally
lined with the fuselages of Gulfstreams? Does that reflect who we are as a community and the values to which we
aspire?
If the airport expansion must proceed in the name of more, better, faster, and flashier, I implore the Board to ensure the
residents of the North 40 greater protections from the environmental impacts of our airport using the recommendations
made by the Technical Working Group. General aviation and APUs adversely affect my family's quality of life, and more
concerning, our health.
As the Western Slope of Colorado burns and we're reckoning with a pandemic, the exhaust from jet turbines blasts into
our neighborhood daily. This cocktail of environmental, emotional, and physiological stress is almost too much to bear. In
the journal of Nature this past year, studies revealed the clear correlation between non-volatile particulate matter from
turbine exhaust and respiratory distress (Nature, 5 March 2019). On an early winter morning, the smell from the airport
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literally sears my nasal passages and the pitch of the APUs makes my skin crawl. When the wind shifts, we have to
immediately close our windows and doors to avoid having this toxic cloud in our home. My children breathe this air when
they ride their bikes around the neighborhood. At our annual community camp out, the jets roar while kids play flashlight
tag a half-mile away under the Colorado sky.
The residents of the North 40 are the backbone of our community. I ask that these intense environmental impacts are
mitigated both for our neighborhood and for our valley and region on the whole. Thank you for remaining mindful of the
little people, raising our kids and living our lives across the street from an airport which rarely sleeps.
Respectfully,
Adam Hancock
Aspen, CO 81611

Charlotte Anderson
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Airport public Comment-please submit
Ezra Louthis
To:

Mon, Aug 17, 2020 at 9:31 PM

Hi Charlotte,

Thanks for the time today. I would like to submit the following comments to public comment. The BOCC said they will
take public comment until midnight.

Dear Commissioners,

First off thanks for your time and effort on this very important issue. Here are a few ideas to satisfy the public welfare and
companies concerned with commercial planes projecting to change in specifications and not being able to land here:

-the reservation system sounds promising: have County control through regulations/restrictions or control of the GA and
give priority to less polluting planes that are also quieter (and the County makes more money).
-limit the amount of landings for private jets with priorities for quieter, cleaner planes. Same with takeoffs to
avoid back up. This would alleviate some of the nearby neighborhoods dealing with the odors/contaminants, alleviate
some of the noise pollution, and most importantly promote less polluting air traffic. This could parlay into limiting the
amount of GA air traffic and the need to deviate from the ideal flight path that was agreed upon years ago to avoid high
density residential neighborhoods like W/J, White Star and Woody Creek. Planes are constantly coming and going out at
the same time for most of the day and it means the planes that are departing are having to fly over said neighborhoods.
-make a real complaint system for pilots that gun it or don’t get to higher altitude quick enough when passing
over residential neighborhoods, assuming optimal safe conditions. Provide priority to pilots that have a better “record”, or
less complaints. (and make the complaint form more functional on all platforms…it is difficult on phones and tablets).
-Monitor GA plane passenger numbers and penalize single-occupant vehicles (jets)…give priority to private
flights with more passengers…and HOV lane if you will.

If enlarging the runway/taxi way is a foregone conclusion, and the major concern is really commercial airline accessibility
regarding the runway issue, then these options would not adversely impact commercial airline options, which frankly have
much less impact than the GA planes due to sheer volume (and the commercial planes are currently quieter from where I
sit). This year is unique, but the GA plane traffic was nearly as bad last summer.

Again, thanks for your time.

Ezra Louthis
Louthis Environmental Design & Development
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Personal Comments on The Final Report of the Airport Vision Committee
Amory Lovins
To:

Mon, Aug 17, 2020 at 3:58 PM

I offer these brief comments, in my private and personal capacity, for today’s BOCC public hearing.
1. Aviation industry disruption. The pandemic has transformed commercial aviation worldwide. Air traffic has
plummeted, airlines are on life-support, airplane makers are distressed, and airplane sales, leasings, and
financings are in profound change. The industry doesn’t expect commercial flying to reapproach former levels for
at least several years if ever: serious industry analysts say that much commercial traffic may never return now
that many businesses and individuals have adopted, refined, and enjoyed virtual forms of engagement, shipping
just the electrons and leaving the heavy nuclei at home.
I’m a small example—formerly a very frequent ASE flyer but now happily grounded for over five months, with no
current plans to resume flying, because all my meetings are virtual, including teaching a successful Stanford
course in March on Zoom to students all over North America and Europe. Of course Aspen has an unusual use
case, especially in General Aviation traffic. But more important than its short-term details, I think, is that a Richter
9 earthquake has just shifted the ground beneath the Commissioners’ feet. Upending commercial and parts of
private aviation now offers an important opportunity to take a time-out and reexamine the fundamental
assumptions behind the airport design exercise. It would be neither necessary nor prudent to continue on course
as if nothing had changed.
2. Expanded airplane options. This commercial-aviation hiatus, and all the disruptions and reorganizations it
will cause, will buy you more time not only for needs to clarify but also for means to evolve, because
superefficient and electric aviation will continue to develop rapidly while the older airplanes and business models
are digging out of the rubble. The emergence of new airplanes that nearly eliminate noise and emissions will be
years closer to market scale-up by the time we figure out where air travel is headed. I’m referring here not just to
electric airplanes, such as Wright Electric’s 150-pax 350-mile planned model and the many smaller ones featured
in the popular and trade press, but also to the 3–5x-more-efficient fueled aircraft, many designed a decade ago,
summarized in my Air Transport Action Group keynote of five quarters ago and continuing to advance rapidly.
(By the way, the longer wingspans I referred to would generally be folding wings, such as Boeing has long
offered, so they continue to fit old gate geometries.) Electrified short- and midrange airplanes are coming to
market much faster than the report suggests; that’s why Norway’s goal of electrifying nearly all domestic flights
by 2040 includes electrifying many routes by 2025, and why Norway expects hybrid-electric planes to offer
ranges up to 1,500 miles, covering 82% of trips in that long and rugged country.
3. What’s the rush? Underlying this whole exercise is the vague and unconvincingly documented claim that
since the CRJ-700 fleet averages 15–16 years old and “this type of small regional jet is generally replaced by
more cost-effective models after around 20 years,” “airlines are likely to retire the CRJ-700 by or around the end
of [this] decade.” I am not aware that any airline is saying this in the Aspen context. I’m aware that airline liaison
Bill Tomcich reportedly believes the CRJ-700s must be promptly replaced, but it seems to me vanishingly
improbable that carriers would abandon their lucrative Aspen routes because they feel compelling business
reasons to retire CRJ-700s promptly, have no substitute, and hypothetically can’t fly bigger aircraft into Aspen.
Many of the commercial airframes I fly are decades old (I always read the nameplate as I emplane); they just get
refreshed interiors, paint, avionics, and engines. My understanding is that the CRJ-700s' 85k-flight-hour rated
service life would permit them to operate with no significant runway/taxiway changes well into the 2030s.
When to change a fleet is a carrier business decision in which sustaining reliable service, customer satisfaction,
and durable revenues to/from Aspen will outweigh minor differences in operating cost. I think this entire exercise
rests on a very shaky factual foundation about what the commercial carriers will or might do. The Report says on
p. 9 that as of January 2020, UA, AA, and DL “are retiring the CRJ-700 more quickly than anticipated,” yet the
trade press reported on 23 Feb 2020 that GoJet, flying under UA’s livery, just ordered 20 new CRJ550s
—“United’s way of remaining within its scope clauses while still offering premium products on low-demand
routes.” That’s in adidtion to 54 CRJ550s GoJet will already fly for United, but this year the CRJ550s will make
https://mail.google.com/mail/u/0?ik=55c4318ae9&view=pt&search=all&permmsgid=msg-f%3A1675311479642948440&simpl=msg-f%3A16753114796…
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their way to EWR and IAD, even shuttling between EWR and DCA. This attractive 50-seat plane fits United’s
strategy: “By operating the CRJ550 out of hubs, United is extending premium products to travelers from smaller
destinations”—often premium travelers who drive major revenue for full-service carriers. This description exactly
fits Aspen.
I do not know what questions or discussions went into the 2019 Airline Fleet Forecast, and do not see that
document posted. The Vision Committee’s Report to you says nothing about whether any of the proposed Group
III airplanes has the agility, hot-and-high, or other operational attributes for safe Aspen flying; their freedom from
the kinds of constraints that now limit most 737 versions from Aspen operations is implied but not stated and not
clear. The discussion comparing 737-class pax count to Valley hospital capacity is troubling. The implications of a
commercial accident for Aspen’s reputation and future are too.
4. Cart before horse. The central controversy here is whether the proposed runway/taxiway changes would
open the door to undesirably heavy, noisy, and polluting airplanes that the County would be powerless to stop.
The proposed logic is that these airport changes, which voters soundly rejected in 1995, are essential and urgent
because the CRJ-700s will soon retire. I think that assumption is unsound, ungrounded, and implausible.
Circumstances 1–2 above mean the County now has a lot more time to explore the carriers’ actual options, so
discussions or negotiations with them are not about trying to get them not to fly undesirable airplanes into Aspen
(a condition it would be hard to impose on other carriers not at the same table) but about mutual problem-solving
and option-exploring. Asking different questions, to understand more transparently the considerations and timing
of their thinking about their fleets, could yield very different answers.
5. Jurisdiction and business model. The Report is full of statements about what Federal law requires. My
understanding is that it’s up to the County whether to continue to have FAA run the airport and impose its wide
range of conditions, or whether to take over airport operations itself and apply its own rules. I’m told this is an
increasingly popular option taken by other airports you should talk to, and that FAA likes it too and could even
offer a “reverse dowry” to ease the transition. This option is nowhere mentioned in the Report. Neither is insight
into the airport’s revenue opportunities, such as charging more for jet fuel, which I hear is quite underpriced
compared to what this market would readily bear. Surely these foundational questions should be publicly
discussed, because they drive the whole structure of the decision process and who gets to decide what.
6. Safety. On 14 February 2020, veteran airport designer and 40-year pilot Tom Keough wrote to the
Commissioners and Vision leaders emphasizing major safety recommendations that the Report wholly omits.
These include precision approach (making ASE a real IFR airport), an updated and taller control tower for full
route visibility and with technical sophistication commensurate with the airplanes it’s controlling (and I see from
the Report that the tower would need to be moved anyway), no more conflicting head-on air traffic, deeper
understanding of undiscussed ASE safety constraints on current-generation aircraft (including, I’d add, Richard
Arnold’s worrying 4 April 2010 letter attached to the Report, and concerns I’ve heard from other local pilots), and
compatibility between our rock-filled clouds and tight topography and the move toward long nonstop routes. We
all know ASE is an unusual and difficult airport, but I was shocked to read of >40 GA accidents so far. My sense
is that the Report’s safety discussion, though OK as far as it goes, stops far short of the searching safety audit
that our airport needs and merits.
7. Environment. I have the impression that noise measurements for this exercise excluded takeoff noise; if so,
that’s improper and misleading. Air-quality measurements are said to have been done as recently as 2015, but
no results are presented or discussed; they should be. All ground-support vehicles should become electric, as is
becoming common at the best air- and seaports, and including electric tugs to move airplanes out to the active
runway for hold—not just “reduced use of [APUs] and fosisl fuel powered ground equipment.” For upper-Valley
grid resilience, electric-flight options, and airport revenue, planning should include at least optionality for thirdparty-financeable major solar power installations on inactive airport land, able to work with or without the grid.
The design goal for the terminal and any other structures should be thermally passive and net-positive (not just
net-zero); done right, this should add little or no construction cost and could produce significant revenues and
major resilience benefits.
8. Process. I didn’t know about last week’s hearing due to outdated websites. I learned of today’s hearing only
last night, and can’t personally join you today because of prior commitments. I would strongly recommend that
the Commissioners engage directly with Tom Keough, whose efforts to help the Vision process were rebuffed
despite his wealth of important knowledge. He was misinformed that he there would be no room for a 3-minute
statement from him in last week’s hearing, and today he’s en route to Washington for all-week FAA work. I think
his independence from local issues and interests could provide the Commission with valuable reference points
as you consider the Report.
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I suspect Mr. Keough may recommend, as I would, that the Commission table the Report with deep gratitude to
all who have contribute to it; promptly and transparently explore the important missing or underscoped issues
listed above; seek a prompt plan to improve or rebuild the terminal to improve functionality and guest experience;
and postpone for a decade any decision on major runway/taxiway changes, so that choice can be informed by
the very different basic circumstances and opportunities that will emerge during this decade. I have no doubt that
such a signal would prompt the commercial carriers to align their fleet decisions with your timeline. That’s far
wiser than your choosing now an enormously costly and disruptive project to meet a supposed urgency that
probably does not exist. There’s no reason to rush, and every reason to take three deep breaths, address the
unanswered questions (including the most fundamental ones like #4 above), and watch the option space rapidly
expand throughout this decade as the future of aviation becomes clearer. Time is our friend; haste is not.
— Amory B. Lovins, Old Snowmass
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MEMORANDUM
Date: 18 August 2020
To:
Rich Englehart
From: Evan Marks (FAB member)
Re:

NEW ASE TERMINAL – JOB IMPACT DURING ECONOMIC CONTRACTION

Further to my in-person remarks to the BOCC, I have attached to this memo the study I prepared
last year entitled “New ASE Terminal Job Generation,” which I submitted to you and Jon on 13
November 2019. The study concluded the terminal’s construction would generate 433 FTE jobs
for PitCo residents1. As I mentioned, the replacement of the existing terminal should be viewed
by the BOCC as an exquisitely timed, counter-cyclical infrastructure project that would create or
preserve vital jobs during PitCo’s prolonged path toward economic recovery2.
The starting point for such a job study is the infrastructure project’s construction budget. The
new ASE terminal’s job generation study was based on a recently constructed (H1 2020), similarsized terminal in Louisiana, i.e., the Lafayette Regional Airport (LFT). In the case of the new ASE
terminal, higher hard costs and greater design allowances [than LFT] were used in order to
accommodate the development of a “net-zero” structure that also would be consistent with our
community’s elevated environmental and architectural standards. Accordingly, the study’s
baseline budget for the new terminal was approximately $100m, or slightly in excess of $1,000
PSF before the inclusion of an additional $10m to complete the airport’s new means of ingress
and egress from Route 82 and other non-airfield site work3.
In order to validate the study’s job forecast, I reached out to Broutin Sherrill PE of RH&S, a
national aviation infrastructure consulting firm. Sherill had a prominent role advising on the
aforementioned LFT project. Sherill concluded the attached new ASE terminal job forecast was
entirely reasonable.

The study actually concluded 1,082 jobs would be created; however, to be conservative, it assumed only 40% of such jobs would
be held by PitCo residents, the balance being jobs held by non-RFV residents.
1

The attached study assumes a mid-2022 construction commencement for the terminal based on a fast-tracked design and
approval process.

2

3 Several methodologies may be employed when forecasting infrastructure project job creation. The two most popular models
are IMPLAN and ARRA. Section 1201 of the American Recovery and Reinvestment Act of 2009 (ARRA) assumes one job will be
created for each $92,000 of government spending; 65% of job years represent direct and indirect effects, and 35% of job years
represent induced effects.

The study attached here employs the IMPLAN model. IMPLAN generally assumes an 8.34x multiplier for direct jobs and an 8.63x
multiplier for indirect jobs per each $1m spent on construction. The attached study for ASE’s new terminal utilizes IMPLAN’s
8.34x multiplier for direct jobs but only 1.50x for indirect jobs due to the remoteness of ASE’s location, which may require certain
construction and engineering services to be sourced from outside the RFV. Consequently, the study might be viewed as
conservative.

New ASE Terminal Job Generation

(1)

TERMINAL COST
Terminal Size

100,000 SF

Hard Costs
Design Contingency
Direct Construction Cost
General Conditions/Requirements
Overhead & Profit
Basic Contractor Cost
Bonding & Insurance
CURRENT COST OF CONSTRUCTION
Inflation Until Mid-2022 Start Date
WHEN-BUILT COST OF CONSTRUCTION
Construction Contingency
SUB-TOTAL HARD COSTS
SOFT COSTS
Planning
Architecture, Design & Engineering
CM & Admin Costs
Testing & Inspection
Owner's Contingency
SUB-TOTAL SOFT COSTS

($ 500.00) PSF
10.0%
10.0%
4.0%
3.0%
3.0% p.a.
10.0%

2.5%
8.0%
4.0%
2.5%
10.0%

Landside Site Work
ESTIMATED TERMINAL COST

Cost

50,000,000
5,000,000
55,000,000
5,500,000
2,200,000
62,700,000
1,881,000
64,581,000
5,037,318
69,618,318
6,961,832
76,580,150

1,914,504
6,126,412
3,063,206
1,914,504
7,658,015
20,676,640
10,000,000
107,256,790

Say... TOTAL PROJECT COST ----->

$ 110,000,000

JOB GENERATION METRICS FOR TERMINAL CONSTRUCTION

IMPLAN Methodology

Jobs Created

Direct Multiplier
Indirect Multiplier

8.34 x per 1m
1.50 x per 1m

TOTAL JOBS

Assume

917
165
1,082

40%

Jobs are awarded to Pitkin County residents

(1)

ASE airfield costs are NOT considered here.

(2)

FTE jobs for an assumed 3-year construction period.

433

(2)
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Charlotte Anderson <charlotte.anderson@pitkincounty.com>

BOCC regular meeting agenda item + additional comments for the PCC ASE Zoom
Meeting on August 17
1 message

Tim Mooney
To: ELLEN ANDERSON

Mon, Aug 17, 2020 at 6:31 PM

Bravo Ellen,
Jon Peacock is a Bully.
His behavior as the moderator and director of the Technical and Vision
Committee was rude, insulting and self-motivated to stop comments and
discussions.
He had an agenda, he had his favorite voices and he steered every
conclusion to his prescribed ends and conclusions.
All of the speakers, consultants and airport voices were PRO Growth and
on the expand it theme team.
At the August 13th public comment meeting, The PCC sat on their hands
with their lips zipped in fear of creating any intellectual activity above or
beyond Peacocks motives and actions.
The 2 Aspen Ski Co Employees who spoke – Bil Tomcich and Adam
Schlindler should have been requires to state that they were being paid to
attend and comment on behalf of the Aspen Skiing Company.
There is no coincidence in the removal of John Kenny as airport manager
(“oh, I want to do more fishing” J K. = crap) and Peacocks hand-picked
janitor put in his place.
This is a bully’s move for more control and power. The newspaper and TV
publicity program was WAY beyond the public information message and
was pure propaganda marketing for Peacocks Pro Growth drive.
https://mail.google.com/mail/u/0?ik=55c4318ae9&view=pt&search=all&permthid=thread-f%3A1675321075866392854&simpl=msg-f%3A16753210758…
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This is appalling miss use of tax payers money for political pressure to
form opinion and actions that sell and split one position over another.
There should be an Executive Board of Directors appointed by the BOCC
with valley wide volunteers to work directly under the BOCC to manage
and operate the ASE complex.
Peacock should be removed from the chain of command to have
professional insights and experience in control of the ASE Airport
Business.
The Communication with the FAA declaring That if ASE is not expanded
and brought into compliance as an unrestricted Class 3 airport it will be
reduced to a Level II – Therefore reducing it present capabilities etc.
needs to be made part of the public records. is fear mongering by
Peacock.
There were conflicts of interest thru ought the Vision Committee like Mike
Kaplan who clearly will profit, John Sarpa who clearly profit, Stan Clauson
and others who will clearly profit from the expansion and development of
a new Airport - - This alone will always cloud the Common Grounds
Recommendations and your reputations.
The pure arrogance of Peacocks response to questions about doing EA
studies paid for by PC for Aspen, Snowmass, Woody Creek, Basalt,
Carbondale and Glenwood Springs of “that is beyond the purview of this
committee” and the purposefully neglect of the traffic gridlock between
ASE and the Aspen Core and the lack of Multi Modal planning is a
catastrophe that is a deal breaker that will have drastic safety
consequences forever are not professional in representing the citizens of
the world. There is no electric plane.
The CJ7 could be the local commuter aircraft for decades .
The Airlines and the FAA will not negotiate what specific aircraft can land
at ASE but will require the skies over Pitkin County to be free to all who
qualify.
The FBO is a huge cash cow .
There are a number of ways the PCC could restructure that operator and
service to benefit the Citizens.
This is where Peacock’s power appetite is headed.
https://mail.google.com/mail/u/0?ik=55c4318ae9&view=pt&search=all&permthid=thread-f%3A1675321075866392854&simpl=msg-f%3A16753210758…
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Building a new airport for Greed instead of Need to fuel the profits of the
Ski Co. & the Commercial Corporate Industrial Tourism business model is
selling off the locals lifestyle and environmental qualities of a unique
historic ski town at 7982 ft in the heart of the Rockies.
Clearly this is not necessary or smart.
This is the Cruise Ship all inclusive business game plan and most shallow
/ most profitable, for the controlling players, travel style.
Clearly the Ski Co is in control of this expansion and development
process and project.
You all should have enough common sense and love of your neighbor to
Vote No on these bias bulling recommendations.
There will be a public vote.
I recommend that each one of you get behind the peoples will and write a
referendum that is positive and can be enforced to stop the totally New
Airport development at the minimum cost of $500 M.
Tell the Ski Co to develop the connections they need with Eagle / Vails
Class IIII facility and stop the power lobbing from the Crown’s Company
conglomerates who own Gulfstream Aerospace.
Please make what is good for the community good for the resort and back
the locals who trusted you to serve and protect and not sell out to
Corporate Commercialization of our home into another amusement park
Mall.
Thanks a lot,
Sincerely,
Tim Mooney

From: ELLEN ANDERSON <
Date: Monday, August 17, 2020 at 10:20 AM
To:

>
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"
Subject: BOCC regular meeting agenda item
Good morning --

The meeting last Thursday for ASE public input was a disgrace.

You scheduled three hours. But, by holding the few people who showed up to three minutes, the
meeting was over in an hour. You acted like you just couldn't wait to get out of there. When I
wanted to speak with Mr. Peacock after the meeting, he told me he had to run because he had
more meetings to go to. Seriously? He scheduled meetings during the time period when there
was still two more hours left for the public input?

You could have said after I spoke (last), "We have two hours left. Would anyone like more time?"
But, by your actions, you gave the impression that all you were interested in was to check the
"public input" box and be done with it.

For those who spoke off the cuff (i.e. Jackie Francis and Tim Mooney), perhaps three minutes was
enough. However, I have done a great deal of research and have information you have not
previously heard. I have analyzed and charted FAA data. I have work from an engineer analyzing
pollution data. I have facts from senior pilots and airport designers. I have ASE crash data. I
have documentation on what is happening to the CRJ airframes. Everything is sourced. My work
is not off the cuff.

I want to give you the opportunity to ask questions about what I present -- an intelligent discussion.

I am requesting a half hour at a regularly-scheduled BOCC meeting. I will have a very prepared
presentation.

I don't need to remind you that you are "public servants". You work for us. As a tax-paying
member of the public, I will be heard.

Please let me know when I can have a scheduled half hour.

Sincerely,
Ellen W. Anderson
P.S. Please know how much I continue to appreciate and admire Charlotte.
https://mail.google.com/mail/u/0?ik=55c4318ae9&view=pt&search=all&permthid=thread-f%3A1675321075866392854&simpl=msg-f%3A16753210758…
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Charlotte Anderson <

Fwd: Airport Expansion means letter
1 message

Greg Poschman <
To: Charlotte Anderson <c

---------- Forwarded message --------From: Graeme Means <g
Date: Fri, Aug 21, 2020 at 12:26 PM
Subject: Airport Expansion
To: Steve Child

>

>

Fri, Aug 21, 2020 at 12:35 PM

>

Dear BOCC and Jon,
I know you are all environmentally conscious as you consider the airport improvements. There is one statistical
comparison (which I do not have but would think fairly simple to estimate from existing data) which I believe would be
very informative. It would be to compare the environmental impact of each commercial passenger against each GA
passenger.
The environmental impacts of each mode of transportation should be calculated separately and include air quality, noise,
impacts of runway and terminal improvements and all the other impacts you are considering. It should include all takeoffs
and landings in each group even when empty (for instance a GA flight that drops off passengers, goes to Rifle empty and
returns later for those passengers would be 4 trips).
These impacts would be divided by the gross number of GA and commercial passengers.
I do not have this info but suspect that the environmental impact of each GA passenger would be many times each
commercial passenger. As a community which strives for environmental responsibility, I hope you will strongly take into
consideration the environmental impact of each class of passenger.
Thank you for your consideration of this and for your continuing deliberation about this most important and community
defining issue.
Graeme Means

https://mail.google.com/mail/u/0?ik=55c4318ae9&view=pt&search=all&permthid=thread-f%3A1675661105296754978&simpl=msg-f%3A16756611052…
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From: Miracle, Michael
Sent: Monday, August 17, 2020 5:26 PM
To: 
























Subject: airport comments from Aspen Skiing Company

Commissioners,
Since Mike and I spoke fast, I wanted to share what we said. Notes are below. Thanks for your
time and attention.
Cheers,
MM
Public comment, BOCC airport meeting, 8-17-20:

Kaplan:
--The majorities were overwhelming in favor for each committee. The Vision Committee voted
20-1, with its minority report focuses largely on transportation and vehicle congestion. The
Experience group voted 7-1. The Community Character group voted 9-0. And the Focus Group
voted 12-2. In total, that is 48-4 after 14 months of serious, dedicated work. There is no reason
to re-adjudicate these outcomes.
--The majorities were so strong because the Common Ground recommendation represents the
community coming together. It ticks all of the values boxes: significantly cleaner and quieter—30
percent reduction in emissions and noise from where we are today; a much better terminal
experience for both workers and passengers; and it reduces the growth rate from our historical
annual enplanement increases. It is a true Aspen solution, a classic “we want it all” that should

be viewed as an aggressive, values-based community edit of the FAA’s Environmental
Assessment. We've “Aspenized” this in the best possible way.
--The original motivation for this process was that the current runway would not accommodate
the next generation of regional aircraft. Delta is now down to three CRJ-700s. The retirement is
happening even faster than anticipated. In fact, this morning Aspen Skiing Company was
informed by Delta that they are going to have to skip this winter season at ASE, and that the
remaining flights from ATL & LAX are expected to be removed from the schedules this
Saturday. Delta also stated, “We would love to be able to come back in December 2021 for the
following season, but for this to be possible, we of course need an aircraft that can fly it.”
--On planes, please note the CRJ-550 is not a new aircraft; it is simply a way to make a
different use of a CRJ-700 airframe that will ultimately go away. And, very significantly, the
Mitsubishi regional jet program has been completely shut down in the U.S. What was once at
best a theoretical plane—the Mitsubishi Spacejet M-100, which could have been a potential fit
for the 95-foot wingspan restricted runway—is now off the table. The ASE planning should focus
not on theoretical planes, but on real aircraft that meet the Common Ground’s emissions, noise,
and passenger-volume mandates. Planes like the Airbus A220-100 that the airlines are actively
using and purchasing, and that would be ideal for ASE.
--Status quo? The status quo would mean the Embraer E-175 is the only assured replacement
for the CRJ-700. That would result in going backward on every one of our Common Goals. The
E-175 is the noisiest plane among the fleet options, and it is more polluting when you consider it
would likely be subject to payload restrictions and therefore require increased operations to
cover the same passenger volume as the CRJ-700. That would require many more landing and
take-off cycles, which add to global GHGs. It’s far worse than today. And because the E-175
would unlikely be able to reach the same number of non-stop destinations, it would likely
increase Netjets-type GA.
Miracle:
--Local access: Multiple working groups emphasized the airport’s importance for residents of the
Roaring Fork Valley. Within that, a stated concern was preventing airfares from becoming
prohibitively expensive for locals. The Common Ground recommendation would help in this

regard. On the other hand, lessening the quantity and range of commercial service will only
result in higher fares. Price-sensitive locals need ASE to move in the opposite direction; we
want this airport to be more affordable for locals.
--On the concern of “big privates.” Bill Tomcich has pulled private aircraft data to analyze the
theory that once the airport can accommodate wider wingspans, larger GA aircraft will begin
flying into ASE. On Dec. 26, Bill pulled data for Eagle Airport. Eagle is a full ADG IV airport,
allowing planes with wingspans of up to 171 feet. Of the planes scheduled to arrive or depart
that day, not one of them would not have been able to land at the Aspen airport of today with its
95-foot wingspan restriction.
--Bill pulled data again on August 10. This time he pulled for Eagle, Colorado Springs, and
Centennial, CO; Jackson Hole; Sun Valley; Bozeman, MT; Truckee Tahoe, CA; Nantucket and
Martha’s Vineyard. Like at ASE, there has been a significant uptick in private jet traffic at all of
those airports due to the COVID-driven “urban exodus.” Of the 1,561 aircraft Bill identified, only
two of them exceeded ASE’s 95-foot wingspan. One was an Air Force Boeing 737, the other
was a private 767, both at Colorado Springs. Bottom line: the “big privates” argument is a
classic red herring. It is demonstrably false. I will forward both of the excel sheets that Bill
shared with me showing the plane-by-plane breakdown by airport.
--Post-COVID context: Over the past four months, Delta has accelerated the retirement of all its
777’s, MD-88’s, MD-90’s, and just last week announced the retirement of its last remaining
737-700’s in an effort to make Delta “a smaller, more efficient airline over the next several years
by accelerating fleet simplification.” Take-away here: COVID is teaching airlines that they want a
nimbler, more flexible fleet mix. The smallest mainline planes, such as the Common
Ground-preferred Airbus A220-100, make a lot of sense going forward. They can function well
regionally, but can also fly some longer mainline routes for the airlines. The upside for ASE:
This trend would make the airlines even more amenable to the plane-size restrictions that the
Common Ground requires them to agree to.

--MICHAEL MIRACLE
DIRECTOR OF COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT

ASPEN SKIING COMPANY
W:
Snowmass | Aspen Mountain | Aspen Highlands | Buttermilk
The Little Nell | Limelight Hotels | Give A Flake
Voted SKI Magazine’s Resort of the Year 2019: Best of the West

Written comments for BOCC regarding ASE Visioning process
August 31, 2020
Ellen W. Anderson
Aspen Village
To the Pitkin County Board of County Commissioners:
After having volunteered hundreds of hours in the ASE Visioning process, I feel compelled to document
why I think the process was fatally flawed.
•

Assignment of volunteers to the various work groups was biased. I was one of the
approximately 100 community members who volunteered, and I was assigned to the “Airport
Experience” workgroup. With 45 years experience working and raising a child here – and 30
years as a Pitkin County deputy sheriff, the last eight years of my service as Emergency
Management Coordinator -- I strongly believed my contribution was more appropriate for the
“Community Character” workgroup. I was forbidden to change my assignment, and even
though I attended nearly every Community Character workgroup meeting (as well as most of
the Technical workgroup and ASE Vision committee meetings), I was not allowed to vote. At
least one other person (Cliff Runge) who was not happy with his assignment just gave up and
quit. As Cliff was the Director of ASE for a few years and subsequently ran the Fixed Based
Operations for 26 years, he would have been an extremely valuable member of the Technical
workgroup. But, because of the arbitrary and immutable decision (made by whom? – we were
never told), Cliff’s enormous expertise was not considered.
The attrition rate was very high. Although I recall being told at the first meeting that about 120
people had volunteered, according to Kathleen Wanatowicz, only 98 were officially assigned to
workgroups or committees, and only 63 actually voted at the end of the year-long process.
Wow, that’s a high attrition rate. Also, some of those who did complete the process are on the
Ski Company payroll (Mike Kaplan and Michael Miracle, for example). It was suggested by
several people that there may have been some conflict of interest.

•

The process was asymmetrical. Almost entirely, the only people allowed to speak at the
Technical workgroup and ASE Vision committee were the County-picked consultants who were
clearly pro-expansion. County Manager Jon Peacock (not an aviation expert) monopolized the
conversations particularly in the Technical workgroup and the Vision committee. Other highly
experienced pilots and aviation experts in the room wanted to weigh in, but they were muzzled
and not allowed to comment with their information that was different from the paid
consultants. There was no opportunity for point-counterpoint discussions or any other
intelligent, real time discussion. The ASE Vision process was like a court procedure where only
the prosecution’s witnesses and experts were allowed to testify. No chance for rebuttals or
“cross examination”, so to speak. The defense only got three minutes at the very end. Three
minutes for more than a year’s work?

•

Some of the County’s consultants were biased and not trustworthy. It would be nice for the
County Commissioners to believe everything the Peacock-chosen consultants stated, but the
consultants were clearly pro-expansion and just plain wrong sometimes. Bill Tomcich, the
County’s favorite consultant on the airline industry, is not a reliable source of aviation

information. I fact-checked some of his statements and found them to be false. Here’s the
result of just one -- my latest -- fact-checking of Tomcich statements.
 On August 17 2020, Michael Miracle (SkiCo employee and voting member of the
Community Character workgroup) quoted Tomcich as saying that among seven airports
that allow large jets – Eagle/Vail, Centennial, Jackson Hole, Colorado Springs, Truckee,
Bozeman, Martha’s Vineyard – on the two days of December 26 2019 and August 10
2020 – among all seven airports there were only two flight operations of aircraft that
would not have been able to land at ASE, and one was military. Why Tomcich chose
those two particular days instead of a large block of days remains a mystery. However,
Tomcich’s alleged facts were apparently meant to “prove” that it is myth that if the
wingspan is increased at ASE from 95-feet to allow larger aircraft (such as 737s and
G650s) that ASE will see an increase in large private jets.
 To fact check Tomcich’s statement, I phoned a couple of the airports he mentioned,
specifically Martha’s Vineyard and Centennial. On August 20 2020 I spoke with Joan
Shemit, director of flight operations at Martha’s Vineyard. Ms. Shemit told me that on
each of those two days – December 26 2019 and August 10 2020 -- there was an
operation involving a G650 (not allowed at ASE) for a total of two. I then spoke with
Brian Lewis, director of flight operations at Centennial, and he told me that on August
10 one G650 landed.
 The upshot: Checking on only two of the Tomcich’s seven airports, I learned that there
were a total of three operations involving airplanes not allowed to land in ASE today and
none was military, thereby discrediting Tomcich’s statement from the get-go. I did not
bother to call the other five airports because by calling only two I learned that Tomcich
was wrong.
•

The premise upon which the expansion argument is based is specious. The false premise is
that the CRJ700 will not be available to serve Aspen for the next dozen or so years because
the airframes are near the end of their lifespans. This simply is not true. It is an example of
“Tell a lie often enough and people will believe it”. According to a very experienced aviation
expert, the half-life, on average, for the SkyWest CRJ-700 fleet has not yet been met. In
other words, most of the SkyWest CRJ700 fleet has not yet reached mid-life. I am expecting
written confirmation of this fact from the manufacturer in a few days and will update this
report when I receive it.

The first mention of the “moribund” CRJ700 that I was able to find was in an article in the Aspen
Times, November 21, 2013. “...The first wave of retirements [for the CRJ700] scheduled to
begin in 2018....more than half of the CRJ700s in use now should be retired by 2021....” This
was reportedly spoken by Joseph Pickering, a consultant from Mead & Hunt, hired by the
County, at a BOCC work session. The passage of time has proven this a spectacularly
inaccurate statement.
According to an article in Wikipedia, last updated June 2020, the list of the many airlines
recently purchasing CRJ700s includes SkyWest, Mesa Airlines, Delta, United, US Airways
American Eagle, and Air Canada – among many more world-wide airlines.

•

During the ASE Vision process, very little conversation involved General Aviation, which is
responsible for the vast majority of flight operations. This is important because no matter
how clean and quiet the aircraft serving the Commercial airline routes are, they are a small
proportion of total flight operations -- far outnumbered by private aircraft, over which we have
no control. The FAA will not let us pick and choose which aircraft can land here as long as they
meet the weight and wingspan restrictions. If the wingspan is increased from the current 95foot limit, it will open the door for private 737s (and other 737-like aircraft) and G650s.
The following two graphs depict the number of flight operations at ASE from January 1 through
July 31 2019 and January 1 through July 31 2020. The Commercial airline operations are shown
in blue, all others (called General Aviation) in red. Commercial includes regularly-scheduled
flights operated by SkyWest under the United, American, and Delta livery. General Aviation is
everything else and includes private, fractional, charter, cargo, etc.. The source of raw data
(then converted to graphs) was the FAA Air Traffic Data System (ATADS) conveyed to me by Tom
Schnetzer at Kimley-Horn aviation consulting group.

Observation #1: For both 2019 and 2020, there are days with over 300 flight operations at ASE.
(For entire calendar year 2019 there were 32 days with 200 or more flight operations. Five of
those days included THREE HUNDRED OPERATIONS A SINGLE DAY WHICH IN OUR NARROW
VALLEY IS INSANE!) For those of us who live under the flight path, the result is constant noise,
often with incoming and departing flights passing each other, which adds to the noise
exponentially.
Observation #2: In 2019 the “off season” from the close of the ski lifts in April to the start of the
summer season in June is clearly visible by the downtick in both Commercial and General
Aviation. The beginning of the summer season can be seen in the uptick in flight operations in
June. Averaged over calendar year 2019, 27% of all flight operations were Commercial while
73% were General Aviation.
Observation #3: The effects on air travel caused by the covid 19 pandemic are clearly visible by
the huge downtick in both Commercial and General Aviation in mid-March 2020. The reduction
in all flights happened before the traditional end of the ski season (lifts were closed early due to
covie 19), and the downturn was dramatic because of the prohibition of traveling during the
early days for the pandemic. However, when air travel began to pick up again end of May -June
2020, it is clear that the percentage of General Aviation is much greater than for the same time
period in 2019. During that time period for both 2019 and 2020, there are a few days with more
than 300 flight operations and many days with more than 200.

Conclusion: Once the door reopened to air travel in late May-early June 2020, the total number
of flight operations was similar for 2019 and 2020. However, this graph shows that the
percentage of General (private) Aviation was much higher in 2020 than 2019.
The logical conclusion is that the time spots for landing and departing that had been taken by
Commercial traffic -- but then were vacated because of covid 19 -- were filled by General
(private) Aviation.
It would be foolish to spend the hundreds of millions of dollars it would take to reconfigure the
runway/taxiway now when there are variables (like a pandemic) that were never considered
during the ASE Visioning process and which can’t be predicted during this unprecedented time
of changes in air travel. When one considers that almost all of the conversation in the ASE
Vision process focused on Commercial travel with little consideration of the implications of
opening up General Aviation to much larger aircraft, the thought of planning for thirty years
hence becomes ludicrous. We simply do not know what is going to happen. Plus, many experts
agree that the future of air travel will soon include electric, which is fraught with unknown
specifics about actual airframe design at this time.
The sensible course of action is to PAUSE any long-term (and costly) reconfiguration of the
airside of ASE at this time until we have a clearer picture of what the future will bring. There is
no hurry.
•

The rush to reconfigure the runway was co-incident with the introduction of the G650 While
I am not claiming a causal relationship, I do think it curious that the fictitious rush to reconfigure
the airside to accommodate over 95-foot wingspans happened about the same time the G650 –
with a wingspan of 99’7” -- became available. Please be clear that I am not connecting dots, I
am only pointing out the dots, with documentation.
Fact #1: According to Forbes Magazine July 1, 2015 article “2015 America’s Richest Families Net
Worth”, the Crown Family net worth was $8.8 billion. According to Forbes, at that time, “.....the
Crown family still owns 10% of General Dynamics stock, worth some $4.8 billion at press time
and the family’s largest single asset”. More recently, on August 27, 2020, MarketScreen listed
James Crown (65 years old) as “Lead Independent Director” as one of the General Dynamics
Managers.
Fact #2: The Crown family owns the Aspen Skiing Company.
Fact #3: According to Google search February 14, 2020, Gulfstream Aerospace Corporation is a
wholly owned subsidiary of General Dynamics.
Fact #4: https://www.aspentimes.com/news/expanded-runway-would-mean-biggergulfstreams-in-aspen/ According to the Aspen Times, September 13, 2015 (link above) in the
article “Expanded Runway Would Mean Bigger Gulfstreams in Aspen”, consultant J.D. Ingram
explained at a BOCC meeting what type of corporate jets would be able to serve the AspenPitkin County Airport when it has an expanded runway. [Note: the word “when” – not the word
“if” – was used.] Ingram noted that the G650, which was way too big to fly into Aspen in 2015,
could do so with the widened and reconfigured runway. In that same article, airport Director
John Kinney was quoted as saying there’s demand for the G650 among Pitkin County’s moneyed
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set. Kinney further said that he learned a few months ago [remember this was 2015] that 22
individuals with Aspen real estate connections had placed orders for the G650s. “About four
weeks ago, that pending total had risen from 22 to 33.” Are these facts coincidental?
•

Safety was not adequately addressed During the first ASE Visioning meeting on February 21,
2019, “Safety of aircraft operations” was overwhelmingly rated the top priority by the
approximately 100 people in attendance. However, safety was never seriously addressed in
work groups and committees.
Fact #1: According to Mary Lackner at Pitkin GIS department, the distance from the upvalley
end of the runway to the Buttermilk parking lot is 1,653 feet. That is approximately three tenths
of a mile.
Fact #2: Sometimes, especially during XGames, there are thousands of people at or near the
Buttermilk parking lot.
Fact #3: Larger, heavier planes have to land at a faster speeds than smaller planes. It would
take less than 11 seconds for an airplane traveling 100 miles an hour to travel three tenths of a
mile.
Fact #4: A 737 or 737-like airplane can seat 130-150 people, depending on configuration. If
such an airplane overshot the runway and crashed into Buttermilk parking lot or god forbid an
XGames crowd, the casualties could number in the thousands.
Fact #5: According the Director of Marketing at Aspen Valley Hospital, AVH has a total of 16
beds in the emergency department, including one “trauma room”. Former Airport director John
Kinney, when asked at ASE Visioning meetings about mass trauma plans associated with ASE,
said mutual aid from other jurisdictions would be called. That’s all well and good, but mutual
aid has to actually get here, possibly during a snow storm with highway closures. Every
Emergency Medical Technician knows about the “golden hour” in terms of survival rates.

Challenger crash ASE January 5, 2014. Judgement errors by pilots (from Mexico) and high winds contributed to the
crash according to National Transportation Safety Board final report, as reported in Aspen Times article April 25,
2017.

Fact #6: The 1,000-foot upvalley extension of the runway, built in 2012, was designed for takeoffs only, not landings, so a plane should not be landing on that part of the runway. However,
accidents happen. To name just four of many incidents near the airport: (1) Greg Murnane was
not supposed to land his twin-engine plane on Hwy 82 in Shale Bluffs on December 27, 1982,
killing the pilot (six passengers survived). (2) An AvJet Gulfstream was not supposed to land just
short of the runway on March 29, 2001, killing all 18 on board. (3) January 17, 2018, a private
Falcon jet landed not on the ASE runway but next to it (no injuries). (4) In 1999 (can’t recall
exact day but I was on scene in my professional capacity as a deputy sheriff) a BAE-146 lost
hydraulics upon landing thereby losing ability for flaps to slow aircraft, and overshot the end of
the runway, coming to rest next to the Buttermilk parking lot (no injuries). That was not
supposed to happen, either. The list of “that was not supposed to happen” goes on and on, so it
is foolish to say that a plane will never try to land on the 1000-foot runway extension because
it’s not supposed to.
Fact #7: According to Richard Arnold, in the past 40 years there have been nearly 40 crashes at
and around the Aspen Airport. Almost all were General Aviation, not Commercial. By the way,
Pitkin County staff declined to gather these crash data when asked by ASE Vision volunteers.
Richard Arnold (former ASE Airport Director), with the help of John McBride (private pilot), and
others had to gather the information on their own.
Fact #8: ASE is a challenging airport, and commercial pilots are required to have specialized
training. No special training for General Aviation pilots is authorized. See below.
Fact #9: On Friday, September 20, 2019 between 4:30 and 7:00 p.m., there were five missed
approaches at ASE. The weather was clear, but according to one person (who wants to remain
anonymous) working Operations at ASE that afternoon, the missed approaches were caused by
private pilots unfamiliar with ASE trying to fly into Aspen for an Aspen Institute Conference.

Conclusion: The community is simply not equipped to deal with a mass casualty 737 airplane
crash with potentially 130-150 souls on board. Another safety concern not discussed properly in
the ASE Visioning process is the fact that where the engines are located on an airplane has a lot
to do with its ability to maneuver in the event of engine failure, say while trying to land. If one
engine fails on an airplane with wing-mounted engines (as 737-like aircraft), the powered engine
will want to yaw the aircraft in the direction of the dead engine. However, with fuselagemounted engines (such as the CRJ700), centerline thrust can still be maintained so that direction
of the airplane is more manageable. It’s physics. CRJ-700s are safer than 737-like airplanes in
the event of engine failure.
•

Air Pollution not adequately studied. To over-simplify, there are two kinds of air pollution to
be considered in connection with operations at ASE. First is the pollution we breathe caused by
operations of aircraft at the airport, such as volatile organic compounds in exhaust and tiny
particulates (such as PM10 and PM5) made airborne by jet blast. Ms. Vigilante, the noise and
air pollution expert hired by Pitkin County, said in a Technical workgroup meeting that there was
no need to actually measure volatile organic compounds and particulates at the end of the
runway, because computer models could do the job, partly based on aviation fuel sales. I think
she may have been referring to the measurement of greenhouse gases, but some of us in the
community would like actual air measurements, based on our first-hand experience of breathing
the stinky air. Why be a theorist when you can be an experimentalist and get real data, right
here?
Tony Vagneur, Aspen native and beloved columnist, spelled out the problem in his opinion piece
in the Aspen Times January 5, 2018 (“Shoving a Bigger Airport Down Aspen’s Throat”). Tony
described skiing Buttermilk with his young grandson. “....A quick lunch and then we headed for
home, savoring the good time, nostrils and lungs burning and rebelling against the stench of jet
fuel exhaust. My battle-scarred lungs and mucous membranes are likely past the point of much
caring, but it really infuriated me to think that my grandson, who is so new to the world, has to
be subjected to such pollution.......We live in a small town at the end of a very narrow mountain
valley.....The catch is that a bigger town might have room for expansion, Aspen does not. It’s
like trying to cram 50 pounds of horse s*** into a 30-pound bag......”
I asked the question at a public meeting more than two years ago when the BOCC accepted the
Environmental Assessment study, “What are the kids at Powder Pandas breathing?” To this day,
Pitkin County has not measured air pollution at the base of Buttermilk despite the fact that I did
the work to find a company that does just that type of monitoring (Apis Company out of Oregon
which is conducting other similar studies in Colorado), got a budget and time frame from Apis
employee Bob Beckius (less than $15,000), then Beckius flew to Aspen and gave a presentation
to Greg Poschman and others with details of the project. We did this all voluntarily in an effort
to get the County to do some real measuring of air pollutants After the presentation, the
response was “Thank you very much, we’ll get back to you.” As of today, the County still has
not measured air pollution at Powder Pandas. Instead, the County says they are monitoring the
air at a secret location (I learned from another source is the Fire Station off to the north side of
the airport) which is obviously the wrong place (confirmed by Beckius that the monitor is in the
wrong place). When I last inquired if any information was available from the secret (wrong)
location, I was told by Cindy Houben in Community Development “No”. The County seems to
refuse to answer the question “What are the kids at Powder Pandas breathing?” despite the fact

that those children are only three-tenths of a mile from the end of the runway where planes
turn around and spool up in preparation for take-off. In addition to the force of the jet blast, the
prevailing winds are also generally in the direction of Powder Pandas. Yet, the County refuses to
get to the truth of what our kiddos are breathing.

•

Then, there are greenhouse gases that affect the whole planet, caused in part by the burning of
fossil fuels. An engineer at SpaceX, Dr. Chris Trautner, performed calculations to determine fuel
consumption of Gulfstream G650 in plastic-bag equivalents. The reason this is pertinent is
obvious when you refer back to the graphs depicting the huge number of private aircraft
(transporting very few people per flight) compared to the commercial flights (transporting many
more people per flight). The comparison was made between a Gulfstream 650 and a CRJ700.
All assumptions and calculations are presented in the following pages. The conclusion is that if a
person takes a G650 instead of a CRJ700 one-way, one time from LAX to ASE, that person uses
the fuel equivalent of about 10,000 EXTRA – extra – plastic bags. Assuming that person uses five

plastic bags per week for groceries, this EXTRA plastic-bag-equivalent for one LAX-to-ASE trip is
about 30 years worth of bag consumption. Said another way: One person taking one private
flight rather than a commercial flight from LAX to ASE can wipe out a single person’s efforts to
do the right thing (taking own bags to grocery instead of using plastic bags) for 30 – THIRTY –
years. Therefore, by reconfiguring the runway/taxiway to accommodate huge private aircraft is
damaging the planet in an unbelievable way.
The following pages show the mathematical computation fuel consumption of the Gulfstream
G650 in plastic -bag equivalents.

•

We pride ourselves in being “green” in Aspen and Pitkin County. However, allowing – I daresay,
encouraging – behemoth jets carrying very few passengers (sometimes carrying no passengers,
just Christmas presents or dogs!) – is not green. It’s time to supplement the “feel good” green
stuff like prohibiting plastic bags at City Market with real green measures like prohibiting large
private jets.

One last thought: The scale of this precious valley just does not support huge 737-like airplanes. We all
know that there is a 35-foot limit for motor vehicles traveling Independence Pass because the
geography just can’t accommodate anything larger – for safety reasons. Similarly, the upper end of our
narrow, box-canyon Roaring Fork Valley can not accommodate larger planes – for safety reasons. We
can’t change the basic geography.
Commissioners: Hold the line on the 95-foot wingspan for reasons of safety and air pollution. There is
no rush.
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Amory Lovins
To:

Wed, Sep 2, 2020 at 4:50 PM

Dear Commissioners,
Since it wasn’t mentioned in yesterday’s BOCC meeting, I wanted to make sure you had all read the guest column I
published the previous day (Monday, August 31, 2020 in the Aspen Daily News (p. 9) along with an interview (p. 1). I’m
therefore submitting it here as a formal comment to be considered in your Airport Vision proceeding. It provides important
information you don’t seem to have, except from my August 17 written comment, which this comment supplements and
updates. I’ve also added two bracketed notes clarifying minor points.
This comment respectfully suggests that you should be asking different questions, at a different time, and based on
different information than your current discussions. That the Vision process so far has missed or misframed so many
fundamental issues seems troubling to many citizens, based on the feedback I’ve received from local and often expert
participants.
Thank you. — Amory B. Lovins (in my personal capacity), Old Snowmass
]
************************************************************************************************************************
*******************************************************************************************************
Personal comments to the Pitkin County Board of County Commissioners, supplementing and updating my
comments of August 17, 2020 on The Final Report of the Airport Vision Committee
September 2, 2020
Pitkin County Commissioners will soon decide about dramatic, far-reaching, long-lasting changes to Aspen Airport and
therefore to the future of our community. Yet there should be no rush. Uncertainties about aviation and the Airport have
ballooned while options are rapidly expanding. Important data are missing. Key questions have been neither asked nor
answered. Fundamental assumptions underlying the Airport Vision exercise—the supposedly rapid retirement of current
airline fleets, the claimed lack of alternative airplanes, and the County’s alleged inability to control which planes may land
if proposed airport changes enable bigger ones—all seem incorrect.
I therefore write as a private citizen to share my grave personal misgivings about the Airport redesign choices that the
Commissioners are now weighing for a decision in early September, with public comments (so far limited to three
minutes) two weeks later. On August 17, I filed a written comment that isn’t yet posted at https://pitkincounty.com/164/
Airport (apparently along with all others over many months). Hoping the newspapers will publish it, I’ll update it here with
some important new information.
1. The pandemic’s near-collapse of commercial aviation has shredded prior growth assumptions. The industry expects air
travel will take years to recover, if ever, putting Aspen at serious risk of building too much, too soon, and no longer fit for
purpose. This cataclysm alone should put major decisions on hold until aviation’s future contours emerge from the rubble.
2. The current Canadair Regional Jet (CRJ-700) fleet that Skywest flies for all Aspen airlines is not about to retire as
perennially claimed since 2013. Its North American deliveries were in 2001–11. In 2013, our Commissioners were told
over half the fleet would retire by 2021, but on March 31, 2019 (the latest report), 290 of the 330 delivered CRJ-700s
were still in service. The Technical Working Group (p. 13) now estimates 2030–35 retirements for many carriers’ CRJ700s, but airlines will keep flying it as long as they need to. (Age is far from the most important driver of airlines’ complex
fleet choices. The 767 has been flying since 1982, 747s flew for 47 years, and some B-52s are slated to retire in 2040 at
nearly 90.)
The CRJ-700 nicely fits and can serve Aspen’s very specific needs well into the 2030s, especially with the likely postpandemic shift from hub-and-spoke toward point-to-point routes (already an emergent trend). Rumors of its death are
https://mail.google.com/mail/u/0?ik=55c4318ae9&view=pt&search=all&permthid=thread-f%3A1676764261409409294&simpl=msg-f%3A16767642614…
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premature. The CRJ series is “the world’s most successful regional aircraft family,” with over 1,900 serving 120+
operators in 90 countries, and one taking off or landing every five seconds. It made 20% of all 2015 North American jet
departures, with the 60–100-seat global market in 2018–37 projected (pre-pandemic) to total about 5,500 airplanes.
The CRJ’s last global deliveries are scheduled this year. Confirming their expected longevity, United Express just
converted 20 CRJ's averaging 15 years old to 50-seat CRJ-550s for scope-clause flexibility and an Aspen-style
customer experience.* To be sure, in a 26 August Aspen Daily News article, the County’s airline liaison linked the CRJ700’s dwindling (though still undecided) role in Delta’s fleet to Delta’s temporary suspension of winter service to Aspen,
Hayden, and Montrose. A simpler explanation is that Delta lost $5.7 billion in the second quarter of 2020 on sales 88%
below a year earlier, and plans at most 25% of the third-quarter 2020 capacity it had a year earlier, so it’s more focused
on survival than on serving minor, peripheral, pandemic-disrupted routes. That’s an industrywide pattern: American, for
example, just suspended 15 US rural markets as CARES Act funding expires. Of course, the more transparent and
expertly informed the County’s dialogue with its airline partners becomes, the better we’ll understand each other’s hopes,
fears, needs, wishes, intentions, and opportunities.

*[Note added September 2, 2020, to the original version of these comments published on p. 9 of the Aspen Daily News,
August 31, 2020: My August 17, 2020 comments to the BOCC referred to 20 CRJ-550s for United as “new”. I wish to
clarify that what’s new is the configuration and model number, not the airframe, which as stated in the previous paragraph
of these September 2 comments is the CRJ-770, reworked to allocate 20 coach seats to expanded First Class, a snack
bar, and new luggage closets. My point in mentioning these conversions of airplanes averaging ~15 years old is that they
confirm the CRJ-770 airframe continues to give excellent service and that United expects it to do so for a long time. This
is further illustrated by SkyWest’s April 25, 2019 announcement of a multi-year lease extension on 40 American Airlines
CRJ-700s, plus a 10-year lease of 29 more CRJ-700s to another party to enter service from mid-2019 to mid-2020. Thus
even as the BOCC is being told that its CRJ-700 fleet is about to disappear, the world’s largest CRJ-700 operator, with
103 CRJ-700s flying as of 8 July 2019, is continuing to lease them for operation from 2020 until at least 2030, and their
FAA-rated flying duration is considerably longer than that.]
The Technical Working Group described, but the main Vision Report omitted, an additional Aspen-qualified airplane: the
Class III, 68–90-seat Dash-8 Q400. The TWG’s analysis of a 76-seat version (6 more than the CRJ-700) found this agile
turboprop would be less sensitive to hot days than the CRJ-700 and quieter by two of three metrics, and it tied for top
operational ranking despite a shorter nominal range (1,100 vs. 1,400 nm). And it’s still in production: two years ago, 508
were in airline service (including 47 with Horizon in the Pacific Northwest), with 56 on order. Many old-timers fondly recall
its predecessor Dash-7’s capability in marginal weather unflyable by jets. I for one care less if my Denver, California, or
Texas nonstop is in a modern turboprop, nearly as quiet and fast as a jet, than if it can get me home safely in Aspenroulette weather. It’s unclear why this good airplane wasn’t considered further: it needn’t be preferred in order to offer
Aspen a valuable “insurance policy.” I also wonder why the newer CRJ-900 (of which Delta Connection ordered 20 in
2018) was rejected up front, without published explanation, as “not meeting” Aspen’s operational requirements.
3. The Vision Report assumed quick CRJ-700 retirement, hence bigger new planes requiring major airport changes that
under FAA rules (unless current operators and unknown future ones agree and keep their word) could admit unwanted
types too. Those include big General Aviation (GA) planes not subject to such negotiations. (Here I’ll merge air taxis like
NetJets, which had about as many 2018 ASE operations as airlines, into GA, which had slightly more than both
combined.) The Vision Report’s p. 6 says GA “growth should be managed,” but the same FAA anti-discrimination rules
would prohibit this under the bigger-and-better agenda that local development interests, County staff, and consultants
have advanced as supposedly inevitable.
Yet there’s an unexamined alternative. With FAA’s blessing and likely help, the County could instead empower itself to
make choices vital to community values while strengthening the airport’s business model. How? An option adopted by 28
airports since 2010, with more on the way, could retain County ownership and FAA safety rules and tower control but
regain County control of non-safety decisions. Such status (confusingly called a “private airport”) would let the County
regulate the types, sizes, numbers, timing, noise, and emissions of both commercial traffic and the dominant but
otherwise uncontrollable general aviation. This option, briefly mentioned in 2013, wasn’t seriously explored. It should be.
Now. It could change everything.
4. Quiet, cleaner or zero-emission electric short- and probably medium-haul airplanes are rapidly emerging, as described
in my November 13, 2019 Aspen Institute lecture on efficient and electric airplanes, keynoting the industry’s main
sustainable-aviation conference last May. The Vision Report cited that talk but understated its implications for Aspen.
Illustrating the speed of relevant innovation, an eightfold-more efficient jet-speed scaleable 6-seat air taxi with 4,500-nm
range and impressive claimed economics has reportedly been flight-tested, aiming for 2025 first deliveries. Its
extraordinarily low fuel cost could disrupt everyone’s business model.*
[Note added September 2, 2020: a bigger Celera 1000-L with nearly twice the cabin volume is well along in development, and this
superefficient platform is especially suitable for early electrification.]

5. Citizens rated safety by far the top priority, and the Vision Report concurs, but safety wasn’t examined in proper depth.
Aspen is said to have the most dangerous commercial airport in the country, with a disturbing 44 accidents in 1980–2019,
https://mail.google.com/mail/u/0?ik=55c4318ae9&view=pt&search=all&permthid=thread-f%3A1676764261409409294&simpl=msg-f%3A16767642614…
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13 of them causing a total of 44 deaths, though trending down. (Absent a County list, those accidents are being
catalogued by two longtime local pilots—an opportunity to mine for lessons learned.) Of the 44 accidents, only one was
by a commercial flight—a 1999 hydraulic failure sent a BAe 146 beyond the runway, slightly damaging the plane with no
injuries. The other 43 accidents and all the fatalities were in General Aviation. The key difference seems to be that
commercial pilots must have ASE-specific training while private pilots (landing in daylight) needn’t. But they could be
required to—by video, pamphlet, online tutorial, or simulation—if the safety-centric FAA agrees. The Vision Report’s
safety agenda is a good start, but it doesn’t suggest mandatory pilot training, nor making the tower taller, fully
modernizing all aids (navigation, approach, lights, etc.), minimizing head-on traffic, and other improvements. Conversely,
the proposed new midfield crossing worries some local pilots: many GA pilots are too unfamiliar with ASE’s head-to-head
runway use to remember to look both ways, creating a significant new collision risk.
6. Some omitted design options merit a close look, such as moving the Highway 82 bend to lengthen the runway to the
west, adding a safer around-the-west-end taxiway, and siting the airline terminal at the Lumberyard property—instead of
housing now proposed, against FAA’s safety advice and contrary to the County’s December 1998 nonresidential promise
to the FAA.
7. Air-pollution and noise measurements do not yet provide the meaningful data needed for informed community choice.
We need them to.
How could our elaborate public process skate past such points? Thirty-year Deputy Sheriff and eight-year Pitkin County
Emergency Management Coordinator Ellen Anderson’s 22 August Aspen Times letter paints a disturbing picture of how
the Vision process was structured and managed to mold Aspen’s famously messy vitality into apparent consensus—after
nearly half the original participants dropped out. Her account is consistent with that of all but one of the participants I
asked, and all perceived a preset agenda, not an open-ended exploration. The online materials, too, reveal diverse views
dropping away and filtered out until the narrow options left are fully sanitized, skillfully framed to achieve a specific
outcome, but missing key ingredients and built on sand.
Illustrating what was missed, a 40-year commercial pilot and 30-year worldwide airport designer with extraordinary
industry knowledge, long and strong FAA relationships, and complete independence is among the local deep experts who
dropped out of the process after being silenced too often. He wrote the Commissioners and Vision leaders on February
14 and has continued to offer them detailed, disinterested, and free advice. (He’s not seeking work.) In response, he was
offered a chance to address the Commissioners in a public forum that never happened. Recently he was indirectly invited
to offer a 3-minute comment, then wrongly told the schedule was full so he needn’t come. What he offers to contribute
could be transformational. He remains unheard.
With the Vision process having done what some sought but not what many others hoped for, and with scant inputs from
independent sources, the Commissioners are now diving into which of two redesign options to choose—when it’s
imprudent and unreasonable to choose either. The sensible course would be to thank the contributors and table their
Report until the dust clears.
There’s no rush to choose now when so many fundamentals are unknown and rapidly shifting while attractive options
rapidly expand. The existing CRJ-700 fleet can long persist and has a currently produced, popular, 9%-more-seats, fully
Aspen-qualified backup option. On funding, the unimpressed FAA has already reallocated the money originally earmarked
for Aspen, so we’re at the back of the line. Except simple safety fixes—always FAA’s priority—substantial funding could
take many years. No doubt the airline terminal can and should be improved, but cautiously because capacity needs were
just upended and fleet options are shifting. General Aviation too is in flux and needs rethinking. The County-controlled,
FAA-safe “private airport” option could transform both, so let’s first ask how it’s working and how it could work here.
Maybe the proposed major reconstruction will ultimately turn out to be the best course. If so, the A220 looks like a fine
pre-electric airplane. But based on what we do know and don’t know right now, the only priority meriting prompt decision
and action is an in-depth safety upgrade led by truly independent experts. FAA—our most important ally in sustaining the
safety and reputation of our community—would love that and be likely to fund it.
For 38 years I’ve refrained from publicly intervening like this in local issues. They’re complicated and often fractious.
There are many people I respect on both sides. But in this case I think the implications are so important, and the Vision
process was so incomplete, that as a concerned citizen with some knowledge of the subject, no interests at stake, and an
interest in good governance, I feel obliged to speak up.
Our able Commissioners have many other tough issues on their minds right now. But whether as taxpayers, citizens,
residents, guests, or recipients of our crucial Airport’s blessings and impacts, we’ll all benefit if the Commissioners and
community take the time now to explore the overlooked big options, ask and answer the bypassed basic questions,
engage the sidelined local experts, and get this giant decision right—fairly, publicly, independently, and transparently.
— Amory B. Lovins, Old Snowmass

https://mail.google.com/mail/u/0?ik=55c4318ae9&view=pt&search=all&permthid=thread-f%3A1676764261409409294&simpl=msg-f%3A16767642614…
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ASE Vision process and recommendation
2 messages

Sara Garton <
To:

t>

Tue, Sep 8, 2020 at 1:02 PM

Dear Board of County Commissioners,
Thank you for the thorough and equitable ASE Vision process to help determine the future of our Pitkin County-Aspen
Airport that allowed so many county citizens to participate, learn and advise.
I was a member of the Community Character Committee and, although we did not all agree, we were able to reach a
consensus for our recommendation to the synthesizing Vision Committee.
I do not agree with Amory Lovins’ recent letter published in our newspapers. He has misrepresented the process, and I
don’t agree with his conclusions.
Safety, by unanimous agreement, is the highest consideration in the operation of the Pitkin County-Aspen Airport.
Therefore, the safest runway should be constructed as soon as possible on this site to accommodate future, more
efficient and better designed aircraft.
Sincerely,
Sara Garton
Charlotte Anderson <charlotte.anderson@pitkincounty.com>
To: BOCC <bocc@pitkincounty.com>

Tue, Sep 8, 2020 at 2:33 PM

FYI - ASE Comment
[Quoted text hidden]

--

Charlotte Anderson
Executive Assistant
Pitkin County Government
530 E. Main St., Suite 302
Aspen, CO 81611

www.pitkincounty.com
Thank you for your message. The Pitkin County Sheriff's Office and Administration building located at 530 E. Main
Street in Aspen remains closed to the public due to COVID. However, services are being provided. Please visit
www.pitkincounty.com for a detailed list of department contacts. Most of our staff is working remotely and our main phone
line (970-920-5200) is available for questions.
For the latest information about COVID-19 in our community: Click here

https://mail.google.com/mail/u/0?ik=55c4318ae9&view=pt&search=all&permthid=thread-f%3A1677293519957954953&simpl=msg-f%3A16772935199…
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Written comments for BOCC regarding ASE Visioning process
September 8, 2020
Ellen W. Anderson
Aspen Village
To the Pitkin County Board of County Commissioners:
After having volunteered hundreds of hours in the ASE Visioning process, I feel compelled to document
why I think the process was fatally flawed.
•

Assignment of volunteers to the various work groups was biased. I was one of the
approximately 100 community members who volunteered, and I was assigned to the “Airport
Experience” workgroup. With 45 years experience working and raising a child here – and 30
years as a Pitkin County deputy sheriff, the last eight years of my service as Emergency
Management Coordinator -- I strongly believed my contribution was more appropriate for the
“Community Character” workgroup. I was forbidden to change my assignment, and even
though I attended nearly every Community Character workgroup meeting (as well as most of
the Technical workgroup and ASE Vision committee meetings), I was not allowed to vote. At
least one other person (Cliff Runge) who was not happy with his assignment just gave up and
quit. As Cliff was the Director of ASE for a few years and subsequently ran the Fixed Based
Operations for 26 years, he would have been an extremely valuable member of the Technical
workgroup. But, because of the arbitrary and immutable decision (made by whom? – we were
never told), Cliff’s enormous expertise was not considered.
The attrition rate was very high. Although I recall being told at the first meeting that about 120
people had volunteered, according to Kathleen Wanatowicz, only 98 were officially assigned to
workgroups or committees, and only 63 actually voted at the end of the year-long process.
Wow, that’s a high attrition rate. Also, some of those who did complete the process are on the
Ski Company payroll (Mike Kaplan and Michael Miracle, for example). It was suggested by
several people that there may have been some conflict of interest.

•

The process was asymmetrical. Almost entirely, the only people allowed to speak at the
Technical workgroup and ASE Vision committee were the County-picked consultants who were
clearly pro-expansion. County Manager Jon Peacock (not an aviation expert) monopolized the
conversations particularly in the Technical workgroup and the Vision committee. Other highly
experienced pilots and aviation experts in the room wanted to weigh in, but they were muzzled
and not allowed to comment with their information that was different from the paid
consultants. There was no opportunity for point-counterpoint discussions or any other
intelligent, real time discussion. The ASE Vision process was like a court procedure where only
the prosecution’s witnesses and experts were allowed to testify. No chance for rebuttals or
“cross examination”, so to speak. The defense only got three minutes at the very end. Three
minutes for more than a year’s work?

•

Some of the County’s consultants were biased and not trustworthy. It would be nice for the
County Commissioners to believe everything the Peacock-chosen consultants stated, but the
consultants were clearly pro-expansion and just plain wrong sometimes. Bill Tomcich, the
County’s favorite consultant on the airline industry, is not a reliable source of aviation

information. I fact-checked some of his statements and found them to be false. Here’s the
result of just one -- my latest -- fact-checking of Tomcich statements.
 On August 17 2020, Michael Miracle (SkiCo employee and voting member of the
Community Character workgroup) quoted Tomcich as saying that among seven airports
that allow large jets – Eagle/Vail, Centennial, Jackson Hole, Colorado Springs, Truckee,
Bozeman, Martha’s Vineyard – on the two days of December 26 2019 and August 10
2020 – among all seven airports there were only two flight operations of aircraft that
would not have been able to land at ASE, and one was military. Why Tomcich chose
those two particular days instead of a large block of days remains a mystery. However,
Tomcich’s alleged facts were apparently meant to “prove” that it is myth that if the
wingspan is increased at ASE from 95-feet to allow larger aircraft (such as 737s and
G650s) that ASE will see an increase in large private jets.
 To fact check Tomcich’s statement, I phoned a couple of the airports he mentioned,
specifically Martha’s Vineyard and Centennial. On August 20 2020 I spoke with Joan
Shemit, director of flight operations at Martha’s Vineyard. Ms. Shemit told me that on
each of those two days – December 26 2019 and August 10 2020 -- there was an
operation involving a G650 (not allowed at ASE) for a total of two. I then spoke with
Brian Lewis, director of flight operations at Centennial, and he told me that on August
10 one G650 landed.
 The upshot: Checking on only two of the Tomcich’s seven airports, I learned that there
were a total of three operations involving airplanes not allowed to land in ASE today and
none was military, thereby discrediting Tomcich’s statement from the get-go. I did not
bother to call the other five airports because by calling only two I learned that Tomcich
was wrong.
•

The premise upon which the expansion argument is based is specious. The false premise is
that the CRJ700 will not be available to serve Aspen for the next dozen or so years because
the airframes are near the end of their lifespans. This simply is not true. It is an example of
“Tell a lie often enough and people will believe it”.
On September 4, 2020, Nathalie Scott, Senior Advisor, Public Relations and Media of
Mitsubishi Heavy Industries (the manufacturer of the CRJ-700), stated in an e-mail “The
Design Life of a CRJ700 is 80K Flight Cycles. FYI, The average of age of the approximately
240 CRJ700s in service in the US as of January 2020 was 14 years old....which is still pretty
young. Hope that clarifies.” This quote should put the false premise to rest once and for
all.

Background information: The first mention of the “moribund” CRJ700 that I was able to find
was in an article in the Aspen Times, November 21, 2013. “...The first wave of retirements [for
the CRJ700] scheduled to begin in 2018....more than half of the CRJ700s in use now should be
retired by 2021....” This was reportedly spoken by Joseph Pickering, a consultant from Mead &
Hunt, hired by the County, at a BOCC work session. The passage of time has proven this a
spectacularly inaccurate statement.
According to an article in Wikipedia, last updated June 2020, the list of the many airlines
recently purchasing CRJ700s includes SkyWest, Mesa Airlines, Delta, United, US Airways
American Eagle, and Air Canada – among many more world-wide airlines.

•

During the ASE Vision process, very little conversation involved General Aviation, which is
responsible for the vast majority of flight operations. This is important because no matter
how clean and quiet the aircraft serving the Commercial airline routes are, they are a small
proportion of total flight operations -- far outnumbered by private aircraft, over which we have
no control. The FAA will not let us pick and choose which aircraft can land here as long as they
meet the weight and wingspan restrictions. If the wingspan is increased from the current 95foot limit, it will open the door for private 737s (and other 737-like aircraft) and G650s.
The following two graphs depict the number of flight operations at ASE from January 1 through
July 31 2019 and January 1 through July 31 2020. The Commercial airline operations are shown
in blue, all others (called General Aviation) in red. Commercial includes regularly-scheduled
flights operated by SkyWest under the United, American, and Delta livery. General Aviation is
everything else and includes private, fractional, charter, cargo, etc.. The source of raw data
(then converted to graphs) was the FAA Air Traffic Data System (ATADS) conveyed to me by Tom
Schnetzer at Kimley-Horn aviation consulting group.

Observation #1: For both 2019 and 2020, there are days with over 300 flight operations at ASE.
(For entire calendar year 2019 there were 32 days with 200 or more flight operations. Five of
those days included THREE HUNDRED OPERATIONS A SINGLE DAY WHICH IN OUR NARROW
VALLEY IS INSANE!) For those of us who live under the flight path, the result is constant noise,
often with incoming and departing flights passing each other, which adds to the noise
exponentially.
Observation #2: In 2019 the “off season” from the close of the ski lifts in April to the start of the
summer season in June is clearly visible by the downtick in both Commercial and General
Aviation. The beginning of the summer season can be seen in the uptick in flight operations in
June. Averaged over calendar year 2019, 27% of all flight operations were Commercial while
73% were General Aviation.
Observation #3: The effects on air travel caused by the covid 19 pandemic are clearly visible by
the huge downtick in both Commercial and General Aviation in mid-March 2020. The reduction
in all flights happened before the traditional end of the ski season (lifts were closed early due to
covie 19), and the downturn was dramatic because of the prohibition of traveling during the
early days for the pandemic. However, when air travel began to pick up again end of May -June
2020, it is clear that the percentage of General Aviation is much greater than for the same time
period in 2019. During that time period for both 2019 and 2020, there are a few days with more
than 300 flight operations and many days with more than 200.

Conclusion: Once the door reopened to air travel in late May-early June 2020, the total number
of flight operations was similar for 2019 and 2020. However, this graph shows that the
percentage of General (private) Aviation was much higher in 2020 than 2019.
The logical conclusion is that the time spots for landing and departing that had been taken by
Commercial traffic -- but then were vacated because of covid 19 -- were filled by General
(private) Aviation.
It would be foolish to spend the hundreds of millions of dollars it would take to reconfigure the
runway/taxiway now when there are variables (like a pandemic) that were never considered
during the ASE Visioning process and which can’t be predicted during this unprecedented time
of changes in air travel. When one considers that almost all of the conversation in the ASE
Vision process focused on Commercial travel with little consideration of the implications of
opening up General Aviation to much larger aircraft, the thought of planning for thirty years
hence becomes ludicrous. We simply do not know what is going to happen. Plus, many experts
agree that the future of air travel will soon include electric, which is fraught with unknown
specifics about actual airframe design at this time.
The sensible course of action is to PAUSE any long-term (and costly) reconfiguration of the
airside of ASE at this time until we have a clearer picture of what the future will bring. There is
no hurry.
•

The rush to reconfigure the runway was co-incident with the introduction of the G650 While
I am not claiming a causal relationship, I do think it curious that the fictitious rush to reconfigure
the airside to accommodate over 95-foot wingspans happened about the same time the G650 –
with a wingspan of 99’7” -- became available. Please be clear that I am not connecting dots, I
am only pointing out the dots, with documentation.
Fact #1: According to Forbes Magazine July 1, 2015 article “2015 America’s Richest Families Net
Worth”, the Crown Family net worth was $8.8 billion. According to Forbes, at that time, “.....the
Crown family still owns 10% of General Dynamics stock, worth some $4.8 billion at press time
and the family’s largest single asset”. More recently, on August 27, 2020, MarketScreen listed
James Crown (65 years old) as “Lead Independent Director” as one of the General Dynamics
Managers.
Fact #2: The Crown family owns the Aspen Skiing Company.
Fact #3: According to Google search February 14, 2020, Gulfstream Aerospace Corporation is a
wholly owned subsidiary of General Dynamics.
Fact #4: https://www.aspentimes.com/news/expanded-runway-would-mean-biggergulfstreams-in-aspen/ According to the Aspen Times, September 13, 2015 (link above) in the
article “Expanded Runway Would Mean Bigger Gulfstreams in Aspen”, consultant J.D. Ingram
explained at a BOCC meeting what type of corporate jets would be able to serve the AspenPitkin County Airport when it has an expanded runway. [Note: the word “when” – not the word
“if” – was used.] Ingram noted that the G650, which was way too big to fly into Aspen in 2015,
could do so with the widened and reconfigured runway. In that same article, airport Director
John Kinney was quoted as saying there’s demand for the G650 among Pitkin County’s moneyed
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set. Kinney further said that he learned a few months ago [remember this was 2015] that 22
individuals with Aspen real estate connections had placed orders for the G650s. “About four
weeks ago, that pending total had risen from 22 to 33.” Are these facts coincidental?
•

Safety was not adequately addressed During the first ASE Visioning meeting on February 21,
2019, “Safety of aircraft operations” was overwhelmingly rated the top priority by the
approximately 100 people in attendance. However, safety was never seriously addressed in
work groups and committees.
Fact #1: According to Mary Lackner at Pitkin GIS department, the distance from the upvalley
end of the runway to the Buttermilk parking lot is 1,653 feet. That is approximately three tenths
of a mile.
Fact #2: Sometimes, especially during XGames, there are thousands of people at or near the
Buttermilk parking lot.
Fact #3: Larger, heavier planes have to land at a faster speeds than smaller planes. It would
take less than 11 seconds for an airplane traveling 100 miles an hour to travel three tenths of a
mile.
Fact #4: A 737 or 737-like airplane can seat 130-150 people, depending on configuration. If
such an airplane overshot the runway and crashed into Buttermilk parking lot or god forbid an
XGames crowd, the casualties could number in the thousands.
Fact #5: According the Director of Marketing at Aspen Valley Hospital, AVH has a total of 16
beds in the emergency department, including one “trauma room”. Former Airport director John
Kinney, when asked at ASE Visioning meetings about mass trauma plans associated with ASE,
said mutual aid from other jurisdictions would be called. That’s all well and good, but mutual
aid has to actually get here, possibly during a snow storm with highway closures. Every
Emergency Medical Technician knows about the “golden hour” in terms of survival rates.

Challenger crash ASE January 5, 2014. Judgement errors by pilots (from Mexico) and high winds contributed to the
crash according to National Transportation Safety Board final report, as reported in Aspen Times article April 25,
2017.

Fact #6: The 1,000-foot upvalley extension of the runway, built in 2012, was designed for takeoffs only, not landings, so a plane should not be landing on that part of the runway. However,
accidents happen. To name just four of many incidents near the airport: (1) Greg Murnane was
not supposed to land his twin-engine plane on Hwy 82 in Shale Bluffs on December 27, 1982,
killing the pilot (six passengers survived). (2) An AvJet Gulfstream was not supposed to land just
short of the runway on March 29, 2001, killing all 18 on board. (3) January 17, 2018, a private
Falcon jet landed not on the ASE runway but next to it (no injuries). (4) In 1999 (can’t recall
exact day but I was on scene in my professional capacity as a deputy sheriff) a BAE-146 lost
hydraulics upon landing thereby losing ability for flaps to slow aircraft, and overshot the end of
the runway, coming to rest next to the Buttermilk parking lot (no injuries). That was not
supposed to happen, either. The list of “that was not supposed to happen” goes on and on, so it
is foolish to say that a plane will never try to land on the 1000-foot runway extension because
it’s not supposed to.
Fact #7: According to Richard Arnold, in the past 40 years there have been nearly 40 crashes at
and around the Aspen Airport. Almost all were General Aviation, not Commercial. By the way,
Pitkin County staff declined to gather these crash data when asked by ASE Vision volunteers.
Richard Arnold (former ASE Airport Director), with the help of John McBride (private pilot), and
others had to gather the information on their own.
Fact #8: ASE is a challenging airport, and commercial pilots are required to have specialized
training. No special training for General Aviation pilots is authorized. See below.
Fact #9: On Friday, September 20, 2019 between 4:30 and 7:00 p.m., there were five missed
approaches at ASE. The weather was clear, but according to one person (who wants to remain
anonymous) working Operations at ASE that afternoon, the missed approaches were caused by
private pilots unfamiliar with ASE trying to fly into Aspen for an Aspen Institute Conference.

Conclusion: The community is simply not equipped to deal with a mass casualty 737 airplane
crash with potentially 130-150 souls on board. Another safety concern not discussed properly in
the ASE Visioning process is the fact that where the engines are located on an airplane has a lot
to do with its ability to maneuver in the event of engine failure, say while trying to land. If one
engine fails on an airplane with wing-mounted engines (as 737-like aircraft), the powered engine
will want to yaw the aircraft in the direction of the dead engine. However, with fuselagemounted engines (such as the CRJ700), centerline thrust can still be maintained so that direction
of the airplane is more manageable. It’s physics. CRJ-700s are safer than 737-like airplanes in
the event of engine failure.
•

Air Pollution not adequately studied. To over-simplify, there are two kinds of air pollution to
be considered in connection with operations at ASE. First is the pollution we breathe caused by
operations of aircraft at the airport, such as volatile organic compounds in exhaust and tiny
particulates (such as PM10 and PM5) made airborne by jet blast. Ms. Vigilante, the noise and
air pollution expert hired by Pitkin County, said in a Technical workgroup meeting that there was
no need to actually measure volatile organic compounds and particulates at the end of the
runway, because computer models could do the job, partly based on aviation fuel sales. I think
she may have been referring to the measurement of greenhouse gases, but some of us in the
community would like actual air measurements, based on our first-hand experience of breathing
the stinky air. Why be a theorist when you can be an experimentalist and get real data, right
here?
Tony Vagneur, Aspen native and beloved columnist, spelled out the problem in his opinion piece
in the Aspen Times January 5, 2018 (“Shoving a Bigger Airport Down Aspen’s Throat”). Tony
described skiing Buttermilk with his young grandson. “....A quick lunch and then we headed for
home, savoring the good time, nostrils and lungs burning and rebelling against the stench of jet
fuel exhaust. My battle-scarred lungs and mucous membranes are likely past the point of much
caring, but it really infuriated me to think that my grandson, who is so new to the world, has to
be subjected to such pollution.......We live in a small town at the end of a very narrow mountain
valley.....The catch is that a bigger town might have room for expansion, Aspen does not. It’s
like trying to cram 50 pounds of horse s*** into a 30-pound bag......”
I asked the question at a public meeting more than two years ago when the BOCC accepted the
Environmental Assessment study, “What are the kids at Powder Pandas breathing?” To this day,
Pitkin County has not measured air pollution at the base of Buttermilk despite the fact that I did
the work to find a company that does just that type of monitoring (Apis Company out of Oregon
which is conducting other similar studies in Colorado), got a budget and time frame from Apis
employee Bob Beckius (less than $15,000), then Beckius flew to Aspen and gave a presentation
to Greg Poschman and others with details of the project. We did this all voluntarily in an effort
to get the County to do some real measuring of air pollutants After the presentation, the
response was “Thank you very much, we’ll get back to you.” As of today, the County still has
not measured air pollution at Powder Pandas. Instead, the County says they are monitoring the
air at a secret location (I learned from another source is the Fire Station off to the north side of
the airport) which is obviously the wrong place (confirmed by Beckius that the monitor is in the
wrong place). When I last inquired if any information was available from the secret (wrong)
location, I was told by Cindy Houben in Community Development “No”. The County seems to
refuse to answer the question “What are the kids at Powder Pandas breathing?” despite the fact

that those children are only three-tenths of a mile from the end of the runway where planes
turn around and spool up in preparation for take-off. In addition to the force of the jet blast, the
prevailing winds are also generally in the direction of Powder Pandas. Yet, the County refuses to
get to the truth of what our kiddos are breathing.

•

Then, there are greenhouse gases that affect the whole planet, caused in part by the burning of
fossil fuels. An engineer at SpaceX, Dr. Chris Trautner, performed calculations to determine fuel
consumption of Gulfstream G650 in plastic-bag equivalents. The reason this is pertinent is
obvious when you refer back to the graphs depicting the huge number of private aircraft
(transporting very few people per flight) compared to the commercial flights (transporting many
more people per flight). The comparison was made between a Gulfstream 650 and a CRJ700.
All assumptions and calculations are presented in the following pages. The conclusion is that if a
person takes a G650 instead of a CRJ700 one-way, one time from LAX to ASE, that person uses
the fuel equivalent of about 10,000 EXTRA – extra – plastic bags. Assuming that person uses five

plastic bags per week for groceries, this EXTRA plastic-bag-equivalent for one LAX-to-ASE trip is
about 30 years worth of bag consumption. Said another way: One person taking one private
flight rather than a commercial flight from LAX to ASE can wipe out a single person’s efforts to
do the right thing (taking own bags to grocery instead of using plastic bags) for 30 – THIRTY –
years. Therefore, by reconfiguring the runway/taxiway to accommodate huge private aircraft is
damaging the planet in an unbelievable way.
The following pages show the mathematical computation fuel consumption of the Gulfstream
G650 in plastic -bag equivalents.

•

We pride ourselves in being “green” in Aspen and Pitkin County. However, allowing – I daresay,
encouraging – behemoth jets carrying very few passengers (sometimes carrying no passengers,
just Christmas presents or dogs!) – is not green. It’s time to supplement the “feel good” green
stuff like prohibiting plastic bags at City Market with real green measures like prohibiting large
private jets.

One last thought: The scale of this precious valley just does not support huge 737-like airplanes. We all
know that there is a 35-foot limit for motor vehicles traveling Independence Pass because the
geography just can’t accommodate anything larger – for safety reasons. Similarly, the upper end of our
narrow, box-canyon Roaring Fork Valley can not accommodate larger planes – for safety reasons. We
can’t change the basic geography.
Commissioners: Hold the line on the 95-foot wingspan for reasons of safety and air pollution. There is
no rush.
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Fwd: ASE Vision recommendations
Rich Englehart
To: BOCC

---------- Forwarded message --------From: Joe Driscoll <
Date: Tue, Sep 15, 2020 at 8:59 AM
Subject: ASE Vision recommendations
To: Rich Englehart <

>

Tue, Sep 15, 2020 at 9:29 AM

>

>

As an airline pilot, ASE Vision volunteer and 30 year Pitkin County resident, I would like to offer a perspective on recent
airport newspaper articles.
Airports across the country are completing construction projects ahead of schedule, taking advantage of the Covid-19 air
traffic slowdown to cause minimum disruption to the traveling public. Salt Lake airport will open a completely new terminal
this week. Denver is expanding terminal space to be ready for a return of passenger volume. Los Angeles and other
airports also pressing ahead with airport improvements.
The Bombardier CRJ-700 has been discontinued and will be retired in the future. Bombardier developed the CS-100 to
replace the CRJ, which was taken over by Airbus and rebranded as the A220. It is irrelevant to compare the longevity of
long-haul wide-body aircraft such as the Boeing 767, 747 or B52 strategic bomber, all of which fly long hours and far
fewer cycles (engine starts, take-offs and landing) than a short-haul regional jet. The Q-400 is only operated by Horizon
Arlines in the US, which of course does not serve Aspen.
Safety is a priority of the ASE Vision and the airlines operating here have a proven track record of safe operations. The
ASE Vision incorporates safety enhancements by regulating general aviation, which already account for 75% of ASE
operations. The community majority does not want to see a further reduction of airline operations.
Joe Driscoll
-Rich Englehart
Pitkin County Deputy County Manager
Interim Airport Director
530 E. Main Street, Suite 302
Aspen, CO 81611

STOP THE SPREAD

Find Support and Stay Informed:
www.pitkincounty.com/covid19
Community Hotline: 970-429-6186
Due to COVID-19 response and recovery, there may be a prolonged delay in my ability to reply to your email. Thank you
in advance for your patience. My office hours are 8:00AM-5:00PM, M-F. If you need to reach me outside of these hours,
please call or text me directly.
https://mail.google.com/mail/u/0?ik=55c4318ae9&view=pt&search=all&permmsgid=msg-f%3A1677914294232122677&simpl=msg-f%3A16779142942…
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Fwd: GREEN AIRPORT
Patti Clapper
To: Charlotte Anderson

Mon, Sep 14, 2020 at 2:40 PM

FYI
Sent from my iPad
Begin forwarded message:
From: Cliff Runge <a
Date: September 14, 2020 at 9:31:42 AM MDT
To: Patti Clapper <
Cc:
Subject: GREEN AIRPORT

GREEN AIRPORT
Dear Commissioners,
I will make this short. If you do not move the runway, to the west, you
must move the taxiway to the east. Correct? If you move the taxiway to
the east, you must move General Aviation to the north. Correct? If you
move General Aviation north, (or north on the west side), you will require
hundreds of private jets to taxi at least half a mile farther to park, and half a
mile farther to taxi back to take off. (About a mile total and 5 to 7 minutes
of additional taxi time.) Correct? Thousands of operations per year.
Correct?
DO YOU REALIZE THAT A TAXIING GULFSTREAM USES ALMOST
THE SAME AMOUNT OF FUEL TAXIING AS IT DOES FLYING AT
ALTITUDE? DO YOU REALIZE THAT A GULFSTREAM 5 USES 372
GALLONS OF JET FUEL PER HOUR? ADD THAT C02 TO YOUR
“GREEN AIRPORT” CALCULATIONS!
If you must, just move the runway. But please, think about what the
ramifications are of the decision you are about to make.
Cliff Runge

https://mail.google.com/mail/u/0?ik=55c4318ae9&view=pt&search=all&permmsgid=msg-f%3A1677843261188875200&simpl=msg-f%3A16778432611…
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Fwd: GREEN AIRPORT
Kelly McNicholas Kury
To: Charlotte Anderson <

>

Tue, Sep 15, 2020 at 10:52 AM

Please forward to BOCC as follow up comments on the ASE vision process.
Thanks,
Kelly
Kelly McNicholas Kury, BA/MA
Commissioner, District 2 | Pitkin County

www.pitkincounty.com

---------- Forwarded message --------From: Cliff Runge <
Date: Mon, Sep 14, 2020 at 8:38 PM
Subject: RE: GREEN AIRPORT
To: Kelly McNicholas Kury <

Conservav e addional fuel c onsumpon b y moving GA operaons t o the north.
Assume 300 gallons per hour average business jet taxiing fuel consumpon.
Assume 5 minutes total extra taxi me arriving and deparng. ̀
25 gallons addional fu el consumed by EACH GA business jet operaon. (T otal arriving and
deparng.)
25 gallons mes number of business jeḁts operaons per y ear. (I do not know that number
exactly. The average daily operaons aȁt the airport was 115 in 2019. Let’s say 50 of those
operaons ar e business jets – very conservav e.)
Roughly 20,000 gallons of addional jeḁt fuel burned ON THE GROUND EVERY YEAR.
One last thought – did anyone ever discuss moving the GA operaons t o the north with the
ATC tower ground control folks? Our taxi operaons ar e head to head – much like most of
our landing operaons. Mo ving GA operaons north w ould create a serious taxi traﬃc jam
– requiring extensive ground hold mes while one aircra waited for the opposite taxiing
aircra to pass before proceeding. This could double or triple the fuel used by business jets
during ground operaons. ̀
https://mail.google.com/mail/u/0?ik=55c4318ae9&view=pt&search=all&permmsgid=msg-f%3A1677919578687242750&simpl=msg-f%3A16779195786…
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And by the way, all the aircra thaȁ t are currently parked in the north ramp area are
towed there by electric tugs.
Thanks for your communicaon. I kno w these are not easy decisions. Cliﬀ

From: Kelly McNicholas Kury [mailto:
Sent: Monday, September 14, 2020 8:21 PM
To: Cliﬀ Runge <
Subject: Re: GREEN AIRPORT

]

Thank you for your input, Cliff. I appreciate you taking the time to further inform these deliberations. I will definitely think
on what you've said.

Kind regards,
Kelly

Kelly McNicholas Kury, BA/MA
Commissioner, District 2 | Pitkin County

www.pitkincounty.com

[Quoted text hidden]

https://mail.google.com/mail/u/0?ik=55c4318ae9&view=pt&search=all&permmsgid=msg-f%3A1677919578687242750&simpl=msg-f%3A16779195786…
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Pitkin County Mail - Re: An urge to pause on airport

Charlotte Anderson <

>

Re: An urge to pause on airport
6 messages

Michael Tunte <m
To: Merrill Jackie <
Cc:

Mon, Sep 14, 2020 at 11:53 AM

Hello Jackie,
My decision was made after careful consideration during an exhaustive and thoughtful process. I, as a sensible citizen, do
not wish to change my vote, nor I do not support this type of behind the scenes effort. I ask that you do not include my
name in your letter.
Thank you,
Mike Tunte
On Mon, Sep 14, 2020 at 11:02 AM Merrill Jackie <

> wrote:

Dear you two Vision Committee members,
Attached is a letter going soon to the BOCC and
encouraging them to "pause" any decision on ASE airport
airside reconfiguration, but not pause the terminal
improvements.
You may have seen Amory Lovins’ (8/31/20) and Tom
Keough's (9/5/20) very persuasive opinion pieces in the
Aspen Daily News recently. Their columns have triggered a
groundswell of support because they make educated and
rational arguments.
Some members of the Vision Committee, including myself
( plus husband Jay as a member of the Character
Committee) have shifted our views because the whole
world has changed. I am hoping you as a sensible citizen
will support a “pause” as well for reasons indicated in the
attachment. In addition to Vision Committee members
signing, many valley residents have added their names as
well.
https://mail.google.com/mail/u/0?ik=55c4318ae9&view=pt&search=all&permthid=thread-f%3A1677832802465338494&simpl=msg-f%3A16778328024…
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Pitkin County Mail - Re: An urge to pause on airport

If you are comfortable adding your name to this letter,
please let me know ASAP. NO pressure, just FYI that airport
changes as voted on in January are not at all yet cast in
concrete. I personally regret my YES vote back then. In
addition, our Aspen newspapers will be printing said letter
as an opinion piece. If you only want to add your name to
the BOCC letter, we will make sure your name is not in the
papers. Appreciate your response on both questions.
Warmly, Jackie

Michael Tunte <
To:

>

Mon, Sep 14, 2020 at 12:04 PM

Hi Airport team,
Please let me know if there is anything I can do to assist with this. To me this letter and pushback read as an effort to
delegitimize the exhaustive process we undertook and are a disservice to the community.
Best regards,
Mike Tunte
[Quoted text hidden]

From: Michael Tunte
Date: Mon, Sep 14, 2020 at 11:54 AM
Subject: Re: An urge to pause on airport
To: Merrill Jackie

>

https://mail.google.com/mail/u/0?ik=55c4318ae9&view=pt&search=all&permthid=thread-f%3A1677832802465338494&simpl=msg-f%3A16778328024…
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From: Roger Nicholson [mailto:r
Sent: Thursday, September 17, 2020 5:18 AM
To: 'Merrill Jackie'
Subject: RE: An urge to pause on our airport

]

Jackie: I completely disagree with this and I want to explain. The Vision
Committee reached a 20-1 decision for the plan we had developed and it
made sense in February. Had it been implemented in a reasonable time we
would be on our way to a better airport. Covid and the usual Pitkin/Aspen
second guessing came to the fore and it looks to me that we will now start
over. This will produce a new committee and a new plan after many months
of committee consideration. That will then be second guessed and so on into
our usual indecision. Think of the entrance to Aspen. It has followed this
path for 40 years +. The February plan may not have been perfect but it was
well thought out at that moment. If it had been put in place there would
have been ongoing opportunities to revise/change as needed. The fact that
the CRJ700 is going away sooner rather than later is still the overriding issue
in my mind. Every business decision has a point in time when successful
organizations bite the bullet and move forward. We don’t seem to be able to
grasp that concept in Pitkin/Aspen.
All the best
Roger Nicholson
Cell:
From: Merrill Jackie [mailto:
Sent: Friday, September 11, 2020 3:57 PM
To: Roger Nicholson
Subject: An urge to pause on our airport

]

Roger, Though I am not certain where you stand currently on the
airport since our world changed, I am taking the liberty of sharing with
you below a letter to the BOCC, attached, to be signed by several
valley residents and Vision Committee members about pausing any
decision on ASE airside reconfiguration.
You may have seen Amory Lovins’ (8/31/20) and Tom Keough's
(9/5/20) very persuasive opinion pieces in the Aspen Daily News. Their
columns have triggered a groundswell of support because they make
educated and rational arguments on taking our time given increased
uncertainties.

Some members of the Vision Committee, including myself ( plus
husband Jay as a member of the Experience Committee) have shifted
our views since January. I am hoping you as a very sensible citizen will
support a “pause” as well, for reasons indicated in the attachment.
If you are comfortable adding your name to this letter, please let me
know ASAP. NO pressure, just FYI that airport changes as voted on in
January are not at all yet cast in concrete. I personally regret my YES
vote back then!
In addition, we have just learned that both Aspen papers want to print
said letters as opinion pieces next week. If you prefer to add your name
JUST to the BOCC letter, let me know also ASAP and we will make
sure your name does not appear in the papers. Feel free to forward this
to those in your universe who might be interested. Warmly, Jackie

From: Merrill Jackie <
Subject: an urge to pause on the airside
Date: September 18, 2020 at 11:48:51 AM MDT
To:

Cc: Jon Peacock
Dear BOCC, Attached below is a letter signed by some 30 community members
that urges a PAUSE on decisions about changes to the airside of ASE. I will also
send it as a PDF in hopes you can open it one way or the other. This is an
elaboration of my question posed at the open meeting with the BOCC on August
13: what are the impacts of COVID and the contracted economy on decisions
about the ASE airside changes? In my observations of your meetings since then,
I am not convinced that the necessary considerations have been properly aired
and considered.
Please put on your long term strategic thinker hats to assure you do Seventh
Generation thinking, as the Iroquois Confederacy would recommend. Respectfully,
Jackie

Jacqueline Merrill

September 17, 2020
To the Pitkin County Board of County Commissioners:
“Do the best you can un/l you know be3er. Then when you know be3er, do be3er.”
Maya Angelou
The majority of our valley residents and the Vision CommiBee now have new important informaDon
since the January 2020 vote was taken to recommend reconﬁguraDon of the airside of ASE. In the nine
months since that vote (before the Covid-19 pandemic) the world has changed, and so have our opinions
and recommendaDons. We want to change our vote to NO.
Here are the realiDes that have caused us to reconsider:
1. The CRJ700 will remain a reliable airplane able to serve Aspen for many years. A myth,
perpetuated with undocumented rumors since 2013, was that the CRJ700 would be reDring
starDng in 2018 and would be mostly gone by 2021. This assumpDon was the impetus for the
ASE Visioning process. The following quote is from Nathalie ScoB, Senior Advisor Public
RelaDons and Media of Mitsubishi Heavy Industries (the manufacturer of the CRJ700). Ms. ScoB
stated on September 4, 2020, “The Design Life of a CRJ700 is 80K Flight Cycles. FYI, the average
of age of the approximately 240 CRJ700s in service in the US as of January 2020 was 14
years.....which is sKll preLy young.” In other words, the CRJ700s are now only about half way
into their useful life, meaning they have at least another 14 years.
2. The commercial and private airline industries have been dramaDcally altered. Since Covid-19
took hold, commercial ﬂights have drasDcally decreased because of social distancing
requirements, and most experts say it will take years to recover. According to Business Insider
(July 19, 2020), “The airline industry will be ravaged for years to come, and the eﬀects will be felt
across the enDre economy, a new Moody’s report says”.
3. We now know that the possibility of clean, quiet, electric aircraa is proceeding faster than
anyone predicted. A recent arDcle in The AtlanDc described the huge progress being made in
electric airplanes. hBps://www.theatlanDc.com/sponsored/thomson-reuters-why-2025maBers/electric-ﬂight/208/ We respecdully request that the BOCC put on their best long-term
strategic thinker hats and move outside the box to imagine a whole new concept of airplane and
airport design.
Now that we know beBer, we want to do beBer. We the undersigned voDng members of the Vision
CommiBee (noted by asterisks) want to change our vote to no. We are supported by many other
community members. While we agree that the terminal needs to be improved, we strongly urge the
BOCC to PAUSE for a few years any decision regarding reconﬁguraDon of the airside of ASE. You do not
yet have overwhelming and irrefutable evidence that spending a half a billion dollars now is either
intelligent or far-sighted. PLEASE pause long enough to reconcile the new world order with the future of
Aspen.
Signed:

Dick Arnold,* John McBride,* Tom Melberg,* Jackie Merrill,* Amory and Judy Hill Lovins, Tom
Keough, Michael Kinsley, Sheldon Fingerman, Tim Mooney, Bill Dinsmoor, Wayne Ethridge, Bob
Rafelson, Walter Chi, Winifred Norman, David Sontag, Dan Glidden, Kate Spencer, Ellen

Anderson, Jay Hughes, Dick and Cornelia Corbe,Ā Denny and Linda Vaughn, Tom and Nadine van
Straaten, Mike Waters, Bruce Gordon, Theodore and Bonny DeWeese, Terry and Katrina
Garne,Ā Brian Hazen, Rodger Gurrentz, Rob Pew, Wylie and Alex Melberg, Gene Burrus, Eric
and Maggie Scheyer, Steve Arnold, Hugh and Mary Wise.

From: <

>

Date: Mon, Sep 28, 2020 at 9:45 PM
Subject: ASE Vision Committee 7 Flex-Gate Recommendations
To: <

>

Dear Commissioners:
Two of the ASE Vision Committee’s recommendations pertain to gates.
Recommendation 10 is to “Provide 7 Gates with Comfortable Waiting Spaces”.
Recommendation 11 is for “Flexible Gates”. The express intent of
recommendation 10 is to “accommodate current service levels, improve the
traveler experience, and manage future enplanement growth to the approximate
0.8% long-range target.” Recommendation 11 seeks to “avoid the ‘cruise ship’
effect of excessive crowds arriving at once” by providing “7 gates for regional
aircraft but fewer for larger aircraft.”
The ASE Airport Experience Working Group’s (EWG’s) gate recommendation,
by way of contrast, was for “eight gates with planned expansion as-needed in the
design.” So there’s a definite disconnect. The 7 gate flexgate concept was neither
presented to the EWG as a possibility nor considered by the EWG, and the EWG’s
8 gate recommendation was not adopted by, or even considered or discussed at any
length by, the Vision Committee. Instead, after the EWG’s vote on its 8 gate
recommendation, the 7 gate flexgate concept was developed by staff and the
county’s retained experts, and then presented to and adopted by the Vision

Committee. It seemed at the time as if the EWG’s recommendation had been
brushed aside and replaced with something made of whole cloth.
I believe that before the BOCC makes a decision on the gate issue, it should
consider the recommendation, deliberations and reasoning of the EWG as well as
the recommendation and reasoning of the Vision Committee. Even if you approve
the flexgate concept, the EWG’s work militates strongly in favor of having actually
8, but in any event no less than 7, gates as the design concept, even if they are
“flexible”, which by the way is an untried and untested idea not in use at any other
airport on the planet so far as I know. To that end, what follows is a brief
description of the political, rather than scientific, considerations which gave rise to
the flexgate concept, at least as it appeared from my vantage, and, more
importantly, a summary of the EWG’s deliberations and reasoning, which were
based on operational, not political considerations, and which were not reflected in
their report, which was prepared by county staff for the EWG in somewhat
summary fashion.
In the former FAA general counsel’s presentation to the various ASE Vision
groups on federal preemption last fall, he stated that federal preemption is limited
to the airside, so that landside airport issues – like the number of gates -- is subject
to a local authority’s discretion. Various participants in the visioning process
accordingly seized on the concept of using gate number restriction as a form of
growth control with little or no consideration of the question how, or even whether,
it would work. But the EWG did not embrace that concept, focusing instead
primarily on the functionality of the gate system and the effect that restricting the
number of gates would have on (1) the airport ground crew employees and (2) the

air travelers’ customer experience. The Vision Committee, on the other hand, paid
little if any attention to the effect that restricting the number of gates would have
on airport staff or the air travelers’ experience, but focused primarily, if not solely,
on how restricting the number of gates might be used to throttle enplanement
growth.
The Vision Committee’s focus may be politically astute in that it would give
Pitkin County the ability to say that the county is controlling growth of airport so
much as it can given the limits imposed by the FAA’s federal preemption, and not
just leaving the community’s fate to the tender mercies of the free market. But it
would be unfortunate if in taking the Vision Committee’s recommendation even
further, and reducing the design concept to, say, 6 flexgates, the BOCC
inadvertently laid the seeds for operational dysfunction at the airport because it had
not been advised of the considerations with led the EWG to recommend 8 gates
and more if needed. Hence the following summary of the two meetings at which
the EWG considered the gate issue.
The EWG took up the gate issue on September 24, 2019, and again on October
2nd. Links to the audio and pdf files for these meetings can be found here:
https://www.asevision.com/aewg/ The September 24th discussion on gates starts at
1:51:50 (all these times are elapsed time) on the audio and on page 26 of the
powerpoint. It lasts 22 minutes, ending at about 2:14:00.
The discussion, in relevant part, is summarized here as follows. Tom Schnetzer,
the Kimley Horn expert, begins at 1:52:40 with a presentation he was asked by
county staff to prepare “a math exercise” as to how a 6 gate or 5 gate scenario
would work during peak months (January, February, March).

He explains that on an idealized busy day, with no weather delays, a 6 gate
scenario would increase the number of peak hours from 1 to 4 each day and at
1:56:40 that “on an average day during a busy month, if you had 5 gates, to move
the same number of passengers, you would have 9 [8 actually] consecutive peak
hours. So this is starting at 10:00 in the morning consecutively until about 6:00
p.m. You’re busy that entire time. You’d be loading and unloading. You’d turn
those gates over. And based on our view of what we think your range is, that
might be pushing it. You might be able to accommodate a scenario like that, but
you can imagine that it would have a very different staffing setup from what you
have now which is a single peak and a lot of quiet periods. So that would be
different. You’d have more people there a lot longer.”
After discussing the unworkability of a 4 gate scenario, and the lack of correlation
between ASE peaks and hub connections, he concludes at 2:00:15 “if the
community chose to put in a portion of the asset like gates, and maybe use that as a
way to meter demand, what I can say is, a, there’s no guarantees to it, we really
don’t know how the airlines are going to behave, but it could have an impact on it.
Certainly it would change their operations.”
After further discussion, the moderator at 2:04:35 asks working group member
Cindy Maetzold to comment on “these different scenarios, how they would impact
an airport employee.” Cindy works at the airport and has done for several decades
in various capacities. She is currently a SkyWest supervisor at ASE.
Her answer was “you’d have high, high, high turnover. Because currently with 8
gates, the amount of stress that we’re under in the winter time, we go through
turnover like you cannot believe. . . . My personal opinion, I’ve been at that airport

since ’86, if we decrease the number of gates below 8, you’re putting big stress
factors onto the airlines. I think we’re going to decrease the airline travel, we’re
going to have huge turnover, we’re going to have more injuries. When you work
at high capacity like this, through your entire day, with no downtime, there is no
human body that can go through that on a consistent basis. Because if you take the
mental and physical well being of an employee on December 18th, because our
season starts December 19th, and then you take it again on April 1st, it has
decreased. All that stress, all the physical labor, . . .”
After an interjection by a co-member on his belief that other important issues have
not been adequately addressed, the mediator comes back the issue: “so the less
gates the more stress on the employees, . . ?”
Cindy’s response: “Yeah, because now you’re going to be working at a higher
speed for a longer period of time, . . . If you work at a high capacity of 4 or 5
gates, the burnout, . . . and the Aspen customer service experience that we are here
to provide goes in the toilet really fast. . . . I’m not a big proponent of more gates, .
. . but I think we’re going to have to stay at 7 or 8 gates. Just keep it there; we’re
right size . . . .”
The

rest of the September 24th discussion is interesting and informative, but the

EWG gate recommendation did not come to a vote until October 2nd. The discussion
of the gate issue resumed at 13:10 on the audio tape for that day. The substantive
discussion begins with Tom Schnetzer beginning at 14:52 on the tape and page 12
of the powerpoint pdf for that day presenting a further “math exercise” of an 8 gate
scenario (1 hour peak), a 7 gate scenario (2 hour peak), a 6 gate scenario (4 hour

peak), 5 gate scenario (9 hour peak), and 4 gate scenario (14 hour peak). The
presentation did not include the flexgate concept.

In the ensuing discussion, which runs until 48:23, the EWG thoroughly discusses
whether the recommended gate number should be limited at all, what the effects
that different gate numbers might have on growth, what alternative forms of
transportation travelers might be pushed to if the number of gates was restricted,
the need for planes to parked due to weather conditions, and the customer
experience. The views expressed by the participants are varied, and the discussion
is robust.
Then there are two motions. The first is for a recommendation of “7 gates without
possibility of expansion”. It fails with 1 in favor and 7 against. After further
discussion, a motion for the recommendation of “8 gates with planned expansion
as needed in the design” passes 7-1.
This email is too long already, and I apologize for that. But it’s important for you
to know the serious concerns the EWG had regarding the negative effects that the
number of gates below the current level of 7 would have on airport employees and
air travelers. I personally believe that our guests won’t care one whit about
whether they’re on the tarmac or a skybridge, or whether the bridge is cabriolet or
not, if they can’t get the flight they want or are stuck in an aircraft either on a “gate
hold” at a distant departure airport or stuck waiting in the plane for a gate once
they’ve arrived. The gates at what will be a wonderful new terminal should not
echo the disfunction at the Entrance to Aspen. Please do not limit the design
concept number of gates to less than 7. Don’t take it from me though. Take it

from Cindy Maetzold and the other members of the Airport Experience Working
Group.
If you’ve read this far in this email, thank you for your perseverance and patience.
And Good Luck in your deliberations.

Respectfully,
Barry Vaughan

From: Thomas M <

>

Date: Mon, Sep 28, 2020 at 11:58 AM
Subject: ASE
To: 

 


















The BOCC ASE discussion on GR12TV shows that the board has a lot of pro maximum growth
ideas to consider. The 12+ year plan is heavy on paving paradise, mostly for General Aviation.
We don't need GA to bring in bigger jets , not when their jets are some of the least efficient and
most polluting forms of personal transportation. Your mission statement says, "We strive to
leave our natural environment in better condition than we found them for current and future
generations. Burning 500 hundred million dollars for deconstruction/construction/paving is a
lot of green-house gas emissions for an HGTV My Lottery Dream Home version of a new ASE,
meaning little concern for cost and a big net negative for the environment).
Consider the Climate Clock, climateclock.world, which illustrates the time left to prevent the
effects of global warming from becoming irreversible, meaning there is a chance for unleashing
runaway climate change. According to the Mercator Research Institute on Global Commons and
Climate Change we have seven years to get our sustainability act together. The best path
forward is to limit construction to under seven years, ditch 90% of the new pavement and
prioritize an elevated solar PV grid over the new rental car/employee parking lots, and even
extend it to cover the airline infrastructure lot south of the terminal, and make it go as far south
as possible. Once you elevate the grid nine feet, the parking garage's limit is 8' 2", you can
orient it perfectly.

General Motors will be offering twenty BEV by the end of 2023 so it'd be good to change the
next rental car contract to require a 100% EV fleet, hopefully powered by your on-site panels.
This means a mix of chargers with enough battery storage to manage your micro-grid. This
takes a lot of engineering. ChargePoint is a big player in this transition launching a $1 billion
partnership with truck stop owners for both DC fast and level 2 stations. Microgrid Labs, Inc.
can provide the modeling to optimize the size of the battery backup, this can avoid expensive
upgrades to the Holy Cross grid. The energy advisory services team at Enel X NA can maximize
the revenue from your PV panels.
This is not pie-in-the-sky idealism when Ford's soon to be CEO Jim Farley tweets, "We want to
leave a better world to the next generation," and GM's Ken Morris says, "General Motors is
committed to an all-electric future.

Tom Mooney
Aspen

10/5/2020
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Charlotte Anderson <charlotte.anderson@pitkincounty.com>

Fwd: ASE AIRPORT
1 message

Richard Arnold
To:

Mon, Oct 5, 2020 at 8:40 AM

,
>
>
>>>
>>> The CRJ 700 aircraft has a useful life further than some have thought, especially in this economic crisis. Normally
aircraft companies would sell off their aircraft after X number of years, and buy the latest design. Given the state of the
world today, all airlines are cutting back and maintaining what they have. Maintenance, while expensive is a better
business decision for the next ______years.
>>>
>>> I advocate for the BOCC to take a pause for a few years and then, with more information at hand, respond to the
future. While the airport needs a new terminal, we must also keep addressing the challenging geography, topography
and mountain flying conditions with safety first in mind.
>>>
>>> I was the airport manager in the late 1980’s and was responsible for widening the runway from 75 feet to 100 feet.
>>> I also worked with the FAA to bring a VOR and instrument approach to the airport and also added runway lights.
Before being the airport manager I had a flight school named TAILWINDS and have flown over 9000 hours in the.
mountains. My 20 plus years with Mt Rescue Aspen also involved over 20 aircraft accidents in the Aspen area.
>>>
>>> The Vision committee has done an outstanding job. As a member I voted for the recommendations but now all I
think about is safety taking a pause and offer the additional time and thought that our unprecedented circumstances
deserve.
>>>
>>> Sincerely,
>>>
>>>
>>> RICHARD ARNOLD CFII
>>> ASE AIRPORT MANAGER
>>> TEX AIRPORT MANAGER
>>>
>>
>
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From: Greg Poschman <
Date: Tue, Oct 20, 2020 at 1:50 PM
Subject: Fwd: listening to BOCC- a note to Steve and to me from Amory on 10/16
To: Rich Englehart <
<

>, Jon Peacock

From: Amory Lovins <
Subject: Re: listening to BOCC
Date: October 16, 2020 at 2:58:43 PM MDT
To: Greg
Cc: child steve <

Thanks. I had to leave at 12:40, but just listened to the rest of the conversation, and
it remained about the wrong question—about what happens if the airport is privately
owned (or, in a brief Whitestone remark at 3:47, privately operated). That’s not what
Tom and I suggested.

We suggested the airport remain in PUBLIC ownership and sponsorship just as
now (though with strengthened governance—it really needs an expert public board
below the BOCC). We suggested that ASE remain a “public-use” airport as
classified by FAA. This option was never discussed today: the premise throughout
was literal “privatization” of ownership (or perhaps who’s the operator). We don’t
like and I don’t use the term “privatization” because it causes precisely this
confusion. Whoever asked these lawyers what to discuss was confused about it
too, so they discussed the wrong question.

By the end, there had still been no questions or answers about what Tom and I
have actually suggested (public ownership, public use, FAA retaining safety control,
County regaining nonsafety control)—until Greg’s excellent concluding Q at 3:51. It

wasn’t explicit about those conditions, but nicely put the burden back on the lawyers
and enlisted their creativity. Greg, my thanks and congratulations.

Mr. Slocum’s answer to that Q was pretty good. It also left me with the impression
that their firm's experience does not yet include what Tom has already done at least
twice with other, unmentioned airports. That's a big reason why Tom and I have
been suggesting for nine months that the BOCC talk to Tom. (And no, he’s not
seeking a job—a false rumor circulated in the hope it would discourage you from
hearing him.) Such a discussion with Tom could usefully include one or both of
these lawyers too, so what Tom’s actual experience of negotiating such deals
suggests is possible can be discussed with your Special Counsel in front of the
Commissioners until everyone understands what’s possible and what the County
should ask FAA.

Their law firm is well regarded, including by FAA. Such an advocate would be very
helpful, because the County can’t succeed before FAA without a knowledgeable
and respected representative who could help reset the relationship. But first I think
you should find out about the specific, and still undiscussed, option for the County
to regain nonsafety control as my op-ed proposed.

Thanks — Amory

Public forum about Aspen Airport choices, recorded 22 Oct
and posted 28 Oct 2020 on Grassroots TV, plus written
comments

Amory Lovins

Mon, Nov 2, 8:51 AM
(1 day ago)

to me

From: Amory Lovins <
Subject: Public forum about Aspen Airport choices, recorded 22 Oct and posted 28 Oct
2020 on Grassroots TV, plus written comments
Date: 28 October 2020 at 14:59:18 MDT
To:

Dear Commissioners,
Your recent online meetings about airside decisions have strengthened my earlier impressions
that the information and choices presented to you reflect some important gaps and errors that
have shrunk, narrowed, sped, and distorted your decision space. As a private citizen committed
to sound governance and the future of our community, I would respectfully like to support you in
making better airside decisions, based on accurate information and made at the right time, by
putting important new information before you, your staff and advisors, and the public. I

appreciate your kind attention in that spirit to my written comments on 17 and 30/31 August. But

now a deeper contribution seems necessary and urgent as you begin short final approach to an
airside resolution for public comment and your decision.
The most useful format, I suggest, would be a BOCC work session where you could hear and
question independent volunteer experts, optionally along with your own aviation and legal
advisors so our discussion could get to the root of the matter. This has been offered to you for
many months without response. I therefore organized last week such a discussion between Dick
Arnold, Tom Keough, and myself in the studio of Grassroots TV, called "Timing Our Choices for
a Safer and Better Airport: Proceed Now, or Pause and Learn?"
A complete recording of that forum, illustrated with some slides and photos, was just posted on
YouTube at https://youtu.be/F-MVGgaVk-k, and is also available at
https://www.google.com/url?q=https://youtu.be/F-MVGgaVk-k&source=gmail-imap&ust=160451
8013000000&usg=AOvVaw2jfWamp2HJUSouYGdFbQTE

and on Grassroots TV’s homepage and its Twitter and Facebook pages. I understand it will be
broadcast daily at 12 noon, 5 PM, and 9 PM for the next week, then at other times that will be
posted. The easiest way to view it is simply to use the link, directly in a Web browser or by
visiting any of Grassroots TV’s platforms.
For your convenience, I’m also attaching as a formal written comment for your airport
deliberations an annotated text from which I made the extended opening remarks in our forum.
Those remarks were interspersed with and followed by extensive comments by Tom Keough
and Dick Arnold. I hope you will take the time to view the entire video, then refer back to the
attached comments for any further detail and citations. I’m sorry we have no transcript of Tom’s
and Dick’s detailed and wide ranging contributions, and I’m sorry it took 2h22m to delve into
necessary issues, but I’m sure you’ll find the entire conversation rich, valuable, and surprising.
I hope our independent perspectives will help inform all your hard work to make thoughtful
airside choices for our community. If I or my discussion partners may be of any further help,
please let me know.

With respectful best wishes — Amory Lovins (Old Snowmass)

Remarks by Amory B. Lovins to independent public forum
“Timing Our Choices for a Safer and Better Airport: Proceed Now, or Pause and Learn?”
Grassroots TV, Aspen, Colorado, recorded 22 October 2020
Timing is everything. Making wise choices requires making them at the right time—not too late and not
too early. As the Pitkin County Board of County Commissioners makes fundamental choices about the
future of Aspen Airport, we’re here to explore how to make and keep Aspen’s aviation safe—how to
protect this community, its guests, its prosperity, its reputation, and its future—while achieving other
widely shared community goals. We’ll seek to illuminate not so much what to do as when to decide and
on the basis of what questions, what facts, and what sources of information.
Our thoughtful Commissioners are informed by 15 months of hard work by many citizens and staff in the
ASE Vision process, by their own technical and legal advisors engaged by County staff, by 3-minute oral
and some written public comments, but so far by no experts except those selected by County staff—
who also chose the Vision process’s design, information sources, and assignment of citizens to working
groups. Such an information monoculture is better at creating an appearance of consensus than at
exposing and testing all issues and facts in an open-ended, neutral, and critical process with diverse and
independent experts. That’s why I suggested today’s forum to add important missing information.
Many choices before our Commissioners are pretty uncontroversial. Our focus today is only on
proposals for major rearrangement of the airside, where the factual basis, completeness, logic, process,
and timing need much improvement.
The Commissioners are considering an airside proposal that would overturn a 1995 vote in which the
people rejected by 3:2 (nearly a thousand-vote margin) a runway expansion that would allow and even
mandate 737 service. Fifteen years later, the original ASE project has evolved in many welcome
respects, added many important refinements, apparently retained a similar underlying purpose, and
rebranded its public description. Yet, as we’ll see, the basic assumptions that drove this process should
have undergone major revision by 2018 and basic rethinking in 2020 (especially for the pandemic’s longterm implications), but those old assumptions haven’t yet been materially changed. The Vision process
was overtaken by events, planning for a future that no longer exists and is quite unlikely to reappear. The
proposed airside changes are no longer consistent with aviation’s new realities.
This project is not a routine renovation but a pretty complete rebuild. It’s expected to be the biggest
construction project in the County’s history, costing over a half-billion dollars—a budget that in nominal
dollars has roughly tripled since 2012. The County hopes FAA will pay for up to 90% of certain costs,
leaving $157 million to be borne locally (more than the County’s annual budget, implying another bond
vote). However, there’s no assurance of FAA funding, Aspen has lost its place in the funding queue,
FAA’s reserved funds went elsewhere, and Aspen’s relationship with FAA seems in need of repair. Once
there’s a decision, followed by years of planning, design, approvals, and funding, the airport would also
need to close for construction for some months, with temporary new jobs offset by considerable disruption of the local economy. The laudable aim is to improve the airport’s capabilities, safety, and impacts.
The debate is over what outcomes will improve or degrade, how much, and for whom, whether the
balance of good and potentially bad outcomes is desirable, whether the decisions are soundly based,
and—our main focus today—whether they’re being made at the right time.
Such big decisions require clear logic and strong evidence, hence asking the right questions in the right
order and getting clear answers transparently based on correct and public information and—given this
issue’s checkered history—on irreproachable behaviors. In this case, County management chose consultants with a mandate to figure out how to make our Airport viable for bigger aircraft. Many Vision
process participants have publicly complained of the resulting perceived bias and how it channeled the
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decision process. Forty-four citizens†, including two former Aspen Airport managers (one of whom then
ran the FBO for 26 years) and some distinguished local pilots, have publicly called for the Commissioners to pause their airside reconfiguration choices for prudent clarifications, which we’ll detail here today.
Several independent experts with no agenda nor interest in the outcome have been offering for many
months to bring their new information before the Commissioners. Having had no response, we’re
therefore here to offer—respectfully and publicly—some missing questions and new or corrected
information that we think could help our Commissioners, our other public servants, and our fellowcitizens make better choices. We hope this forum may help our community turn Aspen Airport from
safety-challenged to safety-leading while achieving the highest environmental and amenity standards, all
with superior operational and financial performance.
Format and introductions
Grassroots TV graciously offered to host this public conversation and make it available to all by rebroadcast and streaming, with the studio costs sponsored by private citizens in the public interest. Here’s the
format: I’ll start with some extended remarks turning into a panel discussion with independent aviation
experts Tom Keough and Dick Arnold. We also tried to arrange the participation of prominent project
advocates, but regrettably were unsuccessful, probably due to unavoidably short notice.
Contrary to some claims in the press, my 17 and 30 August written comments* expressed no view on the
proposed reconfiguration of the runway and taxiways (except a safety objection to their proposed unsafe
crossing). Rather, my critique was about basis and timing. I said an airside reconfiguration decision
would be premature and unwise, so at least that part of the proposal should be paused. I think it’s far
too early to choose which, or indeed to choose any, airside configuration to pursue, because the
business and technological changes in aviation are too rapid and profound, and there’s absolutely no
reason to try to guess their trajectory now. Moving that fast brings far more risk than benefit.
Let me start with brief introductions. I’m here solely as a private citizen. My general biography is on the
websites of Rocky Mountain Institute and of Stanford University, where I’m an Adjunct Professor of Civil
and Environmental Engineering. I’ve been using Aspen Airport for nearly a half-century. Besides flying
many millions of commercial miles and an occasional simulator, military flight, or light-plane right seat,
my aviation background includes serving on two Defense Science Board task forces doing detailed
studies of military energy (mostly aviation), launching an Air Force weight-reducing effort that saved over
$10 billion, leading RMI’s Pentagon-sponsored study of aviation efficiency and its two updates, visiting
and lecturing at US and European aeronautical research centers, advising a major airframe-maker on
design process and strategy, and cofounding and chairing an advanced-composites firm serving
aviation and military customers. Last year, the industry’s Air Transport Action Group chose me to deliver
the keynote talk launching its world sustainable aviation conference, the International Civil Aviation

†

Including Cliff Runge, whose name was inadvertently omitted and who also write separately. The citizens’ group’s ~20 Sep 2020 letter to the BOCC
is at https://www.aspentimes.com/opinion/guest-commentary-an-urge-to-pause-on-the-aspen-airport-plans/ and
https://www.aspendailynews.com/opinion/commentary-world-has-changed-since-vision-committee-vote-on-aspen-airport/article_a409f060-fba511ea-974e-4f433713ca8b.html with a correction at https://www.aspendailynews.com/opinion/clarification/article_eaf9d1c0-fc5e-11ea-b6f513749a012ca2.html.
*

On pitkincounty.com, the new Airport website aspenairport.com assembles many ASE Vision materials. My 17 Aug 2020 written comments to the
Board of County Commissioners (BOCC) can be found by searching for “Lovins” on the 25 Aug 2020
(https://pitkincoco.civicclerk.com/Web/UserControls/DocPreview.aspx?p=1&aoid=2087) , 1 Sep 2020
(https://pitkincoco.civicclerk.com/Web/UserControls/DocPreview.aspx?p=1&aoid=2088), or 8 Sep 2020
(https://pitkincoco.civicclerk.com/Web/UserControls/DocPreview.aspx?p=1&aoid=2089) BOCC Packets. My 31 Aug 2020 written comments
updating and expanding those 17 Aug comments were resubmitted with minor typographic corrections on 2 Sep 2020 and are midway through the 8
Sep 2020 Packet, and amplified in a 31 Aug 2020 Aspen Daily News interview at https://www.aspendailynews.com/news/lovins-aspen-airportredevelopment-process-should-be-put-on-pause/article_c5548fa4-eb39-11ea-a7ac-979475c7129d.html. Both of my comments to the BOCC, and
many other diverse opinions from many citizens (some cited in my remarks here), are usefully assembled in the 6 Oct 2020 packet at
https://pitkincounty.com/DocumentCenter/View/26390/ASE-Public-Comments-Comb-10620_Redacted. Tom Keough’s 5 Sep 2020 guest
commentary “So-called retirement of CRJ-700s a myth” in the Aspen Daily News is at https://www.aspendailynews.com/opinion/guest-commentaryso-called-retirement-of-crj-700s-a-myth/article_cb27ff82-ef0e-11ea-8b78-ebe7fc0ae37d.html.
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Organization had me address its similar conference, and I consulted for the CEO of one of the world’s
largest airports.
My initial discussion partner today, Tom Keough, is a 40-year commercial pilot and 22-year airport
designer with deep technical and business expertise in the aircraft, airline, and airport industries. Born in
Toronto, he found his true calling while studying engineering, and switched to aviation. In 15 months he
had all his ratings and was flying geophysics runs in South Africa and Australia. Having gained much
prop and jet experience—now over 30,000 hours—he became a first officer and flight operations
manager with Air Canada subsidiary Air Transit. There he helped develop area navigation and microwave
landing system procedures for short-takeoff-and-landing airports (which he played a key role in
designing) and aircraft, later permitting capacity-boosting simultaneous landings and takeoffs on
intersecting runways. He then sold aircraft for de Havilland, SAAB-Fairchild, Beech, British Aerospace,
and Bombardier, where he helped design and market the RJ Airliner (later renamed CRJ-700) and was
one of its first trained pilots. He also became a US citizen so he could be cleared to work on military
black programs, and built strong 30-year relationships with FAA and across the industry. After 25 years
of managing a successful aircraft brokerage in Hong Kong, he became an equity partner, line pilot, and
VP of flight operations for a fractional airline doing business in the US and Scotland until its sale in 2003.
Over many years he helped develop and certify flight procedures, new airports (Laos), and airport
upgrades for commercial service (Valdez, Alaska and Innsbruck, Austria) and general aviation (Atlanta),
including sites as challenging as Greenland and Antarctica. Altogether he has participated with varying
responsibilities in the design of some 22 airports. He currently conducts choice-of-aircraft evaluations,
operational-efficiency assessments, and economic analyses for a major fractional airline. Now technically retired to New Castle CO and planning to move upvalley, he hopes to stay active in aviation and share
his independent expertise with his new community.
I’m also honored to welcome Dick Arnold, well-known in this community. A Vietnam Veteran, he has
served as manager of Aspen and Telluride Airports, head of the region’s first charter air company and of
a flight school, and a 20-year Aspen Mountain Rescue member who was very involved in more than 20
local aircraft accident recoveries. Flying around Aspen for over 50 years, he’s learned a thing or two.
All of us on this “Tom, Dick, and Amory” show are contributing our time. We have no sponsor, no
affiliation, no dog in this fight, and no economic interest in the outcome. We are deeply committed to the
future, the governance, and the sound public discourse of this community, and we feel these goals
could be furthered by two-way feedback, more careful fact-finding, and more temperate discussion.
Core issue: the County / FAA Relationship
The Vision Report rightly focuses on the “complex core issue” at the heart of airside choices: under the
existing County/FAA relationship, the County is powerless to control which and how many airplanes can
land at Aspen, because any plane able to use our airport safely must be allowed to. Thus if the proposed
airside reconfiguration enables large (Airplane Design Group or ADG III) planes to land safely in Aspen
under FAA standards, they cannot legally be excluded or unjustly restricted. The County hopes to
persuade airlines in future discussions to agree not to land planes bigger, noisier, dirtier, or more
carbon-emitting than the community wants, such as 737s and A319s. If those airline negotiations
ultimately prove legal, if they succeed, if FAA approves them, and if agreements are honored, they still
wouldn’t bind any new commercial carrier nor any successor to a failed existing one. If the airlines don’t
accept voluntary plane restrictions (and it’s unclear why they would) or if the County’s lawyers find them
legally unsound, the airside decisions will already have been made anyway: the Vision Committee
recommended that it “reconvene…to evaluate the success of stakeholder negotiations and make an
alternative airport recommendation if necessary,” but when the airline negotiations were postponed due
to the pandemic, the Commissioners’ major airside decision process continued regardless.
Importantly, even if decisions came after rather than before airline negotiations, any airline agreements
would deal with only a small fraction of the airport’s impacts. No agreement would or could bind the
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private, charter, and shared operators (which I’ll collectively call General Aviation), whose operations
were three-fourths of the airport’s total last year and are nearer 90% now (please see Fig. 1 below). Thus
under the proposed County policy and FAA rules, many of the hundreds of private 737s could land here.
So could older, dirtier, very noisy business jets. So could somewhat cleaner and quieter but quite large
business jets, like the Gulfstream 650s owned by dozens of Aspen residents but too big to park here, so
they’d generally have to drop passengers and then go park in someplace like Rifle, raising emissions.
Any technically capable ADG III plane within Aspen’s runway parameters could land, not by local choice
but through the mechanistic operation of FAA’s nondiscrimination rule. Thus the Community Character
Working Group’s unanimous 30 Sep 2019 call to “decrease General Aviation operations,” with ten
Continua votes for decreased GA growth and only one vote for marginally maintaining limited growth*, is
impossible under current FAA rules. The Vision report suggests mandatory scheduling (slots), congestion
fees, and carbon fees, but it’s unclear whether FAA would approve them or why any operators (far too
diverse even to negotiate with) would agree to waive their legal operating rights. Total traffic can limited
only indirectly by the County’s control of gate types, capacities, and numbers, terminal capacity, and
airside and surface-vehicle parking—i.e., by creating unpleasant congestion.
Fig.1. Recent data on Aspen Airport’s daily aircraft operations, compiled by Ellen Anderson from FAA
(ATADS) data kindly provided by Tom Schnetzer (Kimley-Horn). Airline operations (landings + takeoffs)
were 27% commercial flights by SkyWest for the airlines, shown in blue, in 2019 and roughly 10% in
2020 to 1 August. The rest, in red, were non-airline operations—private planes, charter, cargo, fractional,
etc. In 2019, 32 days had ≥200 flight operations, and five days had ≥300—very heavy traffic for our
narrow valley. Note the low-season dip, the correlations with major holidays and ski-lift shutdown, and
2020 post-pandemic recovery almost entirely due to General Aviation, not airlines. These charts are from
Ms. Anderson’s 31 Aug 2020 written comments to the Board of County Commissioners. For the last
eight of her 30 years as a Pitkin County Deputy Sheriff, she served as Pitkin County’s Emergency
Management Coordinator, often involved in aviation including post-accident recoveries.

“In short,” concludes the Vision Committee’s report, “if we improved our airport to full Group III status,
we would open the door to certain planes like the A220-200 that emit less greenhouse gas and other air
pollutants, are quieter, and could attain our managed growth goal—but we would also invite larger, more
polluting and noisier aircraft like the A319.” Under the County’s existing arrangements with FAA, we
can’t have the benefits without the costs and risks. Those are hard to quantify for most of the airport’s
operations: as the Community Character Working Group bemoaned (27 Dec 2019), there’s “no through
analysis or investigation, due to lack of baseline data” on General Aviation, so the community can only
guess about the impacts of the charts’ red zones.

*

At http://www.aspenairport.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/09/12.5.19_Compiled-AAG-Reports-PDF.pdf, App. B, p. 9.
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An unstudied alternative could relieve this core dilemma
Later I’ll explain why there seems to be no publicly explained reason to proceed now with the airside
reconfiguration that would trigger these controversial risks and uncertainties: that plan’s foundations
have crumbled. But I was surprised to learn a few months ago from Tom Keough, based on his personal
experience with other airports and with FAA, that those risks may become unnecessary if the County
adopted an alternative arrangement that is not mentioned in the Vision Report. Indeed, it seems to have
had no serious (if any) consideration in the Vision process, the County’s research, or its consultants’
advice. John Ely says it’s been discussed “forever,” but I can’t find where. The Vision leaders wrote in
The Aspen Times on 15 September that it’s “simplistic” and “wouldn’t work,” but I wonder how they
know that. As far as I know, the concept we propose came up only when my two August written
comments described it, paraphrasing what Tom had told me. My 30 August comments to the
Commissioners and the newspapers summarized:
With FAA’s blessing and likely help, the County could instead empower itself to make
choices vital to community values while strengthening the airport’s business model.
How? An option adopted [this word should have been “pursued”] by 28 airports since
2010, with more on the way, could retain County ownership and FAA safety rules and
tower control but regain County control of non-safety decisions. Such status
(confusingly called a “private airport”) would let the County regulate the types, sizes,
numbers, timing, noise, and emissions [with some minor uncertainties, nearly all the
current concerns] of both commercial traffic and the dominant but otherwise
uncontrollable general aviation. This option, briefly mentioned [and immediately
dismissed] in 2013, wasn’t seriously explored. It should be. Now. It could change
everything.
Tom Keough’s letter of 5 September to the Commissioners and the Aspen Daily News elaborated that this shift could indeed relieve, “among other things, any concerns about inappropriate
kinds of aircraft landing in Aspen.” But he then cautioned:
Our language is important here. Technically, such a transition is called “privatization” to
show that the airport’s nonsafety choices will no longer be subject to FAA rules, but the
word is very misleading and best avoided. It encourages false rumors, already being
circulated, that the airport would become privately owned and would lose FAA safety
and funding. All that is categorically untrue. We can avoid confusion by using plain
language, such as “gaining local control of all nonsafety issues.”
After this transition, the airport would still be owned[, operated,] and governed by a
[C]ounty entity just as it is now [emphasis added]. Though officially called a “private
airport,” it would remain classified by FAA as public-use—hence eligible for FAA
funding, especially for safety. It would stay under FAA safety rules, procedures[,] and
tower control—all so vital to safe operations, public confidence, and Aspen’s reputation.
The [C]ounty as proprietor would shed FAA’s nondiscrimination rule, and therefore could
control virtually all operational aspects, including who can land…how many and which
kinds of aircraft, when, with what pilot training, with what noise and emissions, and
paying what fees. FAA would remain a vital ally and partner but would stick to safety,
while choices important to community values and goals would be made locally. Those
wanting more or less growth would have to be transparent about their goals.
On 16 October 2020, I was delighted when David Whitestone and Benjamin Slocum from
Holland & Knight, a respected East Coast law firm retained by the County as Special Counsel,
spent an hour and a quarter helping the Commissioners explore what I hoped would be our
suggestion. Unfortunately, ~95% of that conversation was about a completely different concept
—private airport ownership, which has very different motives (profit), costs, and consequences.
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(Thus they said General Aviation could not be restricted after “privatization”—not due to FAA
rules but because the presumed private owner would earn less profit! However, the lawyers did
agree FAA could have discretion to consider e.g. carbon fees and perhaps General Aviation
restrictions for a private owner.) The examples they cited were all about private ownership
and/or operation, not local nonsafety control in public ownership and operation. Thus they didn’t
mention an obvious case of what Tom proposed: the large, self-funding, County-owned, FAAsupported, highly-admired, night-curfewed, noise-limiting John Wayne Airport. That airport, the
second-biggest in Los Angeles, continuously monitors noise, bars some noisy types of airplanes
from landing, and fines noise or pollution violators, all with FAA approval—just the sort of local
control Pitkin County would like to regain for Aspen Airport. At the very end, when Commissioner
Poschman’s questioning led to a brief foray into our actual proposal—a system akin to that of
John Wayne Airport—the lawyers’ responses seemed encouragingly consistent with what Tom
and I had written.
As an important next step, I hope the Commissioners will want to learn far more about that
public-ownership, public-use, FAA-safety, otherwise-County-controlled option. Since Tom’s
request of 14 February to meet with the Commissioners was not taken up, we’ll hear from him
here today. It would then be most helpful if one or both of these lawyers and Tom could discuss
the option together in front of the Commissioners, because whether or not Holland & Knight has
arranged any such deals with FAA, Tom has, as he’ll describe. Tom also has the advantages of
living here (not on the East Coast), having personal pilot experience at ASE, having no economic
interest at stake, and costing the County nothing. Pooling his practical experience with these
capable lawyers’ welcome insights could be very helpful. All three of them know FAA well in their
various roles. Having the Commissioners hear their differing or convergent perspectives could
be invaluable in executing their and Commissioner Poschman’s excellent idea—to articulate
what the County wants and collaboratively ask FAA how it might be achieved.
This local-control option that Tom will soon preview here can make explicitly, locally, transparently, and accountably the choices this community wants to make for itself about suitable and
unsuitable aircraft attributes, so airside choices can be made on their merits without fear of
unwanted consequences. Those who want bigger planes should welcome this, because for the
first time the County could ensure that newly allowed planes aren’t noisier or dirtier, alleviating
many community concerns. But regaining County nonsafety control could also help solve the
other three biggest problems:
1. Safety. Several aviation organizations have called our airport and its surrounding
airspace “the most dangerous” in the continental] US, and the data concur. ASE has
had a stunning 50 aviation accidents in the past 55 years, due not to the airport itself but
to its mountain locale’s topography and weather. (Strikingly, just one* of the 50
accidents was commercial, when a hydraulic failure on 11 March 1998 made an
incoming BAe 146 blow out its tires and overrun the runway out of control. Fortunately it
narrowly missed another plane and slid to a halt in three feet of snow, with light harm to
the plane and none to the 77 passengers plus crew. Of note, it was sliding toward
Buttermilk, where the parking lot is 0.3 miles from the end of the runway, and thousands
of people gather at the X Games.) But the other 49 accidents were all non-airline, most if
not all involving pilot error. Much of that error involved inadequate training and
preparation for this area’s terrain, winds, weather, special procedures, and other
challenging conditions. The Vision recommendation to give Aspen-bound pilots a
pamphlet or guide to ASE’s unusual and stringent safety demands is helpful but
insufficient. In contrast, regaining local control of nonsafety issues would let the County

*

Not including a Part 135 scheduled air taxi flight: Rocky Mountain Airways Flight 10 DEN-ASE in Aero Commander 680V N6359U crashed during a
failed go-around from ASE’s runway 15 on 22 Jan 1970, killing all seven passengers and the pilot. The NTSB report is at
https://libraryonline.erau.edu/online-full-text/ntsb/aircraft-accident-reports/AAR72-01.pdf.
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require (with FAA’s needed and likely concurrence) that pilots coming here verifiably
know how to do so safely. The County could require General Aviation pilots to have
special training to land in Aspen, just as commercial pilots do now. Filed flight plans
could have to attach a certificate of real or virtual (e.g. video or online simulator) Aspenspecific training, which is available to them but not now required of them. The County
could also weigh in on FAA controllers’ otherwise sole decisions about whether
conditions are unsafe and require closure.
2. General Aviation. Freed from FAA’s nondiscrimination rule, the County could select,
restrict, and penalize or incentivize which types, attributes, and even numbers of
General Aviation planes meet the community’s goals. The County’s policy choices could
therefore set criteria and charges not just for the commercial-carrier 25% (or currently
~10%) of ASE operations but for 100%, thus filling the enormous gap in currently
proposed policy. The County may even become empowered to prioritize commercial
over private aviation by slots, quotas, schedules, or fees, and to manage General
Aviation traffic levels as the Community Character Working Group unanimously wanted.
Otherwise planes and passengers can be limited only by running out of space and
hence creating a bad user/guest experience that would harm Aspen’s reputation, value,
and quality of life.
3. Business model. The airport could collect substantial fees commensurate with the
differentiated burdens that different users’ choices impose on the community and the
environment. It could charge for noise, pollution, carbon, or other undesired attributes.
Conversely, it could rebate to planes and operators who reduce these burdens, either
revenue-neutrally or profitably. It could craft the world’s most advanced policies for
aligning its pricing with its goals. Aspen Airport could embody national and global
leadership, increase revenues, strengthen the business model, become a more
attractive destination, protect public health, and improve the guest and resident
experience.
This structural change should not inhibit continued collaboration with and funding by FAA to get Aspen
the best available ground-based assets so all planes can use our airport safely, even in difficult
conditions. Tom feels Aspen is far from modernity in those assets. He’ll describe how the airport could
and must modernize to achieve the best safety levels.
Better processes, better questions
Transparency and the quality of community conversations could improve if advocates of more or fewer
passengers and bigger or smaller planes had to be explicit about who they are, what they want, and why
they want it. Remember that County management has completely controlled the Vision process and the
experts allowed to inform its participants. Many participants publicly and privately complained of bias
and feeling corralled. It’s hard to discuss whether to receive bigger planes when the County’s
consultants believe they were charged with figuring out how to accommodate bigger planes, creating
incentives to shape their advice to match that goal. I am not impugning anyone’s integrity when I tell
you, from more than a half-century’s experience in and with consulting, that consultants who are honest
and not venal still commonly select evidence and shade messages in a way that will please the client
and elicit further engagements. (Proverbially stated, “Whose bread I eat, his song I sing.”) This is my
impression from many of these consultants’ briefings and presentations. When we further learn that the
County’s capable noise consultant was told not to measure takeoff noise, noise measurements were
misleadingly averaged, and air-quality measurements were taken not at Buttermilk but at the ABC, it’s
reasonable to wonder if data crucial for sound community choice are being molded to fit agendas.
Some in the community wonder if General Aviation’s influence or other powerful interests might be
driving public choices. For example, the Aspen Times reported in 2011 that a desire for a second FBO
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had triggered the 2012 plan update for runway expansion. I’m not here to speculate about histories or
motives, so I take at face value that our Commissioners are honestly doing their level best for reliable
and more-benign air service. But on that assumption, there are some disturbing discrepancies between
what the community has been told and what I think the facts show.
I’m troubled by disparities in what the Vision process participants and Commissioners were reportedly
told in 2019 about FAA’s requirements. For example, Prof. Greg Walden’s 20 March 2019 aviation-law
brief to the Vision kickoff omitted the local-nonsafety-control option, and instead left the impression that
the County has no choice but to upgrade the airside to full ADG III or risk being downgraded by FAA,
losing commercial air service, and having to pay back millions of dollars in past grants. He offered only
two options (Fig. 2):
Fig. 2. Slide from the 20 March 2019 brief by Prof. Gregory S. Walden on aviation law to the ASE Vision
process (http://www.aspenairport.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/09/3.20.19_PowerPointPresentation.pdf). The red type is in the original.

Participants reacted with alarmed comments like “FAA rep [which he wasn't, having left the agency 29
years earlier] seemed to be threatening in his remarks about the importance of ASE becoming a class III
airport, and the dire consequences of remaining a class 2/2.5.” Such threats surely helped motivate
participants to follow an expansion agenda, even though two pages later FAA’s downgrading ASE and
demanding huge refunds is described as a theoretical “possibility, not a probability,” and it’s
inconceivable to me that today’s FAA would behave that way.
Similarly, the Aspen Times reported the County Manager’s recent remark that “FAA won’t fund an airport
project in Aspen that doesn’t meet [Class III]…standards.” Yet Valerie Braun’s minority report says: “We
have learned that FAA has not threatened to remove the Modification of Standards ASE currently
operates under. They have warned they would not necessarily award grants for ADG III improvements.
However, they haven’t said they won’t fund such projects. I am quite confident that the influential GA
clientele that operates in Aspen and the airlines would not stand for anything except excellent conditions
on our current airside configuration. We have also learned that communities can and have been able to
influence decisions made by FAA.” It’s hard to resolve this cognitive dissonance because County conversations with FAA, and who has them, are apparently secret. I think Ms. Braun is right, but we’ll ask
Tom, who knows FAA very well, for his impressions of its likely attitude if approached collaboratively and
constructively by the kinds of respected advocates needed anyway to reset the County’s relationship.
There are disquieting gaps in the thinking behind the assumed growth forecasts, goals, and public
purposes. For example, Valerie Braun notes that “Through an entire year of study the ASEvision
committee never once heard concerns expressed about there not being enough seats on airplanes. We
never heard from the lodging, restaurant, or retail communities that visitors were complaining they
couldn’t get to Aspen.” Real-estate markets were tight then and are completely sold out now, so where
is the capacity to host 27% more annual guests by 2050? And with winters getting shorter and snow
less reliable and abundant, what exactly is going to attract those extra guests through the critical winter
peak travel seasons? Perhaps a Working Group dug into these issues, but if so, their evidence and
reasoning on these issues don’t seem to be public.
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It’s also complex to discern if the community, and its various interests, are truly prepared to accept all
ADG III (larger) airplanes wishing to land here, and all their passengers on both commercial and private
planes. Would, say, 737s carrying more people mean less-frequent flights (hence higher peak loads on
airport and transport infrastructure), or at least similar frequency and thus more total people (hence more
conflict with core community goals but perhaps more profit for promoters)? Would larger planes really
mean “fewer peak airline flights”—especially if delayed arrivals stack up, and if, like building highways
(think fourlaning Highway 82), more capacity creates more traffic? How would an airline manage bigger
planes’ lumpier capacity in a market with large seasonal or even weekly swings, so bigger planes may
make money only in peak periods, as Valerie Braun’s traffic analysis showed, but lose money for most of
the year, making frequent type-switching costly? And in the new market logic of point-to-point
advantage, isn’t the winner likely to be smaller planes, not bigger planes?
Perhaps most importantly, have we really thought through the medical and reputational risk of a
potential 130-casualty catastrophic event (plus any victims on the ground)? This community is blessed
with a 5-star Level III Trauma Center hospital with casualty capacity* matched to a multi-car or smallplane accident and a gratifyingly improved mass-casualty plan designed for 70 (like a CRJ-700 or,
roughly, a school bus). Smaller is better; bigger is worse. The trend I’ll mention toward smaller planes
with point-to-point routes could greatly reduce the risks of overwhelming our emergency capacity, while
bigger planes would enhance it. Aspen’s sterling reputation for commercial flight safety cannot afford
even one accident. Its troubled reputation for noncommercial flight safety, with roughly one crash per
year and dozens of people killed so far, needs major improvement. Comprehensive safety is about the
whole system of the airport, its airspace for tens of miles around, and the proficiency and training of
inbound flight crews. The Vision agenda scarcely begins to address this top priority. Regaining local
control would greatly strengthen the County’s hand in building first-class safety for all.
Why the rush? Not airline fleet turnover
Before Tom discusses restructuring FAA relationship and comprehensively improving the airport’s
safety, I’d like to discuss timing: why the Commissioners should not choose one or any airside
reconfiguration option now, nor for many years. (This part of my remarks focuses on the airlines because
that’s where the Vision process focused, but remember that most of the airport’s impacts are not from
airlines but from General Aviation.)
“The stated impetus behind the ASE Vision process,” as the Aspen Daily News reported on 31 Aug 2020,
“was the belief of many local officials and private consultants that the CRJ-700 aircraft serving the local
commercial market will be discontinued in the next two to 10 years, necessitating…airside
improvements.” The 2012 airport expansion push and the Jviation-based master plan claimed the CRJ700 jets would be over half gone by 2021. That threat was repeated in 2014 and even in 2018–19. On 16
Dec 2014, the Commissioners were told that US CRJ-700s would be all gone by 2025 (Fig. 3):
Fig. 3. Two slides briefed to the Board of County Commissioners by Jon Peacock and JD Ingram (ASE
Future Air Service Planning Study Phase III BOCC Work Session, December 16, 2014,
http://www.aspenairport.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/09/ASEairsrvstudyPhIIIBOCC12-1614FINAL.pdf). The left slide says US CRJ-700s will be all gone by 2025; the right slide says in 10 years
(by 2024), with no available alternative operable under current ASE conditions.

*

Aspen Valley Hospital has 25 staffed total patient beds (including four now used or easily usable as ICU beds, with the rest potentially convertible).
Its Emergency department has one trauma room and 16 monitor-wired regular beds. The four AVH ambulances can each hold one critical/red-status
trauma patient with two EMTs and, in a pinch, up to one yellow and two green patients. Hospital resources already in routine use may be unavailable
for casualties. In a major emergency, some other hospital areas could be adapted to add surge capacity to meet the 70-casualty design basis. Airlift
or road transfer to other hospitals may be too slow or impossible in the bad weather in which an accident is most likely to occur. A crashing plane
could also take out Highway 82 and the frontage road—and even, as in one tested preparedness exercise, the Holy Cross substation behind the
ABC. Obviously any mass-casualty event would be extremely challenging—and worse if it’s bigger.
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In case anyone missed the implied threat, the Community Questions slides added that during the
Environmental Assessment, “we as a community can seriously consider how development at the airport
aligns with our values and [adding emphasis] whether maintaining regular commercial service operations
at the airport is important to the community.”
This well-publicized binary choice between expanding to a full Class III airport and losing airline service
(impliedly altogether) built the intended momentum for runway expansion and separation, culminating in
our Commissioners’ current choices. The same briefing had contemplated finishing the new terminal in
late 2021 and airside changes in mid-2022, so we’re running most of a decade late. But meanwhile, this
strategy’s basic premise proved wrong by probably at least two decades, even before the pandemic put
aviation into suspended animation and traditional business models and route structures on life-support.
When last reported on 31 March 2019, 88% of the global CRJ-700 fleet, or 290 aircraft, remained in
service. My 31 Aug 2020 letter documented 40 recent CRJ-700 leases to American and 29 to another
carrier, mostly running to 2030. Today, CRJ-700s are in strong demand as traffic plummets so smaller
planes and point-to-point routes beat hub-and-spoke, and VIP-segment conversions of CRJ-700s to
more-luxurious 10+20+20-seat CRJ-550s win strong customer and airline praise.
Reality has gradually made those baseless initial claims of imminent retirement softer, fuzzier, and later:
•
•

•

The 2018 Environmental Assessment (2.6) reports airlines’ allegedly saying “many of the 70-seat
jets and turboprops will be retired by 2025,” but clearly that’s a generic rather than an Aspenspecific remark, since Aspen hasn’t operated turboprops since 2016.
The Technical Working Group reported 5 Dec 2019 to the Vision Committee that the “CRJ 700
is…being phased out by some airlines today, the last of which will likely be retired in the next
10–20 years…” with no currently ASE-compliant alternative. Not surprisingly given this information and no independent check on it, the group’s majority preferred “the undesired impacts
of…some mainline aircraft” to the risks of “likely degradation of commercial service into ASE”
due to lack of alternatives, and therefore recommended ASE expansion, perhaps phased.
The Vision leaders’ 14 September 2020 Aspen Times letter asks “Did the committee assume
CRJ-700 planes would retire? No, we found that airlines would likely use it for another
decade”—yet at a vaguely claimed rising maintenance cost implied, without analysis, to require
a half-billion-dollar decision now to avert an average fleet age of 26 by 2030, even though many
less distinctively rugged planes far older than 26 continue successful service*. My 30 August
letter and Tom Keough’s 5 September letter explained why the aviation industry works on
spreadsheets, not clocks: planes are run as long as they need to and profitably can.

*

Though airframe life is measured in cycles, not years. A 19 Oct 2020 compilation (https://simpleflying.com/what-is-the-oldest-operating-commercialaircraft/?utm_medium=email&utm_source=daily&utm_campaign=20102020#) gives many in-service jet examples aged from 30-odd to the mid-40s.
Many propeller-driven planes fly for even longer, even including DC-3s like the ones I flew from Washington DC to Denver (in five hops) around 1954.
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•
•
•

Consultant Alex Seybold’s 2 Oct 2019 brief to the Technical Working Group merely said that
after “business as usual for the next few years…the CRJ 700 fleet will gradually be reduced” and
ultimately retired, but he offered no timeline.
By 20 Dec 2019, the Technical Working Group’s final report (13) had slipped five years in three
months, concluding that CRJ-700s are facing retirement over “the next 10–15 years (2030–35).”
On 16 Oct 2020 (BOCC meeting 58–62), the County’s aviation consultants were even vaguer,
confirming CRJ-700s’ significant further life and reframing retirement more as a customer
preference for new equipment—a need normally handled by cosmetic refresh, not by costly
airframe replacement. Thus the County’s aviation advisors are no longer committing their
reputations to six-year-old forecasts that have proved about as wrong as forecasts can be.

Yet the Vision Committee was still told, and advocates continue even now to assert, the discredited
~2014 assumptions:
•

•
•

•

Valerie Braun’s minority report says that just last year, the committee was told that “The CRJ
700…would be retired in a few years and is no longer available,” and was “told over and over
again by consultants used by the county that there would not be a scope compliant…aircraft
with a wingspan under 95’…ever built again.” (As we’ll see, some were still being built then and
some still are being ordered and built today.)
On 15 Oct 2019, Bill Tomcich, long the County’s main airplane informant, advised the Technical
Working Group that “more and more signs are pointing toward the inevitable retirement of the
CRJ700, perhaps sooner than previously thought.”**
Just two months ago (17 Aug 2020), Michael Miracle wrote the Commissioners that the CRJ700s’ retirement “is happening faster than expected,” citing Delta’s temporary winter suspension
of service to Aspen, Hayden, and Montrose. That’s logically ascribable not to the aircraft type—
fully allowed and functional—but to the need to redeploy three planes to more-profitable routes
as Delta drowns in red ink (2Q20 vs. 2Q19 sales down 88% with $5.7 billion losses, and planned
3Q20 capacity down at least 75%). It’s about airline survival, not aircraft type.
Then on 3 Sep 2020, lawyer Barry Vaughan proclaimed: “The 700 is going away. Maybe not this
year, but soon. That’s a fact.” But it’s not a fact. Ultimately, yes; soon enough to matter, no.

In short, the Vision process and its advice to the Commissioners are built on vague, rhetorical, unsupportable, and false claims that fleet turnover within a decade, with no alternative, demands a half-billiondollar decision now. Curiously, that investment to enable new planes is never included in discussions of
their supposed economic advantages.
Tom’s and my three letters published in the past two months (footnoted on page 2 above) documented
why the CRJ-700 fleet, ideally suited to Aspen, is only halfway through its currently rated life. Saying it’s
about to retire is like saying a 32-year-old person (halfway from birth to nominal retirement age) is about
to leave the workforce. This plane’s current 80,000-cycle rating should let it run well into the 2030s. But
we also explained why that rated life is very likely to be further extended under standard industry
protocols. Tom is an expert in such analyses and may know more about this airplane than anyone this
side of its Canadian manufacturer. Handwaving claims of high maintenance burdens that would compel
retirement are not backed by analysis. Vague allusions to typical industry behavior do not reflect this
specific airplane’s exceptional ruggedness and reliability. And now the pandemic has greatly strengthened the case for prolonged CRJ-700 operations, both because smaller planes make more money
with reduced traffic and because distressed airlines must milk existing assets longer and avoid costly
new purchases. Commissioners asked on 16 Oct 2020 about that change in business imperatives, but
the consultants’ answer was unresponsive, focusing on scope clauses.

**

In the deck http://www.aspenairport.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/09/Meeting-4-Graveyard-of-Commercial-Airliners-of-ASE-PDF.pdf. He also
claimed the CRJ sale to Mitsubishi “most certainly represents the final nail in the coffin for Bombardier’s CRJ program along with any hopes that this
aircraft or any derivatives might be resurrected.’ We shall see.
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Three alternatives to the CRJ-700 that can work well in ASE with no airside modifications
Further, the Vision report mentions no Aspen-qualified alternative to the CRJ-700, implying that
whenever it retires, bigger planes will be needed for Aspen to keep commercial service. This second link
in the chain of assumptions needing a quick decision is also wrong. At least three Aspen-qualified,
excellent, readily available, highly suitable, non-Embraer alternatives were and are improperly excluded:
•

The CRJ-900 was summarily dismissed since at least 2014, without explanation, because
consultants, as our Commissioners were told again in 2018, said that it “does not meet” Aspen’s
operational requirements. That seemed inconsistent with published specifications and was a
mystery to Bombardier, so we checked. We found it has nothing to do with runway length or
“required aircraft performance due to surrounding mountain terrain” (TWG final report, 20 Dec
2019, 4). Only on 16 Oct 2020, in response to Chairman Child’s astute question, did the
County’s aviation consultants admit (56:33–57:55) that actually this newer and somewhat larger
variant of the CRJ-700 can meet Aspen’s operational requirements: the opposite claim was
based not on any technical unsuitability but only on operators’ presumed economic preference
for the 700 (due to the 900’s greater expected hot-day weight restrictions—irrelevant, of course,
to the winter peak season). That inference would now need restudy because regional jets
valuably match reduced traffic needs, offering lower costs and greater fleet flexibility on more
routes. Conversely, if the 700 were to retire as originally claimed, then any economic preferability
over the 900 would also become irrelevant because the 900’s “insurance policy” would have
been cashed in: using the 900 would reflect operators’ value of serving vs. abandoning Aspen’s
lucrative market, not on small marginal-cost differences vs. the departed 700. The consultants’
six-year misdescription of a notional economic disadvantage as a flat technical prohibition thus
misled FAA in the Environmental Assessment, misinformed every stage of the Vision process,
and steered the Technical Working Group into not considering the excellent, popular, and widely
available CRJ-900. Delta Connection ordered 20 in 2018. The CRJ-900’s last 20 deliveries (if
production doesn’t later restart now that the CRJ market is hot) are scheduled for late this year.
(I haven’t analyzed its further successor, the CRJ-1000, but it might provide a fourth option.)

•

The Dash-8 Q400 (Q for “quiet”) ~74–78-seat turboprop was excluded in three different ways:
(1) in the 2018 ASE feasibility assessment “because of their declining numbers in the North
American market” (irrelevant to an “insurance” option: if airlines need it to serve the Aspen
market (which former ASE manager John Kinney in 2018 called United’s third-most-profitable
market worldwide), they will have no trouble getting and flying this still-produced aircraft, and
the analysis should focus on ASE-specific needs, not general-market trends); (2) by a Technical
Working Group comparison that ranked it one notch below the CRJ-700, based on a
comparative table whose logic and math I cannot reproduce in either of its versions; and (3) in
the final report, by confining the discussion to jets only. All three exclusions are invalid. This
modern turboprop, with active noise and vibration suppression, is nearly as quiet inside as a jet,
quieter outside by two of three metrics, popular with pilots and customers, very cargo-capable,
more agile than the CRJ-700, great at high altitude (such as La Paz), and operationally superior
for Aspen because of its slower landing, steeper descent option, probably better bad-weather
landing capability, and avoidance of the 700’s hot-day weight limits. In the 16 Oct 2020 BOCC
meeting at 66:15, when Chairman Child fondly recalled turboprops, the consultants called the
Dash-8 Q400 a “great airplane, very powerful, easily able to operate into Aspen,” but said its
“favor has dramatically fallen in the US because customers prefer jets and their smoother ride.”
That’s not a valid argument for Aspen’s very specific needs, especially as an “insurance policy.”
The Q400 is readily found: two years ago 508 were in airline service and 56 on order. Tom tells
me it’s now in increased demand, including by lessors, to meet the transformed market conditions. And in the very unlikely event ASE’s carriers were running out of eligible and available
planes, customers would surely rather fly the Dash-8 Q400 than nothing. How do we know
they’d accept it? Because Frontier/Republic’s ASE/DEN service flew the Dash-8 Q400 during
2008–16, directly and successfully competing against the CRJ-700 and, according to Bill
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Tomcich, expected to cut airfares. Why would the same flyers who gladly flew that plane four
years ago reject it now? And what “local officials” reportedly said in 2018 (Aspen Daily News,
19/20 Aug) that not expanding ASE would force airlines to shift “to turboprop jets that can carry
20 or so people only as far as Denver”?
•

I’d noted United’s and other carriers’ recent use of the 50-seat CRJ-550, a 50-seat upmarket
interior reconfiguration of the CRJ-700 airframe, just to show this airframe has more market life
than ASE-expansion advocates were claiming, or the airlines wouldn’t be investing in its
conversion and protracted use. But in today’s new market conditions, the CRJ-550 is unusually
well suited to Aspen—more spacious and modern, more luggage capacity, and warmly received
by passengers, airlines, and lessors. Though originally offered mainly for scope compliance, it’s
now gained a strong business case too. Its range reaches Aspen’s Western and Texas destinations, and may be stretched a bit more with an engine option. Its more-granular capacity could
offer more-flexible and -frequent Denver flights, plus better load factors or greater frequencies
on longer routes, better fitting point-to-point route architectures. To be sure, it won’t outlast its
underlying CRJ-700 airframe, but as Tom and I showed, that’s probably good for well into the
2040s including industry-normal extensions. And if traffic levels and route architectures unexpectedly reverted to pre-pandemic norms, CRJ-550s could be cheaply converted back to CRJ700 interior configurations.

Thus even if airside reconfiguration took a decade, and CRJ-700s actually had zero replacement options
rather than three, their retirement need not drive an airside decision until probably the 2030s. Why? It’s
reasonable to expect normal CRJ-700 and -550 cycle-life extensions into the 2040s, delaying Aspen’s
airside decisions into the 2030s—and waiting will improve clarity as the muddy waters settle. The newer,
longer-range CRJ-900 offers an excellent successor and backup to the CRJ-700, with probably unimportant economic differences vs. the value of serving the Aspen market, and greater value if larger
planes do prove worthwhile here as claimed. The shorter-range but even more suitable and Aspenmarket-proven Dash-8 Q400 provides ample further insurance against loss of service, and its maker is
even considering a 50-seat variant for that now-growing niche, potentially offering even more flexibility.
I doubt anyone who understands this industry could credibly deny any of this if pressed for specific
answers. Fleet turnover and continued ADG II service are no longer a reason to make big airside decisions now. Waiting will yield better information, more and better options, fewer and more manageable
risks, and no material penalty. Meanwhile ASE’s safety, tower, ground-equipment electrification, and
terminal improvements can and should proceed promptly and adaptably. That’s a big, worthy, widely
accepted agenda. But on the airside, as I wrote on 17 August, “Time is our friend; haste is not.”
Bottom line: CRJ-700s remain valid and valuable for upwards of two decades more—and have three
sound alternatives with similar or longer operating lifetimes
Updating the eight-year-old assumptions behind ASE upgrades to today’s technical and market realities,
there is no sound basis for potential fleet changes to drive prompt airside decisions. The probability that
an unchanged airside would lose ASE’s airline service for lack of available, qualified, market-viable
planes is zero. But there is a pretty high likelihood, as I’ll discuss in a moment, that airside decisions
made now would prove untimely and unwise, due to three new realities not yet properly considered:
rapid introduction of new clean-quiet-and-efficient planes (superefficient or electric or both) not
assessed, shifts to point-to-point route architectures (mutually reinforcing with those planes), and major
traffic forecasting errors.
It’s true, and good, that potential successor jets, notably the attractive Bombardier-designed Airbus
A220, would be quieter and cleaner than its CRJ-700 precursor. But for many years to come—plausibly
a decade, perhaps longer—airlines will be so financially weakened that they must run in-service planes
longer, safely extend their lives using standard maintenance and regulatory practices, and defer or avoid
buying new planes. So let’s not get way out over our skis, designing for an airplane we won’t get to
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choose, fit for market conditions that no longer exist and whose return is slow and doubtful. In fact, this
decade’s conditions, and beyond, strongly favor more flights in smaller planes on more-convenient and
more-diverse point-to-point routes—the very opposite of what the County is planning to build for.
Meanwhile, the advent of superefficient and electric planes will shrink, even nearly erase, the environmental issues that now motivate airside reconfiguration—carbon emissions, air pollution, and noise.
As the Community Character Working Group recommended by a 5–0 vote (1 abstention, 8 absences, 27
Dec 2019),
The [Technical Committee Working Group] report implies that the community is in
danger of losing commercial service to ASE. The fact is that this is an extraordinarily
lucrative market, and each time the community was told that we were in in imminent
danger of losing our commercial service, the airlines have miraculously responded. In
the early 90’s were told we were losing the BAE 146, which actually flew until 2006. We
are now being told that we will lose the CRJ700, likely by the late 2030’s. It is the conclusion of the CCWG that it is far more important for the community to take the time
necessary to identify and address the current impact of air operations on air quality,
noise, existing infrastructure and growth, among many other topics, than it is to be
rushed into a decision based on fear, rather than one that history and logic dictate….
[W]e believe it would not be “right” to proceed with airside development for the foreseeable future until and unless we have a better understanding of what a much larger
airport will mean for the character of the community.
The same Working Group had unanimously recommended 24 Sep and reported 30 Sep 2019:
Proceed with airside improvements only after [emphasis in original] the community has
determined a baseline (to include air qualitiy, local emissions, noise levels, vehicles
trips), discussed their impacts, both positive and negative, and confirm[ed] targets.
I agree with both these ignored recommendations—but I think the Working Group understated the case
for an airside pause, for two reasons.
Preparing for innovation
The first is the serious mismatch between the Vision process’s stated purpose of helping to “prioritize
any [ASE] improvement and investment for the next 30 years” (By-Law II.2(6)) and its reliance on
incremental, mechanistic, rather short-term extrapolations from several-year-old data. Though it’s
claimed to reflect “future aviation technology,” I see none described in the Technical Work Group’s
briefs or anywhere else*, and no serious consideration of future aviation technologies—only what’s on
today’s market. This failure of foresight and strategic purpose risks investing $239 million in airside
changes that may well prove misconceived. Technologies are moving so fast that electric airplanes,
driven by a strong business case as well as climate goals, are now expected to provide most or all
domestic flights in two other mountainous countries with tough weather—Norway and Scotland—by
2025, before the airside project now being chosen could be built.
Longer wings are indeed likely for efficient and electric longhaul planes, but not necessarily for shortand medium-haul designs. For example, one of over a hundred aviation startups, Otto Aviation, hopes
by 2025 to be selling the 8x-more-efficient Celera 500L business plane revealed 26 August after 31 flight
*

The Vision process leaders’ 16 Apr 2020 memo to the Commissioners presenting the Vision Committee Final Report (attachment #1 to 16 Oct 2020
BOCC agenda) references a Wired article as underscoring “the rapid technological changes that will likely alter the aviation landscape over the next
ten to twenty years…[requiring careful monitoring and] nimble course corrections” as expansion proceeds. This superficial mention doesn’t begin to
reflect actual analysis of comprehensive and revolutionary changes that must inform today’s decisions before major and irreversible commitments.
The same cover memo mentions the 1970 Clean Air Act’s prohibition on subnational air-pollution “standards” for any aircraft—but fees are not
standards. That’s why states can tax gasoline for whatever reasons and at whatever levels they wish, or could introduce automotive feebates based
on efficiency and/or emissions without falling afoul of federally preemptive auto-efficiency or emissions standards.
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tests and mentioned in my 30 August letter. This air taxi has six luxury seats, but a double-volume
version with probably 20-odd ordinary seats has also been designed. The 4,500 nm range can connect
virtually any two US cities nonstop. Because its operating cost is just one-sixth that a business jet, such
novel planes should transform business models in both General Aviation and airlines, beating hub-andspoke route architectures with very competitive point-to-point service to ~5,000 convenient generalaviation airports. Thus by the time Aspen spends a half-billion dollars rebuilding its airport around bigger
jets for hub-and-spoke airlines, both those planes and their route architecture (built to exploit hubs’ slot
monopolies) may well look obsolete. And though Otto’s new plane uses a single pusher prop with a
quiet aft double-V6 multifuel piston engine, its eightfold greater efficiency should ideally suit it to early
electrification, making it clean and even quieter. Its bulbous fuselage, light weight, and 52’ wingspan
should nicely fit Aspen’s existing Class II restriction: its 8x efficiency comes not from long wings but
from laminar-flow aerodynamics. Many other capable firms backed by powerful investors and partners
are also in hot pursuit of superefficient and electric flight—radically cleaner and quieter. It’s rushing right
at us—likely to disrupt aviation well before the proposed ASE changes could even be built, let alone
repaid. All this has been ignored. My Nov 2019 Doerr-Hosier lecture seems the nearest the County has
to exploring rapidly emerging aviation technologies, and its lessons seem to have been virtually ignored.
I mention these examples to illustrate that sound strategy for the intended 30 years (let alone beyond)
requires serious study of the radical changes now emerging in aviation—not driving full speed ahead
while looking in the rear-view mirror. This failure of imagination and analysis makes it likely that what the
County seems about to build will be the wrong thing, the wrong size, and not fit for purpose. The Financial Times wrote on 12 September that the aviation industry “is on the brink of the biggest revolution
since the 1930s”—electric flight, plus (and greatly enabled by) superefficiency. A sound strategy will
examine and exploit this revolution, not ignore it and plan for past trends. For airports of ASE’s size and
market reach, longer wingspan, hence greater runway width and taxiway separation, may or may not be
relevant, and smaller planes in point-to-point routes are likely to beat bigger ones in hub-and-spoke
routes. I see no evidence the Vision process, the County, or its consultants have analyzed these issues
correctly or at all. They’re flying blind.
Emerging from the rubble
Aviation’s transformation by the pandemic is the other huge yet strangely underdiscussed context for
airside decisions. The upending of aviation is not a passing squall to be followed by lovely rainbows; it’s
a Richter 9 earthquake, shaking aviation to its foundations—probably more than any other industry. The
pandemic’s profound disruptions cannot be modeled with normal tools, but clearly a bloodbath is
underway. IATA on 29 Sep 2020 forecast 66% less global air travel for this full year, and says the world’s
airlines are losing $13 billion a month, risking bankruptcy for many within months: that’s ~$300,000 a
minute or ~$5,000 a second. The airlines and airframe makers are in deep trouble. US air-traffic slumps
of 19% after 9/11 and 11% after the 2008 financial crash are dwarfed by 2020’s two-thirds. United’s
third-quarter revenues are 78% below last year’s third quarter for a $1.8b quarterly loss, and United
doesn’t expect real recovery to begin until 2022. The industry now expects recovery to take many years
to a decade, and agrees some travel will never return as more people travel less, videoconference more,
and shift from jet-setting to Zoom-sitting. The CEO of Southwest Airlines said last month that business
travel might not fully return for a decade. Leeham News forecast total traffic could return to 2019 levels
in…2028. Leisure travel may or may not prove more robust: some folks flee to rural recreation and
hideaways, but many more worry about infection during travel or afterwards. Aviation’s sudden
stagnation, though a nightmare for the industry, is a wonderful gift for Aspen—the gift in the arms of the
problem—giving us precious time for learning, reflection, and prudent, adaptable, farsighted choices.
If you reply that collapsing demand for global and national commercial carriers doesn’t apply to Aspen’s
booming general aviation, then I would reply: Yes, Aspen’s conditions are very unusual. So why are your
analysis and proposed solution for Aspen virtually all about commercial carriers—not for the other 75–
90% of ASE operations to which you now shift your case? The pandemic’s increased private flights into
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Aspen don’t even reveal a problem that reconfiguration and becoming a full Class III airport could
solve—arguably the opposite.
Five reasons to pause
The Vision process’s hard work has been overtaken by events. It planned for a world that no longer
exists. Thus Tom and I suggest the Commissioners pause the major airside choices, for five reasons:
1. to examine whether the twin risks of continuing to tolerate the dangerously deficient training and
preparation of some General Aviation pilots and of letting in unsuitable aircraft can be avoided
by restructuring FAA relationship to regain County nonsafety control, within a strong and
creative partnership with FAA;
2. to let the dust settle from the greatest shock in aviation’s history, with profound and opaque
long-run results;
3. to do the aviation foresight that the TWG wasn’t asked or equipped to do and apparently its
consultants didn’t do either, so technical and strategic transformations can properly inform
airside choices and their timing and risk management;
4. to get the technical and economic facts right about ASE-relevant fleet evolution, its options and
risks, and FAA’s attitude, to inform the right choices made at the right time and not sooner; and
5. to redesign, plan, measure (not model), analyze, publish, discuss, and set targets from the
baseline noise and emissions data and set the resulting standards that the Community
Character Group unanimously and emphatically wanted before airside decisions are made—
data apparently still unavailable.
One more “ticking-clock” factor evidently on the Commissioners’ minds is the 2018 Environmental
Assessment valid for three years. As I understand it, good-faith “substantial action” including design
would suffice to keep it active, even if FAA doesn’t require a clock-resetting new Assessment because of
the changed airside configuration choice. Such FAA acceptance of due diligence seems especially
plausible if early actions focus not just on the terminal but also on major safety upgrades, notably tower
equipment and probably height. (An FAA remark [Vail Daily, 15 July 2010] suggests the tower height
might need to be roughly tripled to see the ends of the runway, so that’s now done with closed-circuit
TV. In bad weather, those cameras are about as helpful as online Independence Pass webcams. I
wonder if tripled tower height might enable FAA’s controllers to see over Buttermilk as they should. Tom
even wonders if the tower, which nowadays needn’t be at the airport, could even go on Buttermilk. If its
height must exceed County limits, let’s make an exception for safety.)
While pausing the big airside decisions, the County could and should proceed with other major agendas,
such as the safety, tower, terminal, ground-electrification, and transportation-integration recommendations. Such actions should be mindful of the unprecedented and unforecastable changes underway in
aviation, and should therefore be cautious about capacity projections, and careful to preserve and
expand optionality as the unknowable aviation future unfolds. Resetting the FAA relationship with expert
and respected representation, governance improvements under an expert Airport Board, and probably
County ownership of the FBO form an essential and parallel non-construction agenda.
Thank you all for your kind and patient attention. Now let me warmly welcome Tom Keough and Dick
Arnold, and ask them to correct any mistakes I made and to explain further the key points they’d like to
add to the public conversation, starting with whether and how the County could regain control of nonsafety choices at our airport.
***
The remarks above, not conformed to exact delivery, were interspersed with substantial contributions by the other two
experts, then flowed into a rich panel discussion. The forum ended after two hours and twenty-two minutes. The
illustrations above, and others on safety, have been integrated into a YouTube recording of the entire forum for broadcast
by and streaming from grassrootstv.org for free access by all. All three speakers deeply appreciate the community’s
interest in this topic, and many dedicated citizens’ important contributions to public discussion and understanding
throughout the ASE Vision process and beyond. — ABL
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---------- Forwarded message --------From: * MAIN STREET BAKERY <
Date: Wed, Nov 4, 2020 at 10:52 AM
Subject: Airport
To: kelly.mcnicholas@pitkincounty.com <

t>

>

Kelly, I urge the BoCC to have a work session with Amory, Tom and Dick to put to rest
much of the air side confusion and misinformation.
Thank you,
Bill Dinsmoor
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>

From: David Sontag <
Date: Wed, Nov 4, 2020 at 11:25 AM
Subject: Aspen Airport Vision
To: <

>
>

Dear Commissioner Kury,
Aspen has a special place in my heart as I lived there for 22 years (1969-1991) and am to this
day remain deeply connected to my friends and the community. I still check in with both papers
and have more than a rooting interest in the GrassRoots TV station as I was involved in helping
to get it approved and launched while I was living there.
In all the years living in Aspen and the Valley I flew in and out of the Airport often and for a
number of years commuted to work from Aspen on a weekly basis. I understood the difficulties
and danger of my flying in and out of the Airport having lost a couple of friends in crashes one
of whom was my best friend. In addition, a number of people I know have been injured in
crashes. It is with that background and interest I have been following the Aspen Airport Vision
project and the potential advantages as well as the possible dangers created by bigger aircraft
being able to land.
Just the other day I discovered that an old acquaintance of mine, Amory Lovins, had done a
panel on GrassRoots TV dealing with the proposed Aspen Airport Vision project. I watched the
panel (Amory, Dick Arnold and Tom Keough)). It was very instructive. Besides what Amory
Lovins had to say what was of particular interest was Tom Keough, a longtime pilot and aviation
industry consultant's knowledge and input. It brought forward fascinating and well documented
new information concerning the future of aviation and how it will affect the Aspen Airport. In
doing so it raised some very important questions and concerns about the Airport project that I
believe the County Commissioners should be made aware. I was very surprised to learn that

neither Amory nor Tom Keough had had an opportunity to speak to and answer questions from
the BOCC. I believe it is vital that they both be invited to appear before the BOCC as soon as
the next meeting.
Thank you for your consideration.
Sincerely,
David Sontag

From: Barry Vaughan <
Date: November 7, 2020 at 10:00:47 AM MST
To: Jon Peacock <
<

>

Cc: Evan Marks <
<

>, Rich Englehart
Meg Haynes

Patti Clapper

<
<

>, Steve Child

>, George Newman
>, Kelly McNicholas Kury

<

, Greg Poschman

<

>, Andrew Doremus

<
Subject: John Wayne Airport

first let me say (without meaning to be a brown nose) that i admire
and don’t envy you two. navigating the covid shoals these past

months has been been taxing, to put it perhaps too mildly, and to mix
the metaphor, we’re not out of the woods yet, not by a long shot. but
you’ve been doing a great job. hang in there, and we’ll get through it.
A lot of people owe you their thanks, and I hope they know it.
On a perhaps less urgent but still important front, the “local control” at
John Wayne Airport in Orange County, California that Lovins, Keough
and Braun have been banging on about doesn’t have anything to do
with the FAA’s privitization program, and it isn’t an example of a public
use airport having “shed the FAA’s nondiscrimination rule” as has
been asserted.

It's a program of curfews and noise abatement that exists under and
subject to the faa regulatory umbrella and the faa’s nondiscrimination
rule. It arises from the settlement of a 1985 federal court lawsuit

between local entities in Orange County. The FAA, although it was a
party to the legal action, is not a party to the settlement agreement,
and did not give up any regulatory authority over the airport or relax its
nondiscrimination rule as part of the settlement of the action.
You can see the details of the settlement here if you’re interested, and
if you don’t want to wade through the legalese in the settlement
documents, i’m sure John Ely could do it for you.

https://www.ocair.com/communityrelations/settlementagreement/defa
ult
The bottom line is that once again, the proponents of privatization at
ASE, well intended as they might be, simply don’t know what they’re
talking about, and privatization is not a path by which Pitkin County
could free itself from the FAA’s nondiscrimination rule.
Time to put on the snow tires. see you on the 10th,

Barry Vaughan

From: JSB
>
Date: November 9, 2020 at 5:49:39 PM MST
To: Steve Child
, Kelly McNicholas Kury
<
>, Patti Clapper <p
Poschman <
>, George Newman
<
>
Cc: Jackie Francis <J
>, Meg Haynes <
<
, Rich Englehart <r
<
>
Subject: Proposed Revisions to Airport Recommendation #12

>, Greg
>, Jon Peacock
>, Kara Silbernagel

To the Pitkin County Board of County Commissioners:
We are writing to suggest revisions to the current language of Common Ground Recommendation #12.
(Our revised language is at the bottom of this email and also attached.)
The Intent of Our Revised Language for Recommendation #12
These revisions are intended to do several things:
— Clarify and sharpen some of #12’s language, which was a little vague in its recent draft.
— Spell out clearly the intent of #12. What is its purpose?
— Reinforce the connection between Recommendation #12 and the Four Core Community Goals of
the Common Ground Recommendations
— Clarify that #12 was not intended to cover only airliners. The Group III “conditions" were intended to
apply to both airline and non-airline operations.
Regarding non-airline operations, we know that one cannot negotiate with private aircraft owners the
way one can with airlines. We also know, however, that the Common Ground Recommendations
contain a variety of measures that will apply to the non-airline sector, such as increased aeronautical
spacing, a GA reservation system, peak period GA pricing, and discontinuing the use of APUs.
More such measures will likely become available soon as the nation and the FAA increasingly view
global warming as an existential threat to America's national security. In addition, new Group III
non-airline planes with wider wings tend to be both quieter and less polluting (e.g., a Gulfstream G650
produces half the flyover noise of an older G4), so allowing them to land will actually further our
community goals. (Yes, a Group III designation might allow an occasional, rare Boeing Business Jet to
land too; but we learned that only a handful of those exist compared to the modern and more common
G-650s, etc., so on balance the airport would still be quieter.)
We hope that this revised language would increase the comfort level of many in the community who are
ready to support the Common Ground Recommendations for a Group III airport, but who need
reassurance that the County will stick to its guns and insist on a Group III airport that truly reduces
emissions and noise — on both the airline and non-airline sides of the airport. This revised language for
#12 represents a more clear commitment to do just that.
Thank you for your consideration and your hard work on all this.
John Bennett, Meg Haynes and Jackie Francis
(representing only ourselves)

Alternate Language for Recommendation #12
(A redline version of this is attached)
#12 - Reconfigure the airfield to accommodate ADG III aircraft with wingspans greater than 95’…
BUT ONLY AFTER... the County is certain that the mix of future airline and non-airline aircraft operating
at ASE will enable the new airport to attain its four Core Community Goals: enhancing safety;
significantly lowering greenhouse gas and other emissions; significantly reducing noise; and managing
future enplanement growth.
·
Utilize the most current/updated Fleet Study as a baseline to ensure that both airline and
non-airline operations meet community goals:
o Overall greenhouse gas and other emissions that are signicantly lower than today’s airline and
non-airline emissions.
o Overall operations (airline and non-airline) that are quieter than today’s.
·
Design of runway, taxiway and ramp should be constructed to allow for a “fleet forecast” that
includes:
o No more than 110% to 120% of the number of seats of the BAE-146 (100 passengers) that
previously served Aspen Airlines
o Aircraft weighing less than 140,000 lbs. (MTOW).
·
Include the voluntary noise restriction
● Negotiate agreements with airlines to achieve our Core Community Goals
● Separate the runway from the taxiway by 400’ between centerlines
● Widen the runway to 150’
● Establish an Airport Advisory Board to evaluate the success of stakeholder negotiations and
make an alternate airport recommendation if necessary.
The purpose of this recommendation is to ensure that becoming a Group III airport results in lower —
not greater — levels of CO2 and other emissions, as well as reduced noise in our community. In
addition, becoming a Group III airport must obviously enhance safety. Achieving these goals will require
both negotiation with stakeholders and implementing other Common Ground Recommendations that
affect airline and non-airline operations.

Edit date: 11/9/20B

Alternate Language for Recommendation #12

#12 - Reconfigure the airfield to accommodate ADG III aircraft with
wingspans greater than 95’…AS LONG AS Airlines agree that…. Their greenhouse gas

and other emissions are signiﬁcantly lower than the CRJ-700 They are quieter than the CRJ700 They have no more than 110% to 120% of the number of seats of the BAE-146 (100
passengers) that previously served Aspen Airlines’ “fleet forecast” includes only planes
weighing less than 140,000 lbs. (MTOW). Design runway, taxiway and ramp to this weight limit.
BUT ONLY AFTERONCE... the County is certain that the mix of future airline and non-airline
aircraft understands the aircraft likely to operatinge at ASE will enable the new airport to attain
its four Core Community Goals: enhancing safety; significantly lowering greenhouse gas and
other emissions; significantly reducing noise; and managing future enplanement growth., the
impact on community goals, and the ability to negotiate and/or incentivize aircraft that meet
community goals.
Utilize the most current/updated Fleet Study as a baseline to negotiate ensure onthat
both airline and non-airline operations meet community goals:
o GOverall greenhouse gas and other emissions that arethat are signiﬁcantly
lower than the today’s CRJ-700airline and non-airline emissions.
o QOverall operations (airline and non-airline) that are quieter than today’s. the
CRJ-700
• Design of runway, taxiway and ramp should be constructed to allow for a “fleet
forecast” that includes:
o No more than 110% to 120% of the number of seats of the BAE-146 (100
passengers) that previously served Aspen Airlines
o WAircraft weighing less than 140,000 lbs. (MTOW).
•

•
•
•
•
•

• Include the voluntary noise restriction
Negotiateion agreements with airlines to achieve our Core Community Goals
Separate the runway from the taxiway by 400’ between centerlines
Widen the runway to 150’
The discussion points should include, greenhouse, when considering all items above
Reconvene Vision Committee Established an Airport Advisory Board for no more than
14 days to evaluate the success of stakeholder negotiations and make an alternate
airport recommendation if necessary.

The purpose of this recommendation is to ensure that becoming a Group III airport
results in lower — not greater — levels of CO2 and other emissions, as well as reduced noise in
our community. In addition, becoming a Group III airport must obviously enhance safety.
Achieving these goals will require both negotiation with stakeholders and implementing other
Common Ground Recommendations that affect airline and non-airline operations.
•
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Comments by Amory B. Lovins (a private citizen in Old Snowmass) to the Pitkin County
Board of County Commissioners’ public-comment session on Aspen Airport, 10 Nov 2020

Your proposed airside path will cost nearly two million dollars for each second I’m allowed to
address you today, so let me tersely outline why setting a course now to rebuild the airside for
ADG III planes is premature and imprudent. It might be a good idea, but we don’t know yet.
The push to act now rests on old CRJ-700 retirement forecasts—wrong by 20+ years, and so
discredited they’ve nearly vanished—plus a false claim of no alternatives. Six days ago, you
were told 1 there’s no alternative jet 2. Yet your own aviation consultants admitted 3 the newer
CRJ-900 does meet ASE’s technical requirements that eight years of their studies had claimed
it failed; thus it was wrongly excluded. Six days ago you were also told 4 the Dash-8 Q400 “isn’t
really available.” It’s actually current 5 and in hot demand. It was popular, reliable, and competitive serving Aspen for eight years until just four years ago. So both parts of the fleet-turnover
rationale are unsound.
A separate and valid goal—cleaner, quieter operations—is said to need certain “next-generation” planes with wingspans over 95’. But some revolutionary new planes emerging from more
than 100 firms achieve superefficiency without long wings. Three spectacularly clean, quiet, lowcost, flight-tested models have 52–70’ wingspans; two aim for 2022 and 2025 deliveries 6.
Such innovations blow away Aspen’s noise and emissions goals—and could blow up the commercial and General Aviation business model. They could fly daily nonstops from Aspen to
dozens of cities before our airside could be rebuilt for the bigger old-style planes they’d make
obsolete. If the revolution were delayed, the now-reascendent CRJ series (and if needed the
Dash-8) provide ample insurance.
The Vision process, meant to look 30 years ahead, didn’t see 5. We’re at risk of building the
wrong airside for bigger planes flown hub-and-spoke, not smaller planes point-to-point. We’re
accelerating into a fogbank when there’s no rush to go anywhere. But exploiting today’s aviation
revolution could solve both the minor commercial part and the dominant General Aviation part of
our airport’s challenges—if we localize control, and charge for airside parking by area and congestion. Maybe even surcharging big wingspans for the costs they impose on all users could be
a permissibly rational differentiation, so small planes don’t unjustly cross-subsidize big planes.
Did you know that a clear statutory process 7 lets FAA allow non-grandfathered airports to regulate noise? that our localization option does exist and merits careful study, and would not make
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Nov 2020 BOCC, 1:51–1:54.
Except perhaps the somewhat noisier Embraer E-175, which we didn’t propose.
3 26 Oct 2020 BOCC, 56:33–57.55
4 4 Nov 2020 BOCC, 1:51.
5 Production was suspended in March 2020 due to the pandemic but is expected to resume when allowed.
6 Led by the B-1 bomber’s former chief scientist, Otto Aviation (ottoaviation.com) aims for 2025 deliveries of the Celera 500L—
a transcontinental-range (4500 nm) 6-seat luxury air taxi, able to connect virtually any two of 5,000 US airports with jet-like
speed, airline-like ticket prices, 1/8 the fuel use, and 1/6 the operating cost of a business jet. Its wingspan is 52’. Wingspan is
~70’ for the 20%-longer, roughly doubled-volume 1000L variant (delivery date TBA) if configured with 12 first-class and 8
coach seats. Video at https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DDnrBuiYmCI.
Eviation’s 9-seat, $4-million all-electric regional plane (eviation.co) has a 53’ wingspan. Its full nominal range (~650 nm) would
stretch from Aspen to roughly Dallas or L.A. now using 260 Wh/kg batteries, implying twice that range soon (400–500 Wh/kg
batteries have been demonstrated by three firms), but for now it’s rated at 440 nm + 45-minute IFR reserve. The first 92
deliveries to one of the firm’s two 2019 US customers (Cape Air) are slated for 2022. United is said to be interested. Video at
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iXj15C3-YD4.
7 49 U.S.C. § 47524(c)(1)(A)(F), governing restrictions imposed after 1 Oct 1990 on Stage 3 aircraft.
2

1

FAA grants be clawed back 8? that San Juan Airport’s claimed $16-million cost to switch to
private ownership was actually ~$2 million 9? If not, a reason might be that except for a few brief
public comments like today’s, only experts picked and instructed by your staff have been
allowed to brief you or Vision participants: no fact-checking, no second opinions. A monopolized
and, we’re now told, agenda-driven process can’t inspire or merit public confidence.
Your decisions can be only as unbiased as your information, so to help augment and sometimes
correct what you’ve been told, two volunteer aviation experts and I recorded an independent
forum streamed on Grassroots TV. My thanks to those who’ve viewed it. If anything surprised
you, I’m glad we could help. Aviation peer-reviewers in industry and government have all validated and praised our analysis. I again warmly invite you to hold a public discussion with our
expert group plus yours. We’ll gladly share what we know if you choose to hear us.
Two final thoughts:
You propose to create an Airport Layout Plan over the next 1–2 years—during, not before,
planned stakeholder and environmental work. Three of you said those outcomes might make
you rethink. But rethinking would impugn the clarity and resolve that staff wants to signal to
FAA, so you’d feel boxed in and bound to continue. Thus your proposal isn’t a pause; it’s a
preëmptive launch. For now—perhaps for a decade—the right airside answer is “Neither of the
above—not until we’ve learned enough to be confident the risks outweigh the benefits.”
Your item 12 proposes to proceed once you understand the very things the Vision process had
supposedly figured out 10—implying it hasn’t, so you’re now back to square one. But to get to
square one, you need correct basic facts, clear logic, and a truly open process to elicit, test, and
refine them. So I respectfully suggest you do six things differently:
1. genuinely pause your staff-recommended ALP start until you agree on what you really
want;
2. discuss novel or disputed facts and options with outside experts as well as your own;
3. explore localization promptly and rigorously, not by speculation and rumors;
4. get expert and respected representation to open a creative and collaborative
conversation with FAA, saying not “Please approve this airside layout,” but “Here are our
community’s overarching goals; how might we work with you to achieve them?”
5. create the expert Airport Board of Directors, reporting to you, that success requires; and
6. proceed now with major safety and tower improvements far beyond those proposed,
plus a flexible new terminal sited to fit any future airside choices.
Thank you for your good work and your kind attention.

BOCC, 16 Oct 2020, 3:46.
who worked on that project, reports in our independent-forum video that the other ~$14 million was for
physical renovation of the decrepit airport. The Holland & Knight lawyer briefing you on 16 Oct 2020 combined both costs as
the supposedly exorbitant cost of privatization, naturally causing some of you to reject that concept—which wasn't even what
we’d proposed, as San Juan adopted private ownership, not public control and ownership.
10 “…the [commercial] aircraft likely to operate at ASE, the impact on community goals, and the ability to negotiate and/or
incentivize [commercial] aircraft that meet community goals.”
8

9 Tom Keough,

2

Jackie Merrill Remarks
BOCC Public Comments
11/10/2020 - Hotel Jerome
JM, 30 + year Aspen resident, served on the VC. My focus is on 2 points,
BUT FIRST OFF, thanks Greg, for assuring ME that you all REALLY DO
welcome our comments… Kelly, thanks for watching and listening to
everything! NO SMALL FEAT!
TWO POINTS? 1) the management of GA OPS, and 2) local public control
of our airport.
1) Throughout our process, I was puzzled why most of our time was
spent on commercial traﬃc, given the fact that historically
commercial only 25%, given that currently GA roughly 90% of our
traﬃc, up from 75% pre COVID. and only 1 ACCIDENT INVOLVED
commercial, That’s 1 out of around 50 in THAT many years, rest
involved private aircraft. I TRUST commercial airline manufacturers
will come up with quieter and cleaner aircraft without ANY help from
us; BUT GA side with the very diverse mix of used and new, smaller
and bigger, private, charter and fractional ownerships, we RISK
both our safety and our environmental goals. When I asked WHY
all the focus on commercial, I was told there was not much we could
do on the private side. But but but, are we solving 25% of the
problem? I am worried that the large profits from GA will TRUMP,
pardon the pun, essential study of our GA management options,
anxious that neglecting such research will TRUMP our chances of
getting our airport right. GA study requires a PAUSE to all our
recommendations.
My husband was on the Experience Committee, raised at EVERY MTG
GA management being our biggest challenge, past, current and future. He
thinks the FAA non-discriminatory policy has a serious NEGATIVE impact
on visitors’experience with commercial arrivals and departures.
Repeatedly told that was irrelevant.

2) On localization, some 28 US airports, publicly & privately owned, have
pursued options with FAA to regain control of non-safety issues. I do not
yet know enough to opine pro or con. As I understand it, localization will
help reach ALL our goals, 3 examples: to inform airline and GA options
around noise, pollution and carbon, to mandate increased private pilot
training, and to re-prioritize Landing& Take Oﬀ schedules private/
commercial. AND local costs are closer to 2 MM, not the 16MM some of
you misheard.
Kelly, in response to your wanting more details about the benefits/
disadvantages, I share your interest. BUT that cannot be discovered
without a pause, and that is why I advocate for that button. To get that
information, the BOCC must be willing to discuss it with knowledgeable
and experienced experts.
To those who say we can continue to investigate this while making other
recommendations. I disagree, IF we have already begun talks with the
FAA. My friends in high places @ FAA and aviation industry say WE DO
NOT WANT to revisit the FAA with “AMENDMENTS” after making
proposals. Plus a very SAVVY BIRD told me the FAA would welcome our
localization idea, if presented and shepherded by an expert experienced
team.
You talked last week about negotiating with the airlines on aircraft? Those
same friends in high places confirm we have ZERO leverage; airlines will
decide based on TWO and ONLY TWO criteria: performance (includes
safety) and economics.
Finally, my commitment as an engaged citizen is to my integrity that rests
on my willingness to reassess past decisions in the face of new
information & realities. I invite you to reflect on that brand of integrity and
to PAUSE.
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Charlotte Anderson <charlotte.anderson@pitkincounty.com>

Tom Keough ASE Presentation Nov 10 '20
3 messages

Tom Keough <
To:
<
Anderson <

>
, Kelly McNicholas Kury <
>, g
>, F

,

Wed, Nov 11, 2020 at 12:00 PM
>, Patti Clapper
, Charlotte

Good Morning Pitkin County Commissioners et al,
Please find attached my full, intended presentation for yesterday's meeting. As you will
notice, this presentation is significantly
more detailed than my 'wing it', in person presentation last night due to the fact I had
forgotten to bring my glasses and, therefore,
couldn't read and deliver my message as coherently as I had planned. If you have any
comments or questions, please feel free
to email or call me at your convenience.
There are two comments I would like to make:
1/ I have included in the 2nd paragraph of my presentation a snapshot of my aviation
experience. This is for the sole purpose of
confirming my qualifications to make the ASE points I put forth in my presentation.
Since our recent video, and again last night,
I've been asked if I would be interested in 'officially' participating in the
voluminous work yet to be accomplished. My response
has been and will continue to be, 'my objective is to apply my very relevant and
considerable experience so ASE decisions
concerning this massive and very complex undertaking are made with the benefit of
my many years of airport development
work. Candidly, and because I know of the current situation, I feel my 20 year FAA
relationships can be of particular value to ASE'.
2/ 'Dick Tracy' (nor is anyone else not qualified to know), the gent who made some
uninformed comments re my pilot status, etc.
last night is not privy to my current domestic and international pilot information
because of my high security status associated with
my current work. There were other significant misrepresentations in his
presentation, however, that's enough on that subject for
this note.

https://mail.google.com/mail/u/0?ik=55c4318ae9&view=pt&search=all&permthid=thread-f%3A1683091597157569597&simpl=msg-f%3A16830915971…
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Thank you very much for yesterday's too short opportunity to continue to pursue my
objective. Certainly, going forward, my intention
is to continue to participate to the extent I can productively contribute to constructive
questions and concerns. From my experience in
scenarios so characteristically similar to ASE its scary, there is a mountain of too often
not even recognized or acknowledged work to be accomplished, there is so much
research to be done and evaluated, there are so many local issues to address and
resolve before
any long term decisions can be made, that it's difficult sometimes, even with my
experience, to understand how this will all be
successfully addressed. In my opinion, a good place to start is with righting the critically
important FAA relationship while coincidentally
framing and beginning the task of developing an all encompassing plan that will show
that ASPEN is a unique, deep thinking community
that can show the environmentally correct way to welcome the world to visit, play, and
learn.
Best regards,
Tom Keough

BOCC Title Page & final content.docx
21K
Charlotte Anderson
To: Tom Keough <
Cc: Steve Child <
<

Thu, Nov 12, 2020 at 3:14 PM
>, Kelly McNicholas Kury <
>, Greg Poschman <
>, Francie Jacober <

>, George Newman
>

>, Patti Clapper

Thank you, Tom. I'll add your comments to the public record.
[Quoted text hidden]

--

Charlotte Anderson
Executive Assistant
Pitkin County Government
530 E. Main St., Suite 302
Aspen, CO 81611

https://mail.google.com/mail/u/0?ik=55c4318ae9&view=pt&search=all&permthid=thread-f%3A1683091597157569597&simpl=msg-f%3A16830915971…
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Aspen Airport
Development Presentation
TO

The Board of Pitkin County (CO) Commissioners

By
Tom Keough
11-10-20

Until early this AM I thought my presentation to the BOCC was ready to deliver. I was not happy with it,
but it was deliverable within the allocated 5 min if I talked quickly from an amended script and
afterwards handed out complete scripts. It certainly wasn’t the most effective way to address my issues
since we are all here today to try and highlight the fact there is still a HUGE amount of research to be
accomplished before a project the size of the ASE redevelopment can possibly move forward. So, I have
changed my format and sincerely hope THIS presentation, from someone who has been down this road
before, will help everyone understand the magnitude and current status of this undertaking and the
severe lack of preparedness that prevails.
First let me present my authority for what I am about to present. My experience in airport development
spans 20+ years and includes both new and upgrading of domestic and int'l airports. I am also a 40-year,
30K hour, commercial pilot deeply immersed in the airport, aircraft, and airline industries, and enjoy 30year FAA relationships from which I can draw on personal experience, and recent and future FAA
conversations to help the BOCC understand its options.
So, in the interest of time, here are my rhetorical questions with very quick and incomplete answers to
some of them:
Now to SAFETY and ENVIRONMENTAL issues:
What are the current baseline environmental (noise and pollution) numbers? Who prepared them?
When? How? What conclusions were drawn and what specific recommendations were proposed as a
result? What steps have been taken to ensure the airport facilities, equipment, procedures, etc. are
GREEN to today’s standards? What type of noise barriers are in place today? Are they effective? If not,
what studies (air and ground) are in work to ensure noise protection to affected valley residents? Has
the airport authority insured that all current FAA Plan Agreements are being respected in conjunction
with proposed airport area lands (not just airport owned land)? Regarding pollution studies: Who
prepared them? When? How? What specific conclusions were drawn and what recommendations were
proposed as a result?
Since both noise and pollution issues are constantly changing, what equipment is in place to monitor
and report daily readings of both issues? Are they effective? Are there improved systems available
today? If so, is there a study publicly available for review? Was the John Wayne program studied and
appropriate JW personnel interviewed? JW is proud of their industry leading, environmental progress
and FAA’s support of it. ASE can also enjoy significant FAA recognition by making GREEN the color of
ASE’s redevelopment cornerstone.
These environmental issues are not unique to ASE. What other airports have been consulted regarding
these issues? What were the findings and were any applied and did they help the incredibly significant
ASE environmental problems? What are the detailed plans for the implementation of the Vision
environmental findings?
And while we are on this environment subject, how is aviation fuel transported to ASE? Is this method
creating any easily controlled environmental concerns? If yes, what steps are in work to correct these
concerns? What is the condition of the current ASE fuel farm? What are the Vision recommendations for
this facility? What would be the impact on air traffic problems, including volume, noise, and pollution, if
only avgas were available at ASE? (airlines can or already do tanker most of their fuel requirements

because they can get it [a lot] cheaper at their hubs where fuel volumes can be taken advantage of). Is
the current, on ramp fueling process safe? What are the Vision recommendations regarding upgrading
ASE fueling to current standards? And while we are on it, who currently enjoys the benefits of the
ridiculously high (same or close to LAX prices) ASE fuel pricing? What did the Vision findings indicate?
Is that enough of environmental issues? I’ve barely scratched the surface. However, in the interest of
time, lets move on to SAFETY. It is my understanding that safety was one of or maybe THE highest
priority for the Vision program. Therefore, what are the specific, comprehensive, detailed Vision SAFETY
recommendations and where can they be reviewed in a logical and easy to ‘find by subject’ way so you
Commissioners and public alike can study and comment? Maybe that catalogue of issues is divided into
airside, groundside, and ‘outside the fence’ issues (airport access/egress for instance), and then into the
myriad of sub-titles below each heading? The following catalogue example would relate to the first two
categories: How many and what type are the ASE animal deterrent systems? Have they been effective?
When were they installed and by whom? Are there more effective methods available and in use
elsewhere today? Have there been any significant wildlife incursions?
How many well-meaning Vision participants (~130), from the highest ‘management position’ to the
committee member level, had any prior experience, formal or otherwise, to take on the task of a halfbillion-dollar airport redevelopment? How many of these contributing members had a vote in the final
recommendation? How many members were active when the final Vision Committee group voted? How
many of the voting members subsequently change their vote? How many members of these many
Committees had a potential business conflicts of interest? How were consultants to the Vision Group
chosen and who briefed them since no one had any prior experience with airport redevelopment?
Before I close, I’d like to quickly review two important issues from my original presentation to which the
Vision Group has spent an inordinate amount of time with absolutely NO chance of achieving its
objective (#1) and a simple, much maligned fact (#2):
#1 airline management, lessors and owners are the only ones who make aircraft acquisition
decisions. PERIOD. That will NOT change. They have the right equipment, including
human resources, history, performance stats, and forecasting capability, to make these
critical decisions. They also have their fingers on the pulse of ‘the street’. For airPORT
affiliated individuals and others to have any role in aircraft choice, they will have to show
extraordinary proficiency in aircraft performance and economic operating analysis, and be
prepared to assume some kind of equity and/or economic position in said aircraft. I would
guess that is not going to happen unless their financial appetite is currently able to endure some
extremely high risk and a potential long downside.
#2 for anyone to propose that the CRJ family, and specifically the 700 series, is running out of
life is pure folly. PERIOD. I was part of the Bombardier team who worked on bringing this
aircraft from its original corporate aircraft configuration to an airliner. As attested to by the
USAF, who fly 3 of these types and are considering additions to their fleet, this airframe has
fulfilled and surpassed their projected performance and economic forecasts by some
considerable margins. Furthermore, in recent conversations with well informed and well
known individuals (to me) at Mitsubishi, I was told that issues such as upgrading the 700 with
more powerful 900 series engines, extending life limits, and renewed manufacturing of the

CRJ series, currently delayed due to the Mitsubishi purchase of Bombardier, were leading
subjects on their 3rd quarter, 2020 planning agenda for 2021. I expect more information of these
subjects imminently.
My time is rapidly running out so let me state unequivocally that my observations today are meant to be
constructed and non-political. Needless to say, there is much more to this necessarily complex story. It is
critically important this and other data be collected, given the due diligence they deserve, and
eventually fully understood by ALL concerned. This step MUST be taken BEFORE ANY well considered
recommendations can be presented for BOCC deliberation and final decisions.
To be sure, this is NOT an easy task, but addressing it fully, professionally, and in a timely fashion, will
preclude, to the maximum extent possible, the waste of time, resources…and failure!
________________________________

Other subjects that must be addressed (this is by NO means a comprehensive list):
Localization – potentially an incredibly significant option for ASE to exploit to gain local operational
control,
COVID-19 and its Aviation Industry impact,
FAA and who and how should this critical relationship be developed and exploited,
What alternatives can be studied for groundside deliberations, including physical locations of buildings,
FBO, terminal, parking, control tower (it does not have to be on the air side or even on the airport
property…and there are good reasons at ASE for it not to be),
What Alternatives can be studied for airside deliberations,
FBO and Rental Cars operations,
ASE Revenue Projections – currently they do not seem to be part of the Vision mandate, they need to be.
Air Safety – this is a hugely neglected subject which is likely because there is no appropriate expertise to
Study in depth this complex (particularly at ASE), highly technical, critically important issue.
Airport Board – if appropriate studies are conducted, it will become quickly apparent that ASE needs to
rethink its airport management philosophy as a high priority. Today ASE is a significant
operation, planning for a larger one is pure folly when considering today’s lack of
readiness to consider and make decisions on expansion of any kind.
Emergency Procedures – what are the Vision current recommendations and post development? Is the
Vision study and EP recommendation available for review with references to
what airports and experts were contacted/interviewed for this study?

Ellen Anderson here.
You’ve heard it before: “Do the best you can until you know better.
And when you know better, do better”. Maya Angelou
Everyone involved in the ASE-visioning process made the very best
recommendations they could when final votes were taken earlier this
year.
But, since then a lot has changed, and we now know better.
• We now know that Covid has turned the world upside down,
especially the travel and airline industries. Projections from early
2020 are now no longer valid. The airline industry is experiencing
financial devastation that will last for years, decades, or perhaps
forever.
• We now know that although the total number of daily flight
operations at ASE have returned to pre-Covid numbers, the ratio
of Commercial operations to General Aviation has plummeted.
Commercial flight operations at ASE are now only about one in
ten. The other nine are General Aviation. However, if we
configure the airside to accommodate “green” Commercial of the
future – open Pandora’s box with the BEST of intentions -- the
unintended consequence is to allow the possibility of nine “not
green” Private planes for every one “green” Commercial. On
some days, the number of flight operations exceeds 200, 250, and
even 300. Three hundred – and 270 could be “not green”.
• We now know that allegations of bias on the part of some Countychosen consultants to achieve a specific outcome (allow larger
wingspans) are substantiated. Two employees of the County’s
main aviation consultants have said their mandate from the
County was to enable the airport to accept bigger planes, and one
specifically mentioned the Gulfstream 650.

• We now know we have access to world-class authorities on
exactly the issues we are grappling with. Amory Lovins and Tom
Keough. Their generous donations of expertise and time have not
been welcomed; indeed, they have been precluded from meeting
directly with you. We need to give them the opportunity to help
you through in-depth, two-way conversations, which could
include your own experts.
• We now know there may be another choice for administration of
ASE – local control for non-safety issues. This possibility has not
been adequately considered or discussed. It needs to be.
• We now know that of the 130 original volunteers for the ASE
visioning process, only 63 voted at the end, an attrition rate of
over 50%. And, we now know that of the 21 voting members of
the Vision committee, four members subsequently reversed their
vote – and now advocate an airside pause – once they became
aware of new information not provided at the time.
• We now know with 100% certainty that the workhorse of the
Commercial side – the CRJ-700 – will be available to serve ASE for
decades and has sound alternatives. We now know that the very
basic tenet underlying the urgency of a new airside – the alleged
loss of the CRJ-700 with no viable alternative – is false.
• We now know getting hard data on air pollution -- with real
measurements (not modeling) and measurements taken in the
right places -– has not been completed. These data are necessary
before rational decisions can be made.
Even though volunteers spent huge amounts of time, they simply did
not have enough or correct information at the time. But now we
know better, so it is time to do better. And doing better means pausing
now airside reconfiguration decisions until we have answers. It does
not mean pausing obvious urgent changes such as converting to electric
APUs, modernizing GA pilot training, or improving the terminal.

Changing one’s mind in the face of new information is not a weakness.
It is a sign of intelligence, wisdom, and I daresay courage.
One more observation: Have you ever noticed that when you cross
from Garfield and Eagle Counties into Pitkin County you see
dramatically less density and development? That is a direct result of
the Commissioners in the 1970s (Edwards, Shellman, and Kinsley)
having the COURAGE to make the controversial decision to enact the
Growth Management Plan. Now, you five Commissioners have a
similar opportunity to make a monumental decision to save the soul of
Pitkin County.
Here’s another quote we all know, from the Eagles’ song “Last Resort”,
written in 1977-- around when the Commissioners passed the Growth
Management Plan. “Call some place Paradise and kiss it good-bye.”
Don’t be the Commissioners who kiss it good-bye.
Be the Commissioners who have the courage to keep Paradise by voting
PAUSE on airside decisions until we have better information in this new
world order.

Remarks for BOCC Public Hearing
Airport Expansion/Redevelopment
November 10, 2020

My name is Valerie Braun and I live in Woody Creek. I am a member of the ASEvision
committee and the author of the Minority Report presented to the BOCC along with the
Common Ground recommendations from the ASEvision process. In an effort to not repeat
previous comments and to have something new to say, I believe that with the introduction of
other points of view finally being allowed into the public conversation with regard to the
expansion/redevelopment at the Aspen Airport, the best possible course of action has been
revealed.

No one could have foreseen the CoVid pandemic and the chaos it has created in national and
world economies and the catastrophic effects it has had the on the airline and other travel
sectors and thus is was not considered during the ASEvision process. However, our reality is
what it is. This is a time to make rational and realistic decisions.

To my way of thinking, this is NOT the time to make radical changes to the airside
configuration at the Aspen Airport. The widening and strengthening of the runway would allow
much larger General Aviation aircraft to operate in our community. There would be no going

back from such a decision. This would not be in the best interest to the inhabitants of our
valley, both human and wildlife, nor in the best interests of the environment.

What does make very good sense is to pause

on that decision and focus on the concept

of “localization,” that is having control over all non-safety decisions and operations.
Working as partners with the FAA instead of having to be at the mercy of federal FAA mandates
and rules that simply to not benefit the operations of our particular airport.

If the County negotiates this new status with the FAA, creates an Aspen Airport Board of
Directors, along with a professional management team, and with community input it could
potentially make a decision, such as expand the runway. Allowing new generation, energy
efficient, and environmentally improved commercial aircraft to operate while restricting
through locally issued mandates on the size, type, noise and emissions status of General
Aviation aircraft that could operate here, thereby eliminating the oppressive FAA/Federal
decree that any size commercial aircraft allowed opens the door for any equivalent

General Aviation aircraft.

The Aspen Airport simply will never have the parking room for the

larger General Aviation aircraft that would want to operate here on an expanded runway. It
would only create more so called “stop and drop” operations with the effect of increasing
overall numbers of operations at the airport. Under “localization” it would be possible to

create regulations and fee structures to cull out concerning aircraft and unqualified pilots. We
could potentially require all pilots flying into Aspen to be FAA certified for special approach, to
have had at least simulator experience with FAA approved landing and departure procedures,
in other words, to be prepared for the rigors of A S E.

The community wants the Aspen Airport to be the safest, most environmentally healthy,
efficient, and financially feasible airport possible. The ASEvision process is NOT complete.
There is finally a remarkably simple step the County can take to create a path to resolution of
all the concerns with potential commercial aircraft availability, environmental issues, and
safety. Let’s take the additional time that CoVid and the economy has presented and move
forward towards “localization” of our airport and take responsibility for our future.
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Dear commissioners,
Please find attached and pasted below comments I ask you to consider. (My email to you from 9/22 is
farther down. I kept it in as some of the points pertain to my thoughts of today.)
Best,
MM
Written comments, Nov. 10
For starters, you’ve done an incredible job. I really mean that. I watched every meeting and
consistently found myself impressed by the intelligence of your questions, your mental stamina
(over and over again), and how thoroughly you considered the concerns and ideas you received
from the public. I will speak at the public comment on Tuesday, but I worry that I might go over
five minutes. So I offer bulleted thoughts below that I ask you to please consider:
Specific points:
--You have a values compass; please continue to use it as your North Star. By grounding
everything in the Core Community Goals of safety, aggressive noise and emissions reductions,
and managed growth, you are attempting to give the community an airport that delivers on the
longstanding aspirations of Pitkin County and Aspen. Being a model community for the rest of
the world occasionally involves big projects and hard decisions. This is one of them.
Communities don’t get there via a reflexive philosophy of “no.”
--Consider the Maroon Creek Bridge. The bridge was a major infrastructure project that
delivered on the community’s values. Rather than replace it with a sturdier two-laner (the “status
quo”), we opted for four lanes, plus a protected bike and pedestrian lane. But it wasn’t four lanes
for cars. It was status quo for cars and new priority lanes for buses. That biased the
infrastructure toward what we want (people taking the bus or biking into town) while creating no
new advantages for what we don’t (single- or low-occupancy vehicles). In many ways, you are
steering the airport in a similar direction. You’re finessing your way to prioritizing the equivalent
of cleaner, quieter flying buses (the next generation of commercial aircraft) while trying to lessen

what the working groups said we want less of (the impacts of GA, and people driving to Aspen
Snowmass in rental cars from Denver and Eagle).
--The process is non-binary. Many members of the public (and, occasionally, the press) frame
the airport process in black-and-white terms. First, it was “do the airport” or “don’t do the airport.”
Then it became “do the terminal for sure” but “don’t do the runway.” As the commissioners
know, you are not confronted with two yes-or-no questions. You’ve been grappling with roughly
75 of them in the form of the sub-bullets within the 15 Common Ground goals. And to call your
answers simple yeses or no’s would understate the degree to which you’ve fine-tuned, shaped,
and qualified your willingness to move forward. Even in those consensuses, your responses
would be best described as “maybes” and “yes, as long as’es.” This is a living, nuanced
process. Asking to “pause” it displays a fundamental ignorance to that fact.
--On that idea of a pause. Kelly McNicholas Kury hit the nail on the head when she pointed out
that working with the FAA to explore mechanisms for control of the airport, including
“privatization” options, is in effect the “pause” that some community members are asking for. As
stated above, you are moving forward very deliberately, and you are asking for points of
clarification and further discovery about what’s possible along the way. We should therefore
identify the call for a “pause” for what it is: an attempt to halt the process with the hopes it will
not restart. (Call it the “Entrance to Aspen approach.”) The airport modernization process is not
careening ahead with no steady hand on the wheel. You’re driving slow with the hazards on,
and you’re the only car on the road. There’s no need to yank the emergency brake, pull out the
car’s battery, and then toss it off a cliff.
--The dangers of magical thinking, part 1. While it’s fun to think like a futurist, our airport
planning should be grounded in reality. You can peer into the actual future by determining what
planes exist that meet our goals and which of those planes airlines have actually ordered or
have in their fleets. Even if, for example, electric planes and passenger drones come on line
sooner than expected, what would that really mean? Do the math on how many six-passenger
electric planes it would take to meet our enplanement numbers from ten years ago. It’s not a
serious proposal. And as Jon Peacock pointed out when the conversation turned to flying
drone-taxis to get people into town from the airport: If you don’t like congestion in 2-D, wait till
you get it in 3-D. We want efficient transportation, both in fuel use and passenger volume. Let’s
be realistic. We like buses for a reason.
--The dangers of magical thinking, part 2. The timeworn cliché “if you build it, they will come”
gets tossed around a lot. The inference seems to be, “if you don’t build it, they won’t come.”
There is ample evidence to disprove this assumption. Chief among them are the valley’s
summer visitation numbers (higher than winter) relative to summer enplanements (much lower
than winter). If you want to address the “we’re too busy” concern, which is the main issue for the
folks trying to derail the airport process, you should consider the following:
--Roaring Fork Valley population growth, particularly downvalley

--upper valley job generation, particularly in the second-home development and
service sectors
--the shadow lodging sector that has exploded via the short-term rental of
residential housing valley-wide
Those trends are driving busyness as much as anything, particularly in the area of vehicle trips.
With the residential land-use analysis the BOCC is doing, you will be addressing impact
generators that have gone unscrutinized for literally decades. The City of Aspen has started to
tackle them, too, with its short-term-rental conversation. It can be argued that many of the
community concerns brought up in the airport process are more relevant to those conversations
than they are to the airport. Failing to recognize that will have you flirting with a classic recipe for
unintended consequences: By assuming that limiting commercial air service will make the upper
valley less busy, you may create a scenario that dramatically increases car trips and further tips
our communities toward a second-home-driven economy and away from the efficient resort
model that successive Aspen Area Community Plans have said is what we want to maintain.
--Global greenhouse gas emissions. It has been heartening to hear Steve Child repeatedly
speak to global GHG goals as part of his very thoughtful analysis. Climate change is not an
issue that will ever be solved through NIMBYism. The commissioners took a strong and
laudable stance in this regard with the 5-0 vote to approve the solar farm, despite NIMBY
opposition. More efficient aircraft, fewer landing and takeoff cycles via more direct flights, better
use of transit to and from the airport, a net-zero terminal, and all of the other climate-forward
aspects of what you are considering will deliver real progress on the county’s climate goals. As
Greg Poschman points out, it is possible we could get some short-term back slipping via the
Airbus A-319. It’s a fair concern, but that assumes two things: 1. that the conversations with the
FAA prove unsuccessful, and 2. that the CRJ-700 remains our baseline option going forward
versus an increasing number of dirtier, noisier Embraer E-175s.
--Clarification on “big privates.” In submitted comments a couple of meetings ago, Ellen
Anderson did some gumshoe work checking Bill Tomcich’s data on how few private planes with
95-foot-plus wingspans are out there. She found a couple of G-650s at an airport for which Bill
pulled data. I asked Bill why, and he explained that some planes can turn off their tail
transponders and therefore don’t display their specific plane type in flight logs. In Bill’s
spreadsheets, those planes just show as being on the ground with no further detail about their
type. You’ll see there aren’t a lot of those, so the assertion still stands: There are very few “big
privates” out there.
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Dear commissioners,
I have enjoyed watching you all interrogate the ASE Common Ground recommendation. You’re
asking great questions and, as always, seem deeply committed to finding the best outcome. I
find myself really impressed by your mental endurance. Thank you for that.
As someone who was part of a working group (Community Character) and who has watched all
of your meetings, plus many others, I wanted to share a few thoughts. There are several
“zombie arguments” that just won’t seem to die. I’ll list them here and offer what I hope is a
helpful perspective and understanding of the facts.
--Safety. Hopefully, Alec Seybold’s presentation on Shale Bluffs and his comments on the
routinely misrepresented 1993 crash finally put the “Aspen is an unsafe airport” red herring to
rest. The airport has its unique challenges, like all airports, but it is not unsafe. Just because a
couple of persistent individuals keep repeating that assertion doesn’t make it true.
--Environment. While it is a longstanding Roaring Fork Valley phenomenon, I am still baffled by
how frequently 21st century climate solutions are embraced as a global concept but stymied
locally. (The Woody Creatures’ opposition to the solar farm was a recent example that you all
thankfully stood up to.) Please look at this short page from Paul Hawken’s “Drawdown”:
https://www.drawdown.org/solutions/efficient-aviation. His climate solutions for the aviation
industry align very consistently with the Common Ground recommendation. The fact that more
locals are not enthusiastic about a plan that mandates a 30 percent reduction in noise and
emissions yet call themselves climate concerned is either classic RFV hypocrisy or a case of
people not understanding the Common Ground proposal.
--The CRJ-700. Alec also did a nice job explaining how the “pulldown” of the CRJ-700 has been
underway for years. The Common Ground proposal is about the future. Thinking on an 11- to
12-year time horizon, the CRJ-700s will be past their normal age of retirement, which lines up
with when the runway work would likely be finished. This is simply planning ahead responsibly.
--Big privates. I made a public comment at your second meeting that I will share again here. Bill
Tomcich pulled private aircraft data to analyze the theory that once the airport can
accommodate wider wingspans, larger GA aircraft will begin flying into ASE. On August 10, he
pulled for Eagle, Colorado Springs, and Centennial, CO; Jackson Hole, Sun Valley, Bozeman,
MT, Truckee Tahoe, CA, Nantucket and Martha’s Vineyard. Like at ASE, there has been a
significant uptick in private jet traffic at all of those airports, and Bill said that was a particularly
busy week. Of the 1,561 aircraft he identified, only two of them exceeded ASE’s 95-foot
wingspan. One was an Air Force Boeing 737, the other was a private 767, both at Colorado

Springs. Bottom line: the “big privates” argument is a classic red herring. It is demonstrably
false. If you can’t take Bill’s word for it, ask for your own staff to do a similar analysis.
--“Keeping us hard to get to.” Aspen Skiing Company knows firsthand how travel shifts when
flights are added. When it’s easier to fly here, people do it. When they can only get to Denver,
they’ll fly there and take a shuttle or rent a car. As flights are added, we see a direct correlation
shift from people driving from Denver vs. flying all the way to Aspen. Visitation numbers don’t
change that much; it’s simply a question of whether people are showing up with cars or not. If
you are concerned with the busyness of the valley, an emphasis on the runaway second-home
industry’s job generation and the conversion of residential into a shadow lodging sector would
be a far better place to aim your concern. VRBO in particular brings a slew of impacts—vehicle
trips and conversion of housing to lodging—that our community has made clear it doesn’t want.
Both the city and the county are alarmingly behind on regulating this phenomenon. I was part of
Cindy, Ellen, and Zach’s working group on residential zoning, and some of the stats were
mindboggling. A more efficient, 21st century airport is not something you should block as a
punishment for those other sectors’ sins. Doing so will not dial visitation back. It’ll just make
getting here more expensive and add more rental cars to our community.
--The idea of a pause. The Common Ground recommendation won’t magically make a new
runway appear tomorrow. Agreeing to move forward with it simply begins a process that will
take a decade. It will “slow walk” itself and allows for values-driven adaptation along the way.
The idea of a pause suggests a fundamental misunderstanding (or an intentional
misrepresentation) of what agreeing to the Common Ground will kick off.
Thanks, and I look forward to this afternoon’s meeting.
Best,
MM
-MICHAEL MIRACLE
DIRECTOR OF COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT
ASPEN SKIING COMPANY

On Thu, Nov 12, 2020 at 3:24 PM Miracle, Michael <

wrote:

Commissioners, Jon, and Rich,
I sent the below email to Madeleine Osberger and David Cook at the Aspen Daily News earlier
today. I thought you might appreciate seeing it, oo.
Best,
MM

From: Miracle, Michael
Sent: Thursday, November 12, 2020 2:19 PM
To:
<
<
>
Subject: yesterday's airport article

>; David Cook

Madeleine and David,
I wanted to share some thoughts on Madeleine’s airport article from yesterday. Madeleine, I had been
meaning to email you to say how well I thought you handled your last two airport articles. You
objectively captured what was said without any amplification of any particular point of view. I hate
only sending criticism along, so I wanted you to know that I thought you did a nice job on those pieces.
As you know, I’ve paid very close attention to this process. I want to offer a couple of thoughts and one
correction to your article from yesterday. I share the below in the interest of helping you. Please do not
print any of it without circling back to me (I’ll have to ask Hanle before I go on the record).
First, the correction. This is wrong: “Last month, the majority of the commissioners voted to not
move or expand the runway to accommodate planes with wingspans more than 95 feet.”
Regarding the runway, what the commissioners did last month was make a specific decision within
Goal no. 13 -- Leave the runway where it is. They decided which of two tactics to use to create the
runway and taxiway separation to get to ADG III: Either, 1. Move the runway, as the EA suggested, or 2.
Move the taxiway (and “leave the runway where it is”), as the Vision Committee’s Common Ground
recommendation suggested. Four commissioners agreed with the Common Ground recommendation.
Steve Child preferred the EA. But in neither case were they voting on “…not to move or expand the
runway to accommodate planes with wingspans more than 95 feet.” That’s in Goal no. 12, which has
been given several qualifications in the commissioner-edited Common Ground rec. They’ll vote on that
when the decide whether or not to move forward on the Common Ground.
Second, some thoughts on what you chose to zero in on with yesterday’s piece. To hint that this
process is Tim Mooney vs. Aspen Skiing Company, as your Facebook tease of the article did yesterday
and as your continued extensive quoting of Mooney suggests, is wildly off base. As I see it, there are
four categories of people weighing in on the decision the commissioners will make:

Group 1: The folks who started at a hard “no” with regards to doing anything with the runway and
who remain there. That’s a relatively small group: Tim Mooney, Ellen Anderson, Val Braun, Bill
Dinsmoor, Wayne Ethridge, maybe one or two more, possibly McBride. They are using “pause”
euphemistically as a way to stall this process out with the hopes it never resumes.
Group 2: People who are sincere in wanting to “pause” to gain more information and input, not to
derail the process. I put Jackie Merrill, Tom Keough, Dick Arnold, maybe Amory Lovins (hard to
really tell, since he’s cherry picking so much data and parroting Save Our Skies), and a few others in
that group. I believe these folks are acting in reasonably good faith and not trying to completely
scuttle the process.
Group 3: People who believe the Common Ground rec is slow-moving enough that it can achieve
what group no. 2 wants without pausing. Group 3 thinks that the Common Ground rec asks for
plenty of discovery, flexibility, and adaptation. I think Group nos. 2 and 3 are actually in agreement
on wanting to get this right and are simply talking past each other to a large degree, failing to see
that “pause” and “go slowly and deliberately” are actually close to synonymous. Jackie Merrill sent
me an email this morning to this effect. There’s a reason that she and Dick Arnold were part of the
20-1 majority to move forward with the Common Ground. The great majority of people involved in
the process across all working groups are in this Group no. 3. I put myself and Kaplan on that list,
plus the vast majority of the Vision Committee. Believe it or not, Bill Tomcich probably sits in here,
too.
Group 4: People who want the full EA version of the runway improvements, or who think the
negotiations with the FAA and the airlines will ultimately prove impossible. This is also a small
group: Evan Marks, maybe Barry Vaughn, and one or two others from the Technical Working
Group.
In your article yesterday, the implication is that the debate is happening between Groups 1 and 4.
That’s an over-simplification, and fails to capture the many nuances within this dialogue.
I thought the most powerful point made at the meeting was one of John Bennett’s. Given that you
mention the 1995 referendum and that you give Tim Mooney more ink than anyone (which is truly
ridiculous; he’s had his ears plugged to this process since day one), it would have made a lot of sense
for it to be in your piece. Bennett pointed out that as mayor he not only supported the opposition to
the 1995 plan, he was part of the formal, organized opposition. But he couldn’t have been more clear
in stating that today’s airport discussion is different. He is so eminently credible here, and his views on
1995 vs. today are of great value to the public.
I’m happy to talk more about this. I do ask you to please view what I’ve written as a good faith effort to
help, as a former colleague from the media world. This is a hard issue to capture fully in short

newspaper articles. And, Madeleine, since you haven’t been on the story since its inception, it’s
completely understandable that you’ll get something wrong from time to time.
Sincerely,
MM
-MICHAEL MIRACLE
DIRECTOR OF COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT
ASPEN SKIING COMPANY

MEMORANDUM
Date:

November 10, 2020

To:

BOCC

From:

Evan Marks, FAB Member

Re:

Final ASE Remarks

Set forth below are my remarks for this afternoon’s BOCC session.
Good afternoon. My name is Evan Marks. I am a member of the County’s Financial
Advisory Board. My credentials are part of the public record. What’s not part of
the public record is the alternative career path I might have taken years ago. Had
I not been recruited by George Soros and Zhang Xin to run their family offices, I
would have been an analyst on Wall Street specializing in the Defense and
Aerospace industry, which has been my lifelong passion. It is why -- through the
now nearly two year-long Visioning Process -- I not only attended all of the FG
sessions run by Rich but all of Jon’s TWG meetings, which focused on subject matter
closest to my personal interest in aviation.
It’s through this lens that I wish to focus my remarks in three areas, which lead me
to counsel that the BOCC has no choice but to affirm Goal # 12 from the common
ground recommendations and authorize a full ADG III airfield.
First, don’t overestimate Pitkin County’s leverage with the airlines.
There’s been much discussion about the “lucrative” nature of airline routes into
ASE. No doubt these routes are extremely attractive on the basis of revenue per
passenger mile. But that misses the point economically. In the scheme of things,
the airlines’ take from these routes is infinitesimal. In 2019, pre-Covid, the three
majors generated $135 billion of revenue. However, segments in and out Aspen
represented only five one hundredths of one percent of this revenue stream.
Moreover, the gross-to-net ratio on this revenue is severely challenged. Not only

does ASE have very expensive fuel and gates, but the three majors have to pay
SkyWest its take before the net revenue hits their income statements.
No doubt the majors will be very courteous when Staff engages them about their
future fleet mix. After all, the County is a customer. However, my advice is simple:
Don’t overplay your hand. They need you much less than we need them. Beginning
sooner than you think, the majors will wish to deploy more fuel efficient ADG III
aircraft into this market…certainly not with every flight, but absolutely during peak
seasons.
Second, understand the “Catch-22” the County faces in building a new terminal.
Everyone here today agrees that our community needs a new terminal. Putting
more funds into the existing facility is like “putting lipstick on a pig.” Patti believes
it’s a complete waste of money, and so do I.
Unfortunately for us, all routes to getting a new facility depend on going to a full
ADG III airfield despite of what you may currently believe about the County’s
dominion over its landside improvements.
Here’s why: (A) the County cannot touch the existing terminal until there’s an FAAapproved Airport Layout Plan (“ALP”) that sites the location of the new terminal on
the airport’s very tight footprint; (B) the ALP will not become viable in the eyes of
the FAA until after the proposed new airfield’s taxiway relocation, tower relocation,
grade changes, etc. pass muster; therefore (C), the conclusion -- reductio ad
absurdum – to be gleaned by these FAA-imposed constraints is that the County will
be compelled, if not propelled, to adopt an ALP that will be fully ADG III compliant.
I understand this is not the reality you’ve been hoping for, but it’s definitely the
reality you’re facing.
Third, the panacea of privatization is likely a pipe dream.
It’s been proposed by Tom Keough that a privatization of the airport offers the
enticing prospects of circumventing the FAA’s non-discrimination regime.
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I am attaching to my written remarks the CV of Barbara Lichman, J.D., Ph. D. Her
credentials speak for themselves.
I have been in touch with Dr. Lichman since the privatization issue emerged. Kindly
note Dr. Lichman is a leading US aviation litigator. Her primary focus is airportsponsor litigation against the FAA. She has been suing the FAA on behalf of airportsponsors for nearly 40 years. Dr. Lichman says, “except as a theoretically possible
outcome, there is really isn’t a viable path for ASE to circumvent the FAA’s antidiscrimination rules under a privatization” unless the airlines voluntary agreed to
it, and she believes the prospects of such acquiescence is between slim and none.
Moreover, as a completely academic exercise, I asked Dr. Lichman the following
question: If (A) ASE privatized, (B) the airlines did agree to restrict their fleet mix,
and (C) the County repaid all of ASE’s grants from the FAA, would the County then
be able to circumvent the FAA’s non-discrimination regime? Dr. Lichman replied,
“the County would still be prohibited from discriminating against specific types of
aircraft that would otherwise will eligible to fly into ASE if any of ASE’s land was
purchased with FAA grants.”
Drilling into Dr. Lichman’s final admonition, I asked Connie how much money has
ASE received from the FAA in the past 25 years. Answer: ~ $75 million. Then I
asked Rich if any FAA money had been used for the purchase of real estate at ASE.
Answer: Yes.
So, I leave it you. It’s seems to me that an unrestricted ADP III airport is in ASE’s
future.
Summing Up
A final word about integrity and the future.
It has been implied by some vocal opponents of this project that the BOCC and the
members of various working groups have been “gaslighted” by the consultants in
cohoots with Staff. In fact, our Valley’s beloved Amory Lovins stated in writing that
that “the County hired consultants with a mandate to justify a new airport that
would accommodate larger aircraft.” That’s totally incorrect. All options were
thoroughly vetted by the consultants. They spent more billable hours researching
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ways in which ASE could restrict larger aircraft, and understanding what future
aircraft might be able to operate on the current airfield, than was spent on
expanding the airfield. That’s the reality. No attempts at manipulation, only
education.
During the past two years I’ve collaborated with my peers in the Visioning working
groups, Staff, and its consultants. I have volunteered my time and have no
economic interest in the airport’s outcome. I can assure you that the process has
been one that the BOCC should be immensely proud of, and that Staff, Jon and
Rich, their consultants have executed this process with a huge degree of patience,
thoroughness and the utmost integrity.
Looking forward, I have no doubt that a full ADG III airfield is all but inevitable. Each
BOCC member knows that commercial aviation’s future will be dominated by
aircraft with long wing spans…longer than 95 feet. VTOL and battery powered
aircraft will be little more than low-occupancy UBER-like taxis because the energy
equation doesn’t work for large aircraft. As a result, the respective foci of Boeing
and Airbus’s next-Gen commercial aircraft is hybrid-electric and hydrogen power,
the airframes of which will universally have long, slender, high aspect ratio wings
that are incompatible with the current airfield.
Accordingly, in closing, my personal advice to the BOCC is to embrace the future.
The Visioning process is the culmination of a heroic 30-year effort. Your denial of
the future will violate our mutually shared Community Values of bringing quiet and
clean aircraft into the Valley.
Respectfully
E. M.
Note: A copy of my remarks have been submitted to Staff.
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---------- Forwarded message --------From: JSB <j
t>
Date: Mon, Nov 16, 2020 at 6:04 PM
Subject: The FAA's Airport Privatization Program
To: Jon Peacock <
<
>
Cc: Rich Englehart <
<J
>

Steve Child
>, Jackie Francis

Hi, Jon and Steve,
In last week’s public meeting, I noticed how many people raised the issue of “airport
privatization” as a reason that the County should pause its airport planning. Tom Keough and
Amory Lovins, who seem to be leading the privatization charge, have clearly succeeded in
getting public attention.
Why they are beating the privatization drum is a different question. Last February, Pablo
Nuesch made clear to the Vision Committee in our executive session that privatizing ASE would
not help the County achieve greater control over the airport and thereby achieve its community
goals. In addition, I understand that the County’s new airport counsel has confirmed this
negative view of privatization. And yet, the myth endures.
Out of curiosity, I did a bit of my own research and read a number of reports about the airport
privatization process. Below are a few of the sources I’ve reviewed. Apparently, instead of the
“28 privatized airports” cited by “Pause” advocates, only two airports are currently in the FAA’s
airport privatization program: Henry County Airglades Airport in Florida and the San Juan,
Puerto Rico airport (see info on them below).
In all the documents I’ve read, the only apparent advantage for airports in the privatization
program is flexibility in capital funding and in the use of airport revenues. The federal
privatization program allows its two participating airports to receive private investor funding and
to reimburse private investors with airport revenues. Nowhere can I find a single reference to
any other relaxation of FAA regulations.
Last February, when Pablo Nuesch spoke to the Vision Committee, he emphasized that a
privatized airport still had to follow the requirements of the Clean Air Act (which prevents any
regulation of aircraft emissions), the Airport Noise and Capacity Act of 1990 (which prevents
local regulation of noise, etc.), the Airline Deregulation Act of 1978 (local airports cannot control
routes and services), and the Rates and Charges Act (controls offsite use of revenues).
Nothing I’ve found in my research contradicts this, other than the San Juan Airport’s contractual
ability to repay investors that is spelled out in its FAA Record of Decision (below). Nowhere can
I find any reference to relaxed FAA oversight.

Are we missing something? Does privatization offer some regulatory benefit that Pablo Nuesch
didn’t mention and that isn’t covered in the articles below? Or are Tom and Amory just deeply
mistaken?
If privatization proponents are simply misinformed, here’s an idea: Could the County ask its
aviation legal counsel to provide a simple, one-page Q&A document on what airport
privatization does and does not achieve? Such a clear public statement might go a long way
to correcting the misinformation that appears to be so widespread on this issue.
Thanks and best regards,
John
 irport Investment Partnership Program, formerly Airport Privatization Pilot Program
A
— FAA June 16, 2020
"Congress established the Airport Investment Partnership Program (formerly Airport Privatization
Pilot Program) in 1997 to explore privatization as a means of generating access to various sources
of private capital for airport improvement and development. The Act authorized FAA to permit ...
public airport sponsors to sell or lease an airport with certain restrictions and to exempt the sponsor
from certain federal requirements that could otherwise make privatization impractical. Private
companies may own, manage, lease, and develop public airports. ... The 2018 Reauthorization Act
renamed the program the Airport Investment Partnership Program (PDF)… The airport owner or
leaseholder may be exempt from repayment of federal grants, return of property acquired with
federal assistance, and the use of proceeds from the airport's sale or lease to be used exclusively for
airport purposes."

Fact Sheet — Airport Investment Partnership Program (AIPP) — Formerly Airport
Privatization Pilot Program
— FAA June 5, 2020
https://www.faa.gov/news/fact_sheets/news_story.cfm?newsId=24114

Airports in the AIPP
— Hendry County Airglades Airport (a GA airport in Florida)
— Luís Muñoz Marín International Airport (San Juan, Puerto Rico)
Exemption from Federal Requirement
"The 1996 Reauthorization Act permits the FAA to exempt an airport sponsor from certain
requirements. First, the public airport sponsor may receive an exemption to use the lease or sale
proceeds for non-airport purposes. Generally, all proceeds from the lease or sale of airport land
must be used for the capital or operating costs of the airport. This exemption requires the approval of
65 percent of the air carriers at the airport (by number of carriers and by landed weight). If an
exemption is granted to an airport sponsor from the requirement to use airport revenues for

non-airport purposes, the obligation to repay federal grants must also be waivered and the FAA must
grant an exemption to the private purchaser or lessee to allow the purchaser or lessee to earn
compensation from operation of the airport."

Why Has the APPP Not Stimulated Privatization?
— Airport Privatization: Issues and Options for Congress (FAA August 16, 2017)
https://fas.org/sgp/crs/misc/R43545.pdf

Regulatory Conditions and Obligations

Airport privatization under the APP has a number of regulatory requirements, some of which have been
criticized as overly restrictive or vague. These requirements may have lessened airport owners’ and/or
investors’ interest in privatization. They include the need for 65% of air carriers serving the airport25 to
approve a lease or sale of the airport; restrictions on increases in airport rates and charges that exceed the
rate of increase of the Consumer Price Index (CPI), and a requirement that a private operator comply
with grant assurances made by the previous public-sector operator to obtain AIP grants. In addition,
after privatization the airport will be eligible for AIP formula grants to cover only 70% of the cost of
improvements, versus the normal 75%- 90% federal share for AIP projects at publicly owned airports.
This serves as a disincentive to privatize an airport, because it will receive less federal money after
privatization.
26 Examples

of grant assurances include making the airport available for
public use on reasonable conditions and without unjust economic
discrimination (against all types, kinds, and classes of aeronautical
activities); charging air carriers making similar use of the airport
substantially comparable amounts; maintaining a current airport layout
plan; making financial reports to FAA; and expending airport revenue only
on capital or operating costs at the airport. For a listing of the AIP grant
assurances, see http://www.faa.gov/airports/aip/grant_assurances/.

Federal Aviation Administration Record of Decision for the Luis Muñoz Marin
Intertnational Airport, San Juan, Puerto Rico in the Airport Privatization Pilot
Program
https://www.faa.gov/news/updates/media/San_Juan_Record_of_Decision.pdf

Project Profile: Luis Muñoz Marín International Airport Privatization

Comments by Amory B. Lovins (a private citizen in Old Snowmass) to the Pitkin County
Board of County Commissioners’ public-comment session on Aspen Airport, 10 Nov 2020

Your proposed airside path will cost nearly two million dollars for each second I’m allowed to
address you today, so let me tersely outline why setting a course now to rebuild the airside for
ADG III planes is premature and imprudent. It might be a good idea, but we don’t know yet.
The push to act now rests on old CRJ-700 retirement forecasts—wrong by 20+ years, and so
discredited they’ve nearly vanished—plus a false claim of no alternatives. Six days ago, you
were told1 there’s no alternative jet2. Yet your own aviation consultants admitted3 the newer
CRJ-900 does meet ASE’s technical requirements that eight years of their studies had claimed
it failed; thus it was wrongly excluded. Six days ago you were also told4 the Dash-8 Q400 “isn’t
really available.” It’s actually current5 and in hot demand. It was popular, reliable, and competitive serving Aspen for eight years until just four years ago. So both parts of the fleet-turnover
rationale are unsound.
A separate and valid goal—cleaner, quieter operations—is said to need certain “next-generation” planes with wingspans over 95’. But some revolutionary new planes emerging from more
than 100 firms achieve superefficiency without long wings. Three spectacularly clean, quiet, lowcost, flight-tested models have 52–70’ wingspans; two aim for 2022 and 2025 deliveries6.
Such innovations blow away Aspen’s noise and emissions goals—and could blow up the commercial and General Aviation business model. They could fly daily nonstops from Aspen to
dozens of cities before our airside could be rebuilt for the bigger old-style planes they’d make
obsolete. If the revolution were delayed, the now-reascendent CRJ series (and if needed the
Dash-8) provide ample insurance.
The Vision process, meant to look 30 years ahead, didn’t see 5. We’re at risk of building the
wrong airside for bigger planes flown hub-and-spoke, not smaller planes point-to-point. We’re
accelerating into a fogbank when there’s no rush to go anywhere. But exploiting today’s aviation
revolution could solve both the minor commercial part and the dominant General Aviation part of
our airport’s challenges—if we localize control, and charge for airside parking by area and congestion. Maybe even surcharging big wingspans for the costs they impose on all users could be
a permissibly rational differentiation, so small planes don’t unjustly cross-subsidize big planes.
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4 Nov 2020 BOCC, 1:51–1:54.
Except perhaps the somewhat noisier Embraer E-175, which we didn’t propose.
3
26 Oct 2020 BOCC, 56:33–57.55
4
4 Nov 2020 BOCC, 1:51.
5
Production was suspended in March 2020 due to the pandemic but is expected to resume when allowed.
6
Led by the B-1 bomber’s former chief scientist, Otto Aviation (ottoaviation.com) aims for 2025 deliveries of the
Celera 500L—a transcontinental-range (4500 nm) 6-seat luxury air taxi, able to connect virtually any two of 5,000 US
airports with jet-like speed, airline-like ticket prices, 1/8 the fuel use, and 1/6 the operating cost of a business jet. Its
wingspan is 52’. Wingspan is ~70’ for the 20%-longer, roughly doubled-volume 1000L variant (delivery date TBA) if
configured with 12 first-class and 8 coach seats. Video at https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DDnrBuiYmCI.
Eviation’s 9-seat, $4-million all-electric regional plane (eviation.co) has a 53’ wingspan. Its full nominal range (~650
nm) would stretch from Aspen to roughly Dallas or L.A. now using 260 Wh/kg batteries, implying twice that range
soon (400–500 Wh/kg batteries have been demonstrated by three firms), but for now it’s rated at 440 nm + 45minute IFR reserve. The first 92 deliveries to one of the firm’s two 2019 US customers (Cape Air) are slated for 2022.
United is said to be interested. Video at https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iXj15C3-YD4.
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Did you know that a clear statutory process7 lets FAA allow non-grandfathered airports to regulate noise? that our localization option does exist and merits careful study, and would not make
FAA grants be clawed back8? that San Juan Airport’s claimed $16-million cost to switch to
private ownership was actually ~$2 million9? If not, a reason might be that except for a few brief
public comments like today’s, only experts picked and instructed by your staff have been
allowed to brief you or Vision participants: no fact-checking, no second opinions. A monopolized
and, we’re now told, agenda-driven process can’t inspire or merit public confidence.
Your decisions can be only as unbiased as your information, so to help augment and sometimes
correct what you’ve been told, two volunteer aviation experts and I recorded an independent
forum streamed on Grassroots TV. My thanks to those who’ve viewed it. If anything surprised
you, I’m glad we could help. Aviation peer-reviewers in industry and government have all validated and praised our analysis. I again warmly invite you to hold a public discussion with our
expert group plus yours. We’ll gladly share what we know if you choose to hear us.
Two final thoughts:
You propose to create an Airport Layout Plan over the next 1–2 years—during, not after,
planned stakeholder and environmental work. Three of you said those outcomes might make
you rethink. But rethinking would impugn the clarity and resolve that staff wants to signal to
FAA, so you’d feel boxed in and bound to continue. Thus your proposal isn’t a pause; it’s a
preëmptive launch. For now—perhaps for a decade—the right airside answer is “Neither of the
above—not until we’ve learned enough to be confident the risks outweigh the benefits.”
Your item 12 proposes to proceed once you understand the very things the Vision process had
supposedly figured out10—implying it hasn’t, so you’re now back to square one. But to get to
square one, you need correct basic facts, clear logic, and a truly open process to elicit, test, and
refine them. So I respectfully suggest you do six things differently:
1. genuinely pause your staff-recommended ALP start until you agree on what you really
want;
2. discuss novel or disputed facts and options with outside experts as well as your own;
3. explore localization promptly and rigorously, not by speculation and rumors;
4. get expert and respected representation to open a creative and collaborative
conversation with FAA, saying not “Please approve this airside layout,” but “Here are our
community’s overarching goals; how might we work with you to achieve them?”
5. create the expert Airport Board of Directors, reporting to you, that success requires; and
6. proceed now with major safety and tower improvements far beyond those proposed,
plus a flexible new terminal sited to fit any future airside choices.
Thank you for your good work and your kind attention.

7

49 U.S.C. § 47524(c)(1)(A)(F), governing restrictions imposed after 1 Oct 1990 on Stage 3 aircraft.
BOCC, 16 Oct 2020, 3:46.
9
Tom Keough, who worked on that project, reports in our independent-forum video that the other ~$14 million was
for physical renovation of the decrepit airport. The Holland & Knight lawyer briefing you on 16 Oct 2020 combined
both costs as the supposedly exorbitant cost of privatization, naturally causing some of you to reject that concept—
which wasn't even what we’d proposed, as San Juan adopted private ownership, not public control and ownership.
10
“…the [commercial] aircraft likely to operate at ASE, the impact on community goals, and the ability to negotiate
and/or incentivize [commercial] aircraft that meet community goals.”
8
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To: Pitkin County Board of County Commissioners
From: Amory B. Lovins (Old Snowmass resident)
Re: Comments on ASE Vision Process public hearing of 10 Nov 2020
22 November 2020
After the diverse and informative public comments you received at the Hotel Jerome hearing on 10 Nov
20201, I thought you might find it helpful, before your 24 Nov meeting, to clarify certain factual points
raised by John Bennett, Bill Tomcich, and Barry Vaughan. The latter two spoke after my 10 Nov remarks
at 38:13, of which I submitted an annotated written copy.
This is my sixth submission to you about our airport. For convenient citation, I’ll refer below to my
previous submissions by key-letters A through E. (A, B, and D are posted among your Public Comments.)
If there’s no letter, I’m referring to the 10 Nov 2020 public hearing. I appreciate your patience and
diligence in reading these materials, which I prepared pro bono as a private citizen independent of all
interests and factions.
A. Comment of 17 Aug 2020 (typos corrected 28 Aug), 3 pp. long
B. Comment of 30/31 Aug 2020 (typos corrected 2 Sep), 4 pp.
C. Independent forum video recording (22 Oct 2020, posted 28 Oct) “Timing Our Choices for the
Safer and Better Airport: Proceed Now, or Pause and Learn?,” with Tom Keough and Dick
Arnold, streamable at https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=F-MVGgaVk-k, or by scrolling several
screens to the right in the video list at www.grassrootstv.org, 2 hours 22 minutes
D. Annotated text from which I spoke in item C’s opening remarks, 16 pp.
E. Text of my 5-minute public-hearing remarks on 10 Nov 2020, 2 pp. (not yet posted)
F. This submission of 22 Nov 2020, 11 pp. (not yet posted)
Of these, the most current and important are C (plus D if you want its footnotes), E, and F. As I
mentioned in E:2, aviation-expert peer-reviewers in industry (manufacturer, airlines, lessor) and
government “have all validated and praised” our detailed analysis in C–D. This wrapup memo F focuses
on the wingspan and timing of extremely efficient/clean/quiet airplanes; localization; commercial fleet
options; and improving the design of your decision process to ensure its integrity and to help it merit
and win public confidence.

Wingspan and timing of superefficient/clean/quiet airplanes
John Bennett’s sincere and thoughtful remarks on 10 Nov explicitly rested on the basic thesis (28:30)
that “new, quieter, cleaner airplanes have wingspans greater than 95’, so they can’t land in Aspen,”
requiring an airside upgrade to “accommodate wider wings” and thus risking undesirably noisy, dirty, or
emitting aircraft. However, as previously noted (C, D:14), John was referring only to planes now in
commercial service, not to those rapidly emerging. I’ve documented other new planes, already testflying and expecting certification in 2021–23, that look set to revolutionize both commercial and general
aviation and to beat the A220’s improved environmental performance by manyfold. They’re expected to
enter commercial service not “in a couple of decades” as John assumed for electric planes (28:30), but in
the next ~2–5 years: Otto Aviation’s Celera 500L with 52’ wingspan in 2025, then soon the 1000L with
~70’ wingspan, and in 2022 Eviation’s electric Alice with 53’ wingspan. Their very low capital and
operating costs should drive rapid adoption. John’s unsound but widely shared basic assumption flowed
1

At https://youtu.be/jxwQsMON9Jw and to be reposted on pitkincounty.com.
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from missing or erroneous information given to the Technical Working group. These gaps and errors
could not be detected and corrected within the Vision process because independent expert contributions were not allowed: as members have publicly confirmed, outside experts were permitted only if
chosen, engaged, and instructed by County staff. The same is true so far in your own deliberations.
Bill Tomcich told you (1.00:54) that the Technical Working Group studied “every conceivable alternative
that could be considered for this airport in the future,” and your establishing By-Law II.2(6) said “the
future” means 30 years, i.e. to ~2050. Yet the TWG didn’t even look five years ahead. Its hard-copy and
online documentation shows no evidence that advanced aircraft (electric or fueled) not yet in commercial service were analyzed—let alone the Otto Aviation models (below), widely considered aviation’s
most disruptive development in a half-century, that were publicly revealed eight months after the TWG
reported.
With a unique half-century track record of energy and environmental foresight (at the risk of appearing
immodest), I’m more concerned than ever that you’re planning to build an airside for bigger planes
flying hub-and-spoke—but by the time you can build it, the winning business model will very probably
be smaller planes flying point-to-point. That’s like building a new telephone switching center just as the
first cellphones are announced. The new planes’ noise, pollution, and CO2 impacts are so small that
more planes, scheduled frequently to many destinations, will emit much less noise, pollution, and CO2 in
total and per passenger than the familiar and gratifyingly better planes like the A220 that you hope to
attract. This disruption could strongly improve ASE’s service, safety, cost, environmental quality, and
convenience. That’s all great news, much better and probably sooner than your plan aims to deliver. But
rather than needing your proposed quarter-billion-dollar airside investment, it may well make that project unnecessary and obsolete, leaving only sunk costs that could slow the green transformation and
needlessly burden our community’s economy for decades.
Isn’t this disruptive aviation future, as Barry Vaughan told you on 10 November 2020 (52:59), contrary to
what I’d told your Doerr-Hosier seminar2 a year earlier? Yes, because two big facts changed in the past
year—proven airplane designs and aviation-industry strategy—and when the facts change faster than I
expected, my analysis changes too. As Bill Tomcich very sensibly told you on 10 Nov 2020 (1.05:27),
“[L]et’s not lock ourselves into commitments based on what we know today. Even though we know a
lot, we know that more change is still coming.” Well, changes ample to upend your whole airside
strategy have already come:
1. I said on 13 Nov 2019 that the 3–5x-more-efficient fueled airplanes designed a decade ago by
Boeing, NASA, and MIT—all of standard general-fleet medium sizes—and the electric ones being
developed had relatively long wings.3 Relatively long wings were never the only design solution,
especially for regional-sized planes: major aerodynamic and structural gains remained untapped. Yet nine months later (B:2, D:14), I was as startled as the whole industry—whose main
aviation/environment conference I’d keynoted a year earlier—when Otto Aviation revealed its
bulbous Celera 500L air taxi. Its fully laminarized aerodynamics achieved transformational
technical, economic, and environmental performance with short wings spanning 52’ (please see
“The Future of Aviation in a Carbon Constrained World,” 13 Nov 2019, https://youtu.be/IWMvV_d2pEQ, starting at 1.10:10.
At 1.10:10, I said 3–5x more efficient (50–80% fuel savings) [medium-sized general-fleet] planes like those I showed, designed a decade ago by
Boeing, NASA, and MIT, “do simple things like bracing the wings with a strut or a truss, so you can make the wing much longer for efficiency….”
I continued at 1.10:34–11.02: “…I think what we’re likely to end up with, and what I would suggest designing this airport for, is much longer
wings that fold up when needed—Boeing’s been selling those hinges for a decade, that part’s not hard—but then when they unfold to fly with,
the plane is much more efficient, and I think it’ll be very logical for purpose-built electric planes to be of that kind. That doesn’t mean they need
to be big, heavy planes; it means that you have to have room for the wingspan.”
2
3
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box). Its bigger 1000L variant (~70’ wingspan) could serve virtually all ~5,000 US regional and
municipal airports nonstop from Aspen, at or below current commercial ticket prices. Another
example announced earlier, Eviation’s 9-passenger Alice all-electric regional plane due for 2022
airline deliveries (Cape Air has ordered 92), uses a fuselage shape called a “lifting body” (flatter
underside and bulbous top like a 747 jumbo jet) to achieve more lift from its body and need less
lift from its 53’ wingspan. Larger versions of all these types could all fit nicely within ASE’s
current 95’ wingspan limit. Thus the Vision process is built on an already-invalid assumption of
bigger planes, longer wings, and slow, incremental evolution over decades. What’s happening in
aviation is more like biological evolution’s Cambrian explosion—only on a timescale of years, not
ten-odd million years.
On 26 Aug 2020, Otto Aviation’s astonishing Celera 500L (L image) emerged from stealth mode as a 37’long, 52’-wingspan, spacious, fully-laminar-flow, jet-speed, fuel-flexible, 6-luxury-seat air taxi. With light
weight and half the drag of, say, a Learjet 25, it uses one-eighth the fuel while more than doubling the
range (to 4,500 nm—nearly to Tokyo or Rio). Its glide ratio is 22—more like an inefficient glider than an
efficient business jet. Its aluminum multifuel twin-diesel engine emits about half the CO2 per passenger
of today’s best large intercontinental airlines like the 787. Its 20%-longer, nearly-doubled-volume 1000L
variant (R image) with a ~70’ or ~35% longer wingspan—but still far below ASE’s current 95’ limit—could
hold a dozen commercial first-class plus eight coach seats, or considerably more with CRJ-700-like
configurations, and would be ideal for point-to-point service between Aspen and any of 5,000 US
airports, plus many in Canada and in Central and South America—perhaps even London. Its ~6× lower
operating cost than an equivalent business jet could rapidly blow up both commercial and General
Aviation business models. First commercial deliveries are targeted for 2025.

So this is a sooner-developing, smaller, and superior embodiment of my suggestion of a superefficient
airplane about the size ASE uses now (i.e. CRJ-700)—rather than larger, longer-winged ones. An electric
Celera with range comparable to a CRJ-700’s could probably be in service in this decade, followed by
even longer range as batteries keep improving. Even the current diesel version will do far better than
our community’s most ambitious environmental goals.
Otto Aviation’s gamechanger strongly reinforces my comments about the risk of building the wrong
airside for the technical and market conditions that now look likely to prevail by the time it’s built.
Happily, these initial disruptors are arriving just in time to inform your choices.
2. The Doerr-Hosier panelists a year ago referred to the trend from hub-and-spoke toward pointto-point route architectures, which favor smaller planes, typically regional-jet or even air-taxi
size, on more frequent and convenient nonstop schedules. Within months, the pandemic then
crushed air traffic and sped the point-to-point trend by perhaps a decade. Both these shifts have
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made bigger planes uneconomic4 and smaller planes into winners. Just as big double-aisle
planes are now widely being parked and sold off, so medium-sized single-aisle planes are often
proving ill-suited to rapidly emerging new market conditions. A smaller fuselage needs a smaller
wingspan, expanding fleet options even without—or much more with—Celera-class aerodynamic breakthroughs. In other words, the current premium on operating smaller planes will persist
with depressed traffic, then probably become the new normal with rising point-to-point service.
That's a huge benefit to ASE passengers’ convenience, safety, and environmental impacts. Yet
the needed airside is not the one you now propose to build. An ADG-III airside wouldn’t be
needed. Your choices are still based on a pre-pandemic, bigger-planes, hub-and-spoke scenario
that now seems ever less likely to occur. As we’ll see, the exact timing of the disruptive new
planes isn’t critical because CRJ-700s and at least two other excellent and available airplanes
ensure ASE service with the current airside for as long as the disruptors need to take over.

Localization
John Bennett told you (29:21) that “simply becoming a localized private airport won’t work either. We
looked deeply at that idea.” He also wrote that the concept “was shot down fairly categorically during
the Vision Committee meeting with our DC aviation attorney last February 6 [2020].” Three other
people at that meeting don’t recall that conclusion—only a Clean Air Act remark—so I look forward to
clarifying with John exactly what questions were asked of which lawyer with what responses. As far as I
know, our specific proposal of a public-ownership, public-use, FAA-funded-and-safety-controlled,
locally-nonsafety-controlled airport was unknown to the Vision process and the County until I learned of
it and raised it in August (A:2, B:2) and more fully in October (C, D:4–6), as Tom Keough did in a 5 Sep
newspaper letter5. I wonder whether the lawyer on 6 Feb was instead considering private ownership, as
your Holland & Knight lawyers were apparently instructed to do in your 16 Oct 2020 meeting.
Unfortunately, I can’t resolve any of these questions because the 6 Feb 2020 meeting, according to the
County’s website, was an Executive Session with no posted agenda or materials—as if the County were
receiving legal advice on sensitive litigation rather than expert guidance to a supposedly open process to
advise on public policy. Based on the Holland & Knight lawyers’ advice to you on 16 Oct 2020 (rightly in
livestreamed open session), I think localization’s basic legal questions remain open and encouraging. It is
not necessary (cf. 54:38) to shed FAA’s no-unjust-discrimination rule in order to apply it to evenhanded
and effective environmental regulations and charges. Discrimination is permitted if it’s not unjust or
irrational. And although John Bennett has regretfully noted that John Wayne Airport has a noise
regulation “not because it’s a privatized or localized airport, but because its noise regulations were
grandfathered in before Congress passed ANCA6 in 1990,” my understanding is that a clear statutory
process7 enables FAA to allow such noise regulation by non-grandfathered airports too.
Un-, under-, and misinformed rumors about localization continue to circulate—including that millions of
FAA dollars could get clawed back (refuted in your 16 Oct 2020 meeting at 3:46). But I think you don’t
yet have the information you need to assess what localization could do for ASE and how it could
4 Alec Seybold told you this 15 Sep 2020 (23:30–24:41) based on pre-pandemic conditions: many larger (~130-seat) aircraft are unlikely to serve
Aspen commercially because they’ll have too many flights with many empty seats. Unfortunately, that economic constraint doesn't apply to the
hundreds of private 737s whose ASE-safety-capable models could nonetheless fly into ASE if the airside were rebuilt for ADG-III as you propose.
5 Aspen Daily News, 5 Sep 2020, https://www.aspendailynews.com/opinion/guest-commentary-so-called-retirement-of-crj-700s-amyth/article_cb27ff82-ef0e-11ea-8b78-ebe7fc0ae37d.html. Mr. Keough also wrote to you on 14 Feb 2020.
6 The Aircraft Noise and Capacity Act of 1990.
7 49 U.S.C. § 47524(c)(1)(A)–(F), governing restrictions imposed after 1 Oct 1990 on Stage 3 aircraft.
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strengthen your hand in negotiating major environmental and safety improvements. Nor (to my
puzzlement) do you seem ready to accept more than a year of offers from the independent expert who
has made such arrangements with FAA for other airports to share that experience with your Board—
plus ideally your Holland & Knight lawyers, to ensure full fusion of their legal background with his
practical experience. FAA has important confidentiality restrictions about localization and privatization
negotiations, but much vital information can still be shared. Based on his recent conversations with FAA
officials he’s known for decades, Mr. Keough believes a professionally researched and framed long-term
plan by experienced aviation experts, conveyed by expert, respected, and trusted representatives of the
County, may well win strong FAA interest, approval, and funding to make ASE the national showcase for
localization built on safety and environmental foundations. The imminent change of federal Administration makes this more plausible and timely. The timing couldn’t be better—if we were ready.
I would again respectfully counsel caution: launching an Airport Layout Plan before you’ve properly
assessed the turbulent aviation scene and agreed on a coherent and adaptive long-term strategy is
really a preëmptive launch into the fog, not a prudent pause. Taking an off-ramp over the next year or
two as you learn more would only reinforce FAA’s impression that the County doesn’t have its act
together and is not yet an aviation-savvy and reliable partner. This would be a major step backward in
resetting the vital County/FAA relationship. The right time to learn and to set a 30-year strategy is before
you select an airside design goal, not after. Learning enough to know what you want as your consultants
are meanwhile designing it risks squandering credibility, money, time, and opportunity. Measure twice,
cut once.
I also don’t understand the notion that the Board must make a momentous quarter-billion-dollar airside
design choice before Commissioner Newman leaves the BOCC at year-end. His long experience on this
issue has been well shared in his many valuable contributions to your discussions, his views are clear,
and his vote on a final design choice will add no further useful information. It’s far more important to
take the time to get this complex issue right than to enable him to bookend his long and worthy service
on the BOCC by checking this mission-accomplished box. No Commissioner would want to be remembered for having led the County into a very expensive mistake just to tie a quick red bow around a goingaway present for a valued and long-serving colleague. But I fear that’s where you’re headed by not first
getting the independent information you need and following its logic of a strategic airside pause, while
promptly starting to execute the other high priorities listed at the end of my 10 Nov submission E.
I’d also respectfully suggest that you seek to clarify the 30 Oct local press reports and headlines seeming
to say you voted 4–1 for an airside pause. Many citizens think deciding to leave the runway where it is
means not proceeding to ADG-III (at least for up to a decade), when in fact it means you prefer its other
design option, are poised to approve moving the taxiway instead of the runway, and have paused
nothing. I hear that this unclarity, however it arose, is causing major community confusion. If citizens
learn there’s no airside pause (yet), and if your 24 Nov meeting chooses exactly the outcome many fear,
they’ll be understandably annoyed at the press and probably at you. If you think I’m misunderstanding
something here, please instruct me.

Commercial fleet options
From submissions A–E (especially the rich discussion in C, our 2h22m independent forum video) it
should now be clear, as Tom Keough’s newspaper letter8 summarized, that at the start of 2020, “The
8
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roughly 240 CRJ-700s in U.S. commercial service…were, on average, 14 years old. That’s less than half
their normal operating life. They’re currently rated to fly…[to] or beyond the mid-2030s—plausibly even
into the 2040s. But this supposed limit isn’t fixed, and indeed will probably rise.” Mr. Keough’s 11 Nov
2010 written submission to you emphasizes that “for anyone to propose that the CRJ family, and
specifically the 700 series, is running out of life is pure folly”—then adds compelling details9.
Also, despite the TWG’s elaborate discussion of eligible airplane types and models, fleet choices will be
made by owners and operators alone, not by you or by anyone in the ASE Vision process. Mr. Keough is
highly qualified and professionally engaged in the very complex analyses behind such choices, and is at
least as familiar with their methods and with the CRJ-700 (and its competitors and alternatives) as any of
your professional advisors. Why not talk to him? Excluding outside experts invites unhelpful inferences
and deprives you of important insights.
Mr. Keough’s 11 Nov submission also said, “We need to find out exactly why the ASE Vision process
rejected the similar and also Aspen-qualified 90-seat CRJ-900 regional jet.” (Now we know, as I’ll cite
below: it was a mistake that persisted for 6–8 years.) “And if Aspen ever needed a backup option,” he
continued, “the modern turboprop Dash-8 Q400 is another fine aircraft fully qualified for and very wellsuited to Aspen for at least its western routes. Even more options are rapidly emerging, including
important electric aircraft innovations. We just need to understand what’s actually available, not only
what interested parties claim.” This sound advice continues to be ignored. We are still told there are no
under-95’ alternatives. That’s dead wrong. It’s not what your professional aviation advisors are publicly
telling you. So who is telling you? At least one possibility comes to mind.
On 10 Nov 2020, Bill Tomcich told you (1.03:48) that Frontier and Republic “got rid of” the Dash-8 Q400
because its “sweet spot” is under 300 miles and there aren’t “enough markets like Aspen within 300
miles of Denver.” That’s not how aviation works for a strong and extremely lucrative destination; any
economic sweet spot has shifted substantially in aviation’s new and likely future conditions, so the Q400
is now in very strong demand; it has the range to serve all ASE’s West and Texas markets10; and the
sweet-spot argument is based on the wrong question—not whether airlines would fly this aircraft to ASE
today in preference to the CRJ-700 or other ASE-qualified jets, but whether the Q400 could ensure good
(and profitable) ASE air service if no qualifying jets were available.
That utterly different question brings the Q400’s virtues to the fore. Its near-jet 360-kt speed makes it
substitutable for jets, usually without changing short-haul gate-to-gate schedules. It was most recently
made in March 2020 (when the factory suspended operations for COVID-19), with ~600 operating
worldwide and more on order. It was reliable, enjoyed, and competitive against CRJ-700s in Aspen just
four years ago. It carries more payload than the CRJ-700 (so it wouldn’t leave bags behind), doesn’t need
hot-day offloads, is safer because it lands more slowly, has at least a third lower operating cost (saving
both fuel and maintenance), is generally quieter inside and out, appears to be less polluting and CO29 “As attested to by the USAF, who fly 3 of these types and are considering additions to their fleet, this aircraft has fulfilled and surpassed their
projected performance and economic forecasts by some considerable margins. Further, in recent conversations with well informed and well
known individuals…at Mitsubishi, I was told that issues such as upgrading the 700 with more powerful 900 series engines, extending life limits,
and renewed manufacturing of the CRJ series…were leading subjects on their 3rd quarter, 2020 planning agenda for 2021. I expect more information…imminently.” Confirming the CRJ-700’s continued vitality, SkyWest agreed on 29 Oct 2020 (https://simpleflying.com/skywestprofitable-american-delta/) to put 20 more CRJ-700s under contract with American Airlines, raising AA’s total CRJ-700s to 90 airplanes. SkyWest
also just bought, and is leasing for United Express operation, 21 used CRJ-550s that reconfigure the interior of the CRJ-700 airframe and are
particularly well-suited to ASE’s requirements.
10 Without any potential bladder supplementation, the Q400’s official range is 1,125 nm, or one-fifth below the CRJ-700’s. Compare Aspen’s
640-nm flight distance to LAX, 794 nm to Houston, 880 nm to Chicago, and 1,134 nm to Atlanta, and add appropriate reserves.
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emitting, is much cheaper to buy, and is better able to land in marginal weather. Your aviation advisors
too praise it as an excellent and powerful airplane. If Aspen ever lacked suitable commercial jet service,
the Dash-8 Q400 would thus be a strong, practical alternative. Mr. Tomcich’s dismissals have seemingly
been given undeserved weight, and I doubt any real aviation expert would share his assessment.
A final point on decision logic: John Bennett says his and the Vision process’s recommendation for an
ADG-III airside no longer rests on CRJ-700 retirements but instead on the urgency of abating safety risks,
noise, air pollution, and CO2. I wholeheartedly share those priorities, starting with the very underscoped
safety agenda. However, my technical understanding says the quickest, deepest, and by far cheapest
solutions (for both operators and community) lie not in bigger, over-95’-wingspan, conventional aircraft
requiring a quarter-billion-dollar public investment to accommodate even as they become rapidly
obsolete, but rather in the ultraclean-quiet-and-efficient disruptive aircraft now set to enter and be well
along in taking over the market before those airside investments can even be built—yet not considered in
your process. Their biggest bonus would be this: the General Aviation that overwhelmingly dominates
ASE’s operations and risks, and probably dominates its environmental impacts too (something we
should have measured but apparently haven’t yet), could durably mitigate those impacts just as airlines
could—driven not by speculative airline-only negotiations but by all operators’ bottom lines.
The Vision process backed a nice old frog that I’m confident will get leapfrogged first. Recognizing that,
we could save the airside money and get a better result sooner. I therefore again recommend an airside
pause for prior due diligence on unexamined technical options, including in parallel an FAA reset, localization, and ASE governance. It’s wiser to do that homework now than get thrown into chaos later after
plausible contingencies like slow or scant FAA approval and funding, rapid aviation transformation, or
another potentially failed bond vote. And this brings me, finally, to the Vision process itself.

Integrity-by-design of your decision process
Of the “nearly 160” citizens who volunteered and got appointed for the ASE Vision process (11:35)—the
only number mentioned when introducing your 10 Nov 2020 public hearing—just one-third11 completed
the process and support its products. That’s hardly a ringing endorsement.
In fact, the 44 citizens who publicly called for a pause in your airside decision12 are 83% as numerous as
the 53 who ultimately voted for the Vision recommendations. They are also no less knowledgeable,
including two former ASE directors (one of whom also ran the FBO for 26 years), distinguished local
pilots, and former County Commissioners. Concern runs wide and deep that your admirable diligence in
digesting extensive input from County-staff-chosen experts, plus far more limited but often very
thoughtful and compelling input from the public, may be outweighed by faulty and missing information,
constrained choices, and haste in making basic airside choices far too soon. Simply put, your process’s
design was deeply flawed and seems not to be as advertised.
11 That is, 63 voted on their respective and nonoverlapping committees’ recommendations; the other nearly 100 citizens had already
abandoned the process. Of those remaining 63, 6 voted against the recommendations sent to you for your consideration and revision. The 20–1
vote in the Vision Committee became 16–5 when four members recanted their votes on learning important facts they had not previously been
given. Thus the recommendations you received, and in important cases then substantially revised, were endorsed by 63 – 6 – 4 = 53 of the
“nearly 160” citizens, or one-third. The initial recruitment of “nearly 160” is also at the official website https://pitkincounty.com/164/Airport, so
I adopt it here as authoritative, though figures of ~130 or ~120 have sometimes been mentioned.
12 Dick Arnold, John McBride, Tom Melberg, Jackie Merrill, “Guest Commentary: An urge to pause on the Aspen airport plan,” Aspen Times, 20
Sep 2020, and “Commentary: World has changed since vision committee vote on Aspen airport,” Aspen Daily News, 21 Sep 2020. Cliff Runge’s
inadvertently omitted signature was added later.
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Many of the nearly 100 citizens who left the Vision process or want a pause or both have complained,
privately or publicly13, that an unstated but to them manifest ASE Vision agenda to enable an ADG-III
airside had limited and distorted their information in order to support that outcome, while independent
expert views were excluded. Last month, unexpectedly and unambiguously, their concerns seemed to
be validated when Tom Keough reported14 that two employees of one of your main aviation consultants
had clearly told him that their mandate from the County was to enable bigger airplanes (and one
specifically mentioned the private Gulfstream G-650). This revelation seems to me very important,
meriting prompt investigation and public clarification. It looks bad. It undermines the story that a broad
group of inquiring citizens, advised by independent experts and with all voices heard, spontaneously
figured out ASE’s best future based on community values and free of influence by any private interests,
formed a strong consensus, and sent it to you for disinterested scrutiny and decision.
Think about how this effort’s structure looks from the outside: County staff selected and instructed all
your consultants, designed the Vision process, assigned its members, controlled all their and your
information flows, exclusively told you what the other key parties like FAA and airlines say and think,
and managed your decision agenda. Even in the most independent and capable hands, such centralized,
complete, and opaque control of every aspect of your decision process is in principle a deeply troubling
design and a recipe for error, improper influence, or at best erosion of legitimacy. While creating the
superficial appearance of an open and unbiased process, it may appear to be—whether or not it actually
was—a vehicle for manipulating your choices in service to private interests. This perception is damaging.
The actual result could prove undesired and unworthy. Nobody wants that.
As I summarized on 10 November, “Your decisions can be only as unbiased as your information,” so
when “only experts picked and instructed by your staff have been allowed to brief you or Vision
participants,” you have “no fact-checking, no second opinions. A monopolized and, we’re now told,
agenda-driven process can’t inspire or merit public confidence.”
A process design vulnerable to hidden bias seems consistent with a long pattern of events and
contradicted by none. To pick just nine examples of many, it would explain why:
•

•
•

the Phase 1 Study Findings briefed to you by your County Manager and Jviation in 201415 (D:9,
Fig. 3) said the CRJ-700 “is being retired within the next 10 years,” and threatened the
community with loss of commercial air service if it didn’t accommodate ADG-III aircraft;
the Vision Process was launched by a scary aviation-law brief (D:7–8) saying FAA feels that not
doing ADG-III expansion is “not a viable option” and may result in downgrading ASE and having
to repay millions in grants;
you’ve been told “FAA won’t fund an airport project in Aspen that doesn’t meet [ADG-III]
standards”;

13 Including from Dick Arnold (Aspen Times, 6 Oct 2020); John McBride (id., 8 Sep 2020); Valerie Braun (Aspen Daily News, 25 Sep 2020); Ellen
Anderson (id., 7 Sep 2020) and Aspen Times, 21 Aug 2020; Bob Rafelson (Aspen Times, 6 Sep 2020); Hugh Wise (id., 3 Sep 2020); Bruce Gordon
(Aspen Daily News, 1 Sep 2020); Kate Spencer (Aspen Times, 2 Sep 2020); Allyn Harvey (id., 22 Oct 2020); Dr. Tom Kurt, Aspen Daily News 9 Nov
2020. Some letters cited to one local newspaper were published in both under various titles.
14 C at 2.27:48: “It was made clear to me…that the guidance that they had been given to be involved here was to make the airport larger so they
could accommodate larger aircraft, and specifically, the one that was told to me was the [Gulfstream] 650, so there was no doubt that there
was some interest in the expansion of the airport for a specific application.”
15 In case 2014 seems like ancient history, at that meeting the Commissioners “listened to the new information [that over half the CRJ-700 fleet
would be retired by 2021] and then directed [then ASE director Jim Elwood] and the consultants from Jviation to move to the next phase” of
studying ASE upgrading and engaging with the public—the genesis of the process culminating in ASE Vision.
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•
•
•
•
•
•

in 2018, with the Vision process underway, a local feature article published the alarming claim16
that without ADG-III expansion, “the airport, under federal mandate, will return to turboprop
jets that can carry 20 or so people only as far as Denver, according to officials”;
in 2019, the Vision process was given obsolete and incorrect information on fleet options;
noise and emissions have been measured, analyzed, and reported in odd ways that obscure
their implications for amenity and public health;
the Technical Working Group did no material review of extraordinarily rapid and disruptive
aircraft developments (except hearing a 13 Nov 2019 forum that contradicted TWG’s basic
assumptions);
your Holland & Knight lawyers, who said they had read my submission about localization, were
apparently told to discuss a wholly different concept (and then overstated the cost of a key
example by eightfold), discouraging some of you from exploring our actual proposal; and
many suggestions, over many months, of an in-depth, two-way conversation of entirely
independent, local, zero-cost technical experts with you and your experts (vs. five-minute oneway public comments) have been met by resounding silence.

Even very brief public comments are better than none, and I hope you found the 10 Nov hearing as
instructive and inspiring as I did. Depending on details, your initiative to form an Airport Advisory Group
could be a good idea. Forming also an expert and independent Airport Board of Directors reporting to
you would be an even better idea, essential to ASE’s success. But such sensible actions cannot substitute
for a sound, transparently independent decision process. Your process can’t be credible or yield good
outcomes if it’s monopolized, if all information flows have a single point of control, and if obvious gaps
and errors are not detected, acknowledged, and corrected.

Soundness of your information sources
I feel obliged to conclude by illustrating my concerns that some of the information you’ve received as
recently as your 10 November 2020 public hearing is misleading, and that some of your trusted sources
may be unreliable.
Barry Vaughan—not a County advisor, to be sure, but a vocal citizen, lawyer, and private pilot—told you
on 10 Nov 2020 (53:59), as he’d claimed in two newspaper letters17, that I am “against widening the
runway, at least for now.” As all my submissions make clear, I have formed or expressed no view about
the right airside configuration (except a safety concern about the taxiway crossing)—only that choosing
any airside configuration now is premature and imprudent. I’d even said minutes before that an ADG-III
airside “might be a good idea, but we don’t know yet.” My central concerns are about when and on
what basis you choose, not what.
Mr. Vaughan told you (53:06) that I’d “describe[d] the work of the County’s experts as unprofessional
and biased.” I did not; please see D:7 for what I actually and appropriately said. He implied that I’d
characterized Vision participants as “dummies” or “sheep”; I did not, and have never disparaged those
intelligent and hardworking volunteers, but said their choices were limited and distorted by inadequate
and wrong information (D:7). Mr. Vaughan further said “Keough and Lovins also tout John Wayne
Chad Abraham, “The Future of Flight in Aspen,” Aspen Daily News, 19 Aug 2018, https://www.aspendailynews.com/news/the-future-offlight-in-aspen/article_548a2c3e-a351-11e8-a4ed-e3017be8c5c5.html.
17 Aspen Daily News, 3 and 23 Sep 2020. Of course, widening the runway—as advocated not only by Mr. Vaughan and Andrew Doremus but also
by our independent-forum colleague Dick Arnold (C 2:11)—is separate from runway/taxiway centerline-to-centerline separation, and may turn
out to be desirable for safety regardless of weight and separation. This might ultimately be a point of convergence with Mr. Vaughan.
16
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Airport as being privatized. It isn’t. It’s county-owned and -operated on an enterprise basis just like the
Aspen Airport”—true, and exactly how we described it (C, D:5). These examples, like the many
misrepresentations in his 3, 8, and 23 Sep 2020 letters in the Aspen Daily News, mark an unreliable
source of information.
Longtime County advisor Bill Tomcich told you (1.01:42) that the 2014 (actually 2012) forecast of CRJ700s’ rapid retirement18 had been overstated because Bombardier and Skywest fortuitously “figured out
a floor-beam modification that would breathe some additional life into that aircraft,” so happily “we do
have another decade or so of CRJ700 service, at least from [United and American, both operated by
Skywest].” This story sounds like technical and regulatory nonsense. Tom Keough (who helped design
the CRJ-700, then sold it to Skywest) says it’s a “fairy-tale.” Appropriate sources at Bombardier and
Skywest have never heard of any such thing. Mr. Tomcich’s attempt to shore up airport expansion’s
failed foundational forecast, now known to be wrong by roughly two decades, is either made up or
garbled beyond recognition; I suggest you find out which. Either way, he continued his many years of
claims about prompt CRJ-700 retirement to you and Vision participants until at most 13 months ago
(D:10–11)—claims that were never correct and that your honest aviation consultants no longer endorse
(D:10), yet whose lingering echo still creates a false sense of urgency.
Equally fictional is Mr. Tomcich’s treatment of alternative aircraft. At 1.02:58, discussing the availability
of the CRJ-900 as a potential substitute for retiring CRJ-700s, Mr. Tomcich told you “that Alec Seybold
addressed that very question on September 16th as to why it would never work at the Aspen airport.”
But Mr. Seybold did not say that; in fact, he told you the opposite. He fully confirmed19 the basis of my
own conclusion (D:11) that the CRJ-900 “can meet Aspen’s operational requirements: the opposite claim
[in all assessments for the County since 2012] was based not on any technical unsuitability but only on
operators’ presumed economic preference for the 700 (due to the 900’s greater expected hot-day weight
restrictions—irrelevant, of course, to the winter peak season).” And as I also noted (D:11), “Conversely,
if the 700 were to retire as originally claimed, then any economic preferability over the 900 would also
become irrelevant because the 900’s ‘insurance policy’ would have been cashed in: using the 900 would
reflect operators’ value of serving vs. abandoning Aspen’s lucrative market, not on small marginal-cost
differences vs. the departed 700.” Thus my description (D:11)—that “the consultants’ six-year
misdescription of a notional economic disadvantage as a flat technical prohibition…misinformed every
stage of the Vision process, and steered the Technical Working Group into not considering the excellent,
popular, and widely available CRJ-900”—is entirely consistent with Mr. Seybold’s, and refutes Mr.
Tomcich’s.
Mr. Seybold (BOCC 15 Sep 2020, 48:42) also confirmed that the Vision report’s critical “Commercial
Aircraft Operational Capability” chart included aircraft with “the best capabilities of operating at the
To be half gone by 2019 and all gone by 2024–25: A:1–2, B:2, D:9–11.
As I cited (D11, BOCC meeting 56:32–57:55, 15 Sep 2020 [I mistakenly said 16 Oct and have corrected that typo, while Mr. Tomcich got it
wrong too as 16 Sep]), Alec Seybold straightforwardly said, with emphasis added: “The CRJ-900 has been around since the early 2000s, so it
definitely has the opportunity, if, to, you know, if the [economic] performance made sense, [of] operating to Aspen. Same thing [as the Embraer
175]: you could potentially operate a CRJ-900; it’s a bigger, heavier aircraft, and with a thrust-to-weight ratio [that]’s not as advantageous as the
CRJ-700, which has made the 700 so effective into Aspen, so while it is possible, it takes longer takeoff distances to operate [SL ISA MTOW
5,820 vs 5,265’], longer landing distances [5,360 vs 5,040’], and that means that it’s impacted negatively under a wider range of environmental
conditions than the CRJ-700. So once again, since the 700’s been available, they haven’t flown the 900. A 900 sort of is in the same category as
the Embraer 175, where it’s possible but it doesn’t, it’s not as [economically] effective, you’re going to be operating at a weight restriction more
of the time, so none of the operators have considered [it] a viable aircraft in the past, and a lot of analysis has been put into the 900.” I agree,
and said, that the 900 is bigger and heavier; it does have modestly longer runway needs, normally well within ASE’s 8,006’ length; but it also has
more powerful engines, so its thrust/weight ratio is only 5% below the 700’s nominally, and that difference will tend to decrease in actual use
scenarios.
18
19
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[ASE] airfield,” but that wasn’t about technical or safety capability—about “required aircraft performance due to surrounding mountain terrain” as the TWG reported (20 Dec 2019, 4)—but rather about
being not quite as economic as the 700 due to hot-day offloads. Yet that chart included the 700 and four
other aircraft with such hot-day constraints, while completely omitting the 900. This muddling of
absolute technical constraints with marginal economic preferences led me to describe the 900’s
exclusion as artificial and improper. Re-reading Mr. Seybold’s statements, I stand by that description.
Mr. Tomcich rightly says “there’s been some confusion” about this alternative, but the confusion is his:
he directly misrepresented to you what Mr. Seybold told you. Mr. Tomcich even added that “The only
mountain airport in Colorado the CRJ-900 operates in is Montrose, because it has the performance to fly
there,” as if it lacked the performance to fly to Aspen. It doesn’t. Such misrepresentations support my
impression that Mr. Tomcich’s long experience—in bulk flight reservations for hotels, hence with the
airline industry—is deficient in airplanes, on which his strong but discredited opinions apparently
continue to influence the Vision process.
Let me make crystal-clear that based on the video discussions I’ve viewed, your Kimley-Horn aviation
experts and Holland & Knight aviation-law advisors seem capable, honest, and straightforward. This
doesn’t mean they know and are telling you everything you need to know—some gaps show, respecttively in future aircraft and in localization practice—but I haven’t heard them mislead you (except on the
San Juan Airport’s privatization cost), and I do believe they’ve given you much good and sound advice—
especially H&K’s astute counsel to discuss your aspirations collaboratively with FAA and seek creative
ways to achieve them. Rather, my concern is twofold: that the specific mandate reportedly conveyed by
County staff to a main consultancy, and presumptively to others, may influence, whether subtly or
significantly, what your hired experts feel comfortable telling you and how, putting them in awkward
binds; and that their advice has some important gaps that I hope frank, factual, and wholly independent
submissions like mine and Mr. Keough’s can help to fill.

Conclusion
Our precious, bustling, and tightly constrained little airport—what Dick Arnold aptly calls our “aircraft
carrier” deck set in a sea of rocky peaks and mountain weather—is as unique in its physical constraints
and hazards as it’s notable for its fractious polity. As you wrestle with these challenges, I hope this
information will help you to make the right decisions, at the right time, based on the right information.
My independent-forum colleagues and I remain at your service if you wish to hear us. Thank you all for
your kind and sincere attention, your very hard work, and your honest dedication to the best interests of
our community.
—ABL
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---------- Forwarded message --------From: Greg Poschman
Date: Tue, Nov 24, 2020 at 9:06 AM
Subject: Fwd: Airport
To: George Newman

See Torre’s comment and a video Andrew Doremus sent on the pandemic and future air fleet
possibilities.

---------- Forwarded message --------From: Greg Poschman
Date: Tue, Nov 24, 2020 at 9:04 AM
Subject: Re: Airport
To: Torre

Thank you!
Check this out..

https://www.wsj.com/video/how-coronavirus-bailouts-could-help-spur-greener-airtravel/A6C7D5A3-105A-4D03-B2C9-DD5CEBFEE7DC.html?mod=hp_featst_pos4

On Tue, Nov 24, 2020 at 8:43 AM Torre

> wrote:

Good morning!
Hi Greg, please be cautious about next steps with airport this morning. I am afraid of a bait
and switch where they say just support this now, but you’ll get what you want later. I don’t
know that’s what is happening but I know that there is great support for terminal improvements

and moving taxiway instead of runway. I know you are for slow and managed growth to
maintain valley character and quality of life, thank you.

Be well,

Torre
Mayor
City of Aspen

Aspen CO 81611

www.cityofaspen.com

Barry Vaughan
November 25, 2020

to bocc, Rich, jon.peacock

Regarding Amory Lovins’ email to the BOCC complaining of the inclusion of an
email from the State Engineer at the FAA Denver office on the subject of private
use, I would offer the following.
It’s true that in Keough’s September 3 guest commentary that Keough
distinguishes between “privatization” and switching from public to private use, but
it’s not at all clear that Lovins was clear on the distinction when he wrote this in
his guest commentary on August 31st:
“Such status (confusingly called a “private airport”) would let the county
regulate the types, sizes, numbers, timing, noise and emissions of both commercial
traffic and the dominant but otherwise uncontrollable general aviation.”
That’s a quote. He used the term “private airport” himself. Didn’t seem to
recognize that there’s a difference between a privately owned and/or operated
airport and a private-use airport. He knows the difference now. Not sure that he
knew the difference then. Later in that same article he said this:
“The county-controlled, FAA-safe ‘private airport’ option could transform both,
so let’s first ask how it’s working and how it could work here.”

So Rich presumably asked that question of the FAA, “how it could work here”?
The answer from the FAA engineer was not at all. If Lovins wasn’t exactly clear
on his language back in August as to what he meant by “privatization”, Rich can’t
be faulted for asking the question, if he did, the same way Lovins put it.
Moreover, in my view, asking the question however it was phrased was just part
of the County’s due diligence in seeing if there was something valid in the
“privatization” suggestion, since it was made so forcefully and repeatedly by
airport improvement opponents. But the bottom line to me is that whatever
Lovins and Keough meant by “privatization”, they’re apparently wrong on the
facts and wrong on the law. That’s what Holland & Knight, and the county’s prior
aviation counsel referenced by John Bennett’s letter on the subject, and Evan
Marks’ aviation litigation lawyer friend, all said.
And while we’re on the subject, let’s note that the whole John Wayne thing is just
a big red herring. Not only is the program there not “privatization”, but it was put
in place in 1985, before the federal Airport Noise and Capacity Act of 1990, and
according to lawyers who profess to know, it’s a one-off, grandfathered, and any
attempt to tighten or replicate elsewhere the John Wayne program would be
subject to the 1990 act, very difficult to get through, and nobody’s done it since.
But touch wood maybe our negotiators will get lucky. I hope they do.
As to Lovins characterizing the FAA State Engineer’s letter as “officially injected
confusion”, I reject that categorically. It’s useful information, even if private use
“privatization” wasn’t what Lovins was suggesting, and the County can now say
definitively to the doubters that the privatization option has been thoroughly, more
than thoroughly, vetted and found wanting. That horse is dead.

Barry Vaughan

From: Bill Tomcich
>
Date: November 24, 2020 at 7:31:35 PM MST
To:
Cc: j
Rich Englehart <
Subject: Letter to the Pitkin County Board of County Commissioners

>

Pitkin County Board of County Commissioners
530 E. Main Street, Suite 302
Aspen, CO 81611
November 24, 2020
Dear County Commissioners:
It seems that the public comments I delivered on Tuesday, November 10 have drawn some
considerable attention and criticism. You recently received an eleven-page letter, some of
which questioned the accuracy and credibility of my testimony that evening.
Yesterday I took the time to create a comprehensive reply defending every statement I made
while offering additional background, clarification and context. But having slept on that draft, I
feel that level of detail is neither necessary nor relevant to the current discussions and dialogue.
Based on the discussions at today’s work session, I feel the board is now very well informed on
the subject of fleet evolution. Further complicating matters and debating issues that aren’t
directly relevant to the decisions at hand really serves no purpose at this point.
At the risk of sounding redundant, please allow me to succinctly restate key points I made the
week before last, all of which I firmly and confidently stand behind:
1. Current Status of the CRJ700: Delta’s CRJ700’s are nearly gone. Many of those SkyWest
CRJ700’s that had previously flown for Delta have undergone heavy maintenance and have
been repainted and reconfigured to fly for American, thus allowing American’s fleet of CRJ700’s
to actually grow. SkyWest’s fleet of Untied CRJ700’s remains stable at 19 aircraft. It is
reasonable to expect that CRJ700’s for American and United will last through the end of the
decade, but they will certainly not fly forever.
2. Dash-8 Q400: This was a great plane for short-haul flights into ASE in its time. Republic
flew the Q400 between DEN and ASE on & off for both Frontier and United from April 26, 2008
until January 5, 2016. No Q400’s have flown into ASE since. The operational and economic
sweet spot for the Q400 is stage lengths of 300 miles or less. Beyond that, range, regional jets
like the CRJ700 actually become more economical. The 28 remaining in-service Q400’s in the
U.S. are all flown by Horizon for Alaska Airlines out of SEA & PDX, with the longest stage length
being 606 miles from SEA to Sacramento (SMF). No Q400’s are deployed east of Montana /
Idaho. It’s extremely unlikely that the Q400 will ever be reintroduced into service with AA, DL or
UA nor into any hubs that are within its reach from ASE.
3. CRJ900: This aircraft has been studied and analyzed, and while it fits within ASE’s
operational restrictions, no one we have ever spoken with at American, Delta, SkyWest or
Mesa, nor any of the technical experts we have we have consulted with believe this aircraft has
the operational performance to successfully operate at ASE. I mentioned that the CRJ900 does
work at Montrose. I failed to mention in my recent comments that It has also been occasionally
flown into Grand Junction and Durango in Colorado. But it has never been introduced into any
true mountain airport anywhere in the Rocky Mountain region – the CRJ900 has never flown

into Gunnison, Eagle, Hayden, Jackson Hole or Sun Valley. It’s simply not a mountain
performer. I referenced Alec Seybold’s September testimony because I agreed with everything
he said, and he said it well.
4. CRJ550: This reconfigured and re-certified RJ uses old CRJ700 airframes configured with
50 seats instead of 70. They are flown by GoJet for United out of ORD & EWR. The CRJ550
offers a terrific onboard passenger experience, but is not exactly in alignment with community
goals with 40% greater average fuel and emissions per passenger.
5. EMB175: This is the most promising and imminent replacement for some CRJ700’s
thanks to recent performance upgrades including extended winglets. The newest E175’s do still
fit within ASE’s 95’ wing span restriction. While it doesn’t quite have the hot & high performance
of the CRJ700, it appears possible that procedures can be developed that would allow this
aircraft to safely operate at ASE. The E175 has been successfully introduced into a number of
mountain airports including Sun Valley, Jackson Hole, Gunnison and Eagle, replacing routes
previously operated with either CRJ700’s or Q400;s. Recent test flights conducted by SkyWest
clearly prove this aircraft is very seriously being considered for ASE. Whether the E175 will
have the payload capabilities to perform missions beyond DEN or SLC remains to be seen.
The way I view it now, the current and evolving fleet situation of ASE capable aircraft is actually
quite simple and straightforward. I am puzzled as to why some find these simple facts to be so
controversial.
Please allow me to close by sharing the attached investor update from SkyWest earlier this
month, which contains some terrific visuals (pages five and six in particular) regarding
SkyWest’s fleet plans…
http://inc.skywest.com/assets/Uploads/Presentations/Q4-110420-InvestorUpdate-1133AM.pdf
Key takeaways here are that SkyWest is accelerating the retirements of their oldest regional
jets, which are actually the CRJ200 with an average age of 18 years, while they continue to take
deliveries of new E175’s. Note the average age of their CRJ700’s is 15 years. Very simply
math suggests that by the year 2030, these CRJ700’s will have an average age of 25 years
assuming they all remain in service by then.
While this investor update paints a clear picture of SkyWest’s fleet plans, what’s far less clear at
this point are the future fleet plans of American and United with respect to their eventual small
mainline replacements. Delta is heavily invested in the Airbus A220 product line.
In listening to your comments today, it seems to me that you all have a very clear understanding
of what’s known and what isn’t. I love the quote about how the benefits of attracting some
cleaner greener aircraft that we all want may come with the risk of attracting some older noisier
aircraft that we do not want until they are phased out. That was very nicely summarized and
articulated! I applaud you all for your investment of time, your very thoughtful dialogue and your
perferverence.
I hope you find this summary helpful and relevant, and that the salient points here are consistent
with what you have been hearing from me all along, and that they are also generally consistent
with what you have heard from a variety of other sources.
It is an honor and a privilege to serve as a trusted and credibility resource to Pitkin County and
to this community, and I look forward to what the next steps will bring.
Very respectfully submitted,
Bill Tomcich
Tomcich Travel Consulting, LLC
Partner, AirPlanners

Consultant to Fly Aspen Snowmass
Basalt, CO. 81621

Hi, George,
In response to your November 23 email, I’ll offer some thoughts on the two documents Amory
recently sent you. His documents are long (13 pages) — and I lack the time now to address
fully all his arguments — but I’ll cover some of his key points. Amory is both a friend and
someone for whom I have great respect. Nonetheless, not all of the statements in his
documents are accurate and complete.
Early on, Amory quotes me as saying to the BOCC on Nov. 10, “New, quieter, cleaner airplanes
have wingspans greater than 95’, so they can’t land in Aspen.” He then states that I was
referring "only to planes now in commercial service, not to those rapidly emerging.” This is both
out of context and incorrect.
What I actually said was, "New airliners exist now that would cut our CO2 emissions by 60%
compared to today’s CRJ-700 — and they’d cut its noise by a similar amount. ...Electricpowered airliners will be quieter still when they arrive in a couple of decades. But here’s the
problem: These new cleaner, quieter aircraft have wingspans greater than 95’, so they can’t
land in Aspen.” As you’ll note, I refer specifically to airliners — both those that exist now and
electric-powered airliners arriving “in a couple of decades.” This is important as we’ll see below.
Contradicting my statement (which was quoting him) about future efficient airliners having
wingspans over 95', Amory counters with examples of the Otto Aviation Celera 500L and the
Eviation Alice. But neither of these are airliners. Here are some realities about each:
Celera 500L
Number of hoped-for passengers: 6
Description: “a 6-seat luxury air taxi"
Propulsion: Single propeller driven by a fossil-fuel engine
Passenger Windows: None in the prototype because windows would interfere with the laminar
airflow necessary to the plane’s body. (Otto promises to find the design solutions needed
include windows in future prototypes.)
CO2 Emissions: “The company claims ... a reduction in carbon emissions by over 80%
compared to a similar business aircraft and by 40% compared to the latest commercial transport
aircraft.”
Wingspan: "The current Celera measures some 37 feet long and boasts a wingspan of 52
feet—about 16 feet longer than a Cessna 172. ...The aircraft sports long, narrow wings, which
helps them cut down on a phenomenon known as induced drag. ...NASA has been studying
something similar, with trusses that support lengthy wings to keep them from fluttering. And the
new Boeing 777x has long enough wings that if they didn’t fold at the tips, they wouldn’t be able
to fit into a standard airport gate. ...‘The glider community has known for many, many years—all
the way back to the 1930s maybe—that long, slender wings were more efficient than short,
stubby wings,’ observes Ella Atkins, a professor of aerospace engineering at the University of
Michigan.” (Emphasis added.)

Celera 1000L
"“Otto Aviation says the (500L) plane design could be scaled up to a maximum of 20% larger
while maintaining its unique, extensive laminar flow. This Celera 1000L configuration would
almost double the cabin size, fitting more passengers.” (No estimate was offered for baggage
or the increase in passengers over the initial six.)
Sources:
https://www.popsci.com/story/technology/otto-aviation-celera-500l-explained/
https://www.avweb.com/aviation-news/business-aviation-news/otto-aviation-officially-introducesthe-celera-500l/
https://www.businessinsider.com/new-private-plane-otto-aviation-celera-500l-2020-9#whetheror-not-aviation-regulators-will-let-a-single-engine-aircraft-fly-extended-overwater-routeshowever-is-another-story-7
https://www.ottoaviation.com/opportunities
Eviation Alice
Number of hoped-for passengers: 9
Propulsion: Electric
Hoped for Range: around 550-650 miles
Note: In January 2020, the first Eviation prototype suffered a battery explosion and burned
during ground testing. It has never flown.
https://cleantechnica.com/2020/11/06/eviation-set-to-deliver-first-9-passenger-electric-airplanein-2022/
Wingspans and Timeline for Electric Airliners
At our November 2019 symposium, “The Future of Aviation in a Carbon Constrained World”
symposium, Amory appeared to agree with other speakers that electric airliners were 20+ years
away, and he stated that highly efficient airliners of the future will likely have longer wings. In
his 11/10/20 memo to the BOCC, he now says he was mistaken because “facts change faster
than I expected,” and he suggests that ASE-serving electric aircraft will be available sooner.
Nonetheless, a recent (September 20, 2020) letter to the editor signed by Amory stated, “A
recent article in The Atlantic described the huge progress being made in electric planes.” In
fact, the Atlantic piece was not an article; it was paid “sponsor content” advertising. Beyond
that, it predicted the following: “In 20 years, you will most likely be able to buy a ticket for a flight
on an electric airplane capable of commuting 100 passengers.” That’s consistent with what top
aviation experts believe today. Many predict more time will be needed, but 20 years appears
possible. Airbus even hopes that its zero-emissions, hydrogen-fueled concept planes might fly
in as little as 15 years, but so far they are only visionary concepts in artists’ renderings.
As I stated to the BOCC on 11/10/20, “electric-powered airliners will be quieter still when they
arrive in a couple of decades.” Amory appears actually to agree with this time estimate for
electric airliners, but he argues that the Eviation Alice and fossil fuel-powered Celera 500L might
fly sooner.

I hope they will. But does anyone truly believe that we’ll move half a million travelers in and out
of Aspen on airliners seating 6 to 9 (or possibly even 12) passengers? How many in-season
flights per day would that require? You may have seen Pete McBride’s stunning composite
photo of 300+ planes arriving and departing ASE on a single day in July. Now try to imagine
how many additional flights would be required to move our airline travelers in 6 to 9-passenger
planes. And where would we locate the new parallel runway that ASE would need for that many
aircraft-per-hour?
Privatization (aka “Localization")
In his memo to you, Amory wrote, “As far as I know, our specific proposal of a public-ownership,
public-use, FAA-funded-and-safety-controlled, locally-nonsafety-controlled airport was unknown
to the Vision process and the County until I learned of it and raised it in August and more fully in
October, as Tom Keough did in a 5 Sept newspaper letter.”
In fact, as we’ve stated many times, the privatization idea was discussed thoroughly with Pablo
Nuesch, the outside aviation attorney who advised the Vision Committee last February. When I
first heard the idea in late 2019, I was excited about it, but we learned subsequently that it would
do nothing to help us achieve our four Core Community Goals for the airport: reduced CO2 and
other emissions, lower noise, managed growth, and enhanced safety.
To be specific, Pablo explained that privatization/localization would not relieve ASE of
obligations under:
1. The Airport Noise and Capacity Act (Prevents local control of aircraft noise)
2. The Clean Air Act (Prohibits regulation of aircraft emissions)
3. The Airline Deregulation Act of 1978 (Local airports cannot control routes and services)
4. The Rates and Charges act (Controls what airports can charge aircraft operators. ...Note
that while privatization might allow the community more flexibility in its use of airport revenues,
this change would not help us achieve our four goals.)
(George, if the BOCC has received any privatization advice from your new aviation counsel that
differs in any substantial way from Pablo’s, that would, of course, be extremely important — but
so far, I’ve heard informally that Holland & Knight’s view agrees generally with Pablo’s. Please
let me know if that’s not the case.)
Why the Vision Committee Recommended Its “Common Ground” Plan for a New Airport
Amory wrote, “The push to act now rests on old CRJ-700 retirement forecasts—wrong by 20+
years, and so discredited they’ve nearly vanished.” But this, too, is inaccurate. Nowhere in our
Final Report did the Vision Committee suggest this. Instead, as our report made abundantly
clear, our “push to act now” was focussed on the urgency of achieving our Four Core
Community Goals related to Greenhouse Gas Emissions, Noise, Growth, and Safety.
In a single paragraph on Page 9 of the Findings section of our Final Report, the Vision
Committee made a simple statement about the CRJ-700’s probable retirement: "The current
average age of a CRJ-700 is 15-16 years, and this type of small regional jet is generally

replaced by more cost-effective models after around 20 years. As of January 2020, United has
18-19 CRJ-700’s remaining in its fleet, and Delta has approximately 12. American has more and
is the largest user of the CRJ-700. Since aircraft become more expensive to maintain as they
age, and older planes are less fuel-efficient, it is our finding that airlines are likely to retire the
CRJ-700 by or around the end of decade. As of January 2020, United, American and Delta are
retiring the CRJ-700 more quickly than anticipated.”
That statement was true last February when we wrote it — and it remains true today — but
nowhere did we use CRJ retirement to justify our Common Ground Recommendations, which
were all aimed at CO2 emissions, noise, growth, and safety. Personally, what bothers me about
the CRJ-700 is the fact that it’s a dirty, noisy plane that reflects poorly on the environmental
values and goals of the Pitkin County/Aspen community. That — not its growing obsolescence
— is the most important reason we need to plan now for its eventual replacement roughly a
decade from now.
The Integrity of the ASE Vision Process
Amory repeatedly questions the integrity of the airport's 15-month public review process created
by the BOCC:
— “Independent expert contributions were not allowed”
— “Outside experts were permitted only if chosen, engaged and instructed by County staff”
— “The Vision process was given obsolete and incorrect information on fleet options”
— Consultants may not be “telling you everything you need to know” and “their advice has
some important gaps”
These shadows cast on the ASE Vision process do not accord with my own experience. I wish
Amory had spoken with Meg, Jackie or me about these suspicions before publicizing them. Off
the top of my head, I can remember at least five important outside experts that we, not county
staff, invited to share knowledge with us (and I’m likely forgetting others). After the Technical
Committee researched fleet options, the Vision Committee built on its work by conducting its
own additional review, and we dug seriously into the data, accepting nothing at face value. If
we saw “important gaps” in data, we did the hard work to fill them. With the Aspen Institute, we
even organized our own symposium — The Future of Aviation in a Carbon Constrained World
— and we invited Amory and others to speak. I simply cannot agree with Amory’s conclusion
that our process lacked integrity.

George, I could respond at length to other issues Amory raises in his documents, but time
forces me to stop here.
To sum up… As I stated at the beginning of this email, I have great respect for Amory. He did
not, however, have an opportunity to benefit from the same information and technical resources
that the Vision Committee had. In my own experience, as “Pilot” of the Committee, I spent
approximately 10 hours of time with Pablo Nuesch before, during and after his presentation to
explore deeply a myriad of issues, ranging from the FAA/airport legal relationship to

privatization/localization questions and the feasibility of county/airline negotiations. The entire
Committee spent 15 months in intensive meetings, reviewed hundreds of pages of documents,
interviewed an impressive list outside aviation experts, sought and received its own legal
advice, and engaged in countless deep, heartfelt dialogues between its diverse members. Had
Amory been able to experience all this, I expect that his opinions might be somewhat different
today.
I hope this is helpful. Good luck to you and the BOCC with your own deliberations!
Best regards,
John

John S. Bennett
Basalt, CO 81621 USA

---------- Forwarded message --------From: Amory Lovins <
>
Date: Sun, Nov 22, 2020 at 11:11 PM
Subject: Comments for BOCC on 10 Nov 2020 Hotel Jerome public hearing
To:
>, Kelly McNicholas Kury
<
>, <
>, Greg
Poschman
>,
<
>, Charlotte Anderson
<
>, <
>
CC: David Krause <
>, Carolyn Sackariason
<
>, <
>, David Cook
>, Megan Tackett <
>,
<
>, Brent Gardner-Smith
<
>, Curtis Wackerle <
>

Dear Commissioners,
I attach a 22 November 2020 public comment seeking to clarify some facts, logics,
and issues arising from your excellent 10 November public hearing. I hope you may
all kindly get a chance to read it before your Tuesday session.
Also, in case you didn’t get a copy of the not-yet-posted two-page annotated text of
my 10 November public comment via Zoom (including the last few sentences, cut
off when I ran over time), it’s attached with one small correction.
Thank you all for your thoughtfulness and your strenuous effort to bushwhack
through the airport thicket. The big strategic issues may actually be simpler than
they might look right now.
With best wishes — Amory B. Lovins

Comments by Amory B. Lovins (a private citizen in Old Snowmass) to the Pitkin County
Board of County Commissioners’ public-comment session on Aspen Airport, 10 Nov 2020

Your proposed airside path will cost nearly two million dollars for each second I’m allowed to
address you today, so let me tersely outline why setting a course now to rebuild the airside for
ADG III planes is premature and imprudent. It might be a good idea, but we don’t know yet.
The push to act now rests on old CRJ-700 retirement forecasts—wrong by 20+ years, and so
discredited they’ve nearly vanished—plus a false claim of no alternatives. Six days ago, you
were told1 there’s no alternative jet2. Yet your own aviation consultants admitted3 the newer
CRJ-900 does meet ASE’s technical requirements that eight years of their studies had claimed
it failed; thus it was wrongly excluded. Six days ago you were also told4 the Dash-8 Q400 “isn’t
really available.” It’s actually current5 and in hot demand. It was popular, reliable, and competitive serving Aspen for eight years until just four years ago. So both parts of the fleet-turnover
rationale are unsound.
A separate and valid goal—cleaner, quieter operations—is said to need certain “next-generation” planes with wingspans over 95’. But some revolutionary new planes emerging from more
than 100 firms achieve superefficiency without long wings. Three spectacularly clean, quiet, lowcost, flight-tested models have 52–70’ wingspans; two aim for 2022 and 2025 deliveries6.
Such innovations blow away Aspen’s noise and emissions goals—and could blow up the commercial and General Aviation business model. They could fly daily nonstops from Aspen to
dozens of cities before our airside could be rebuilt for the bigger old-style planes they’d make
obsolete. If the revolution were delayed, the now-reascendent CRJ series (and if needed the
Dash-8) provide ample insurance.
The Vision process, meant to look 30 years ahead, didn’t see 5. We’re at risk of building the
wrong airside for bigger planes flown hub-and-spoke, not smaller planes point-to-point. We’re
accelerating into a fogbank when there’s no rush to go anywhere. But exploiting today’s aviation
revolution could solve both the minor commercial part and the dominant General Aviation part of
our airport’s challenges—if we localize control, and charge for airside parking by area and congestion. Maybe even surcharging big wingspans for the costs they impose on all users could be
a permissibly rational differentiation, so small planes don’t unjustly cross-subsidize big planes.

1

4 Nov 2020 BOCC, 1:51–1:54.
Except perhaps the somewhat noisier Embraer E-175, which we didn’t propose.
3
26 Oct 2020 BOCC, 56:33–57.55
4
4 Nov 2020 BOCC, 1:51.
5
Production was suspended in March 2020 due to the pandemic but is expected to resume when allowed.
6
Led by the B-1 bomber’s former chief scientist, Otto Aviation (ottoaviation.com) aims for 2025 deliveries of the
Celera 500L—a transcontinental-range (4500 nm) 6-seat luxury air taxi, able to connect virtually any two of 5,000 US
airports with jet-like speed, airline-like ticket prices, 1/8 the fuel use, and 1/6 the operating cost of a business jet. Its
wingspan is 52’. Wingspan is ~70’ for the 20%-longer, roughly doubled-volume 1000L variant (delivery date TBA) if
configured with 12 first-class and 8 coach seats. Video at https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DDnrBuiYmCI.
Eviation’s 9-seat, $4-million all-electric regional plane (eviation.co) has a 53’ wingspan. Its full nominal range (~650
nm) would stretch from Aspen to roughly Dallas or L.A. now using 260 Wh/kg batteries, implying twice that range
soon (400–500 Wh/kg batteries have been demonstrated by three firms), but for now it’s rated at 440 nm + 45minute IFR reserve. The first 92 deliveries to one of the firm’s two 2019 US customers (Cape Air) are slated for 2022.
United is said to be interested. Video at https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iXj15C3-YD4.
2

1

Did you know that a clear statutory process7 lets FAA allow non-grandfathered airports to regulate noise? that our localization option does exist and merits careful study, and would not make
FAA grants be clawed back8? that San Juan Airport’s claimed $16-million cost to switch to
private ownership was actually ~$2 million9? If not, a reason might be that except for a few brief
public comments like today’s, only experts picked and instructed by your staff have been
allowed to brief you or Vision participants: no fact-checking, no second opinions. A monopolized
and, we’re now told, agenda-driven process can’t inspire or merit public confidence.
Your decisions can be only as unbiased as your information, so to help augment and sometimes
correct what you’ve been told, two volunteer aviation experts and I recorded an independent
forum streamed on Grassroots TV. My thanks to those who’ve viewed it. If anything surprised
you, I’m glad we could help. Aviation peer-reviewers in industry and government have all validated and praised our analysis. I again warmly invite you to hold a public discussion with our
expert group plus yours. We’ll gladly share what we know if you choose to hear us.
Two final thoughts:
You propose to create an Airport Layout Plan over the next 1–2 years—during, not after,
planned stakeholder and environmental work. Three of you said those outcomes might make
you rethink. But rethinking would impugn the clarity and resolve that staff wants to signal to
FAA, so you’d feel boxed in and bound to continue. Thus your proposal isn’t a pause; it’s a
preëmptive launch. For now—perhaps for a decade—the right airside answer is “Neither of the
above—not until we’ve learned enough to be confident the risks outweigh the benefits.”
Your item 12 proposes to proceed once you understand the very things the Vision process had
supposedly figured out10—implying it hasn’t, so you’re now back to square one. But to get to
square one, you need correct basic facts, clear logic, and a truly open process to elicit, test, and
refine them. So I respectfully suggest you do six things differently:
1. genuinely pause your staff-recommended ALP start until you agree on what you really
want;
2. discuss novel or disputed facts and options with outside experts as well as your own;
3. explore localization promptly and rigorously, not by speculation and rumors;
4. get expert and respected representation to open a creative and collaborative
conversation with FAA, saying not “Please approve this airside layout,” but “Here are our
community’s overarching goals; how might we work with you to achieve them?”
5. create the expert Airport Board of Directors, reporting to you, that success requires; and
6. proceed now with major safety and tower improvements far beyond those proposed,
plus a flexible new terminal sited to fit any future airside choices.
Thank you for your good work and your kind attention.

7

49 U.S.C. § 47524(c)(1)(A)(F), governing restrictions imposed after 1 Oct 1990 on Stage 3 aircraft.
BOCC, 16 Oct 2020, 3:46.
9
Tom Keough, who worked on that project, reports in our independent-forum video that the other ~$14 million was
for physical renovation of the decrepit airport. The Holland & Knight lawyer briefing you on 16 Oct 2020 combined
both costs as the supposedly exorbitant cost of privatization, naturally causing some of you to reject that concept—
which wasn't even what we’d proposed, as San Juan adopted private ownership, not public control and ownership.
10
“…the [commercial] aircraft likely to operate at ASE, the impact on community goals, and the ability to negotiate
and/or incentivize [commercial] aircraft that meet community goals.”
8
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From: Barry Vaughan <
>
Date: December 1, 2020 at 8:33:13 PM MST
To: Steve Child <S
>, Greg Poschman
<G
>, George Newman
<Ge
>, Patti Clapper <p
McNicholas Kury <k
>
Cc: Jon Peacock
>, Rich Englehart
<rich.englehart@pitkincounty.com>
Su ct: ASE Recommendations

>, Kelly

Dear Commissioners:
I write today in support of the resolution approving with amendments and additions the ASE
Vision Committee Recommendations and Common Ground Recommendations Airport Map.
You know, Amory Lovins and I haven’t agreed on much lately regarding the airport, but recently
he used the phrase “fractious polity” in describing our community, and I think the description is
apt. We all love this valley and this community, we’re all articulate and outspoken, sometimes to
a fault, and we all have deeply felt beliefs regarding the future of the airport and how it should
be managed.
The Vision Committee did a masterful job in distilling and bringing to the Board a consensus
document representing the best way forward as it appeared at the beginning of this year, and
the Board has done an impressive job in navigating between the Scylla and Charybdis of
uncritically accepting the committee’s recommendations in toto or rejecting them out of hand
and lurching off in some different direction. Also the Board has done well to take into account
the complications of the pandemic, its effects on global air traffic, and the resulting uncertain
future. And it’s hard to keep the boat off the reef when everyone in the cockpit is grabbing for
the tiller. To mix the metaphor, both the Vision Committee and the Board did great work in
keeping on track and producing a strong consensus document in the face of vigorously
expressed and greatly divergent views as to where we should go next.
And that is what the proposed resolution is — a strong consensus document. If doesn’t give
anyone who was active in this more than year long process everything they wanted, but charts a
middle way forward that with a little, perhaps a lot, of luck will get Pitkin County an airport for the
mid-century that will serve and preserve our vital economy while protecting the environmental
and cultural values that we hold so dear.
It may be that some of the aspirations embodied in the document will have to yield to the
realities of the world economy, technological advancements or the lack of same, as well as the
ebb and flow of politics both national, state and local. But you don’t get if you don’t try, and one
way or the other it’s time to re-engage with the FAA, the airlines and the other stakeholders,
reach a grand consensus if possible, and move forward.
So I am guardedly optimistic. With apologies to Churchill, this isn’t by a long shot the beginning
of the end, but hopefully it’s the end of the beginning of the next phase of the Aspen/Pitkin
Airport. I hope and urge that you will all support this resolution and in doing so lead the County
forward into someday having a safer, cleaner, quieter and more efficient airport that we can all
be proud of.
Respectfully submitted,
Barry Vaughan

December 6, 2020

Board of County Commissioners
Pitkin County, Colorado
Dear Commissioners,
Having had the opportunity to study the resolution by the Board of County Commissioners of
Pitkin County, Colorado to adopt the ASEvision Committee Common Ground Recommendations
and Airport Map for the Aspen/Pitkin County Airport, I believe there is still room for continued
study of ALL the options available to make the Aspen/Pitkin County Airport a long term, viable
airport that will meet the needs of travelers and minimize environmental impacts on the
Roaring Fork Valley. I very much agree that the next step is to create an Aspen Airport Advisory
Board to be the eyes, ears, and hearts of the community as an advisory body to the BOCC.
There are many members of the ASEvision committee and other community members who
have spent the last two years educating themselves on all sides of the issues. That would be a
great place to start filling positions on the Advisory Board.
I know in my heart that we can create a situation far superior to the current operations at ASE.
We have to make sure we are not catering to the desires of the few with gigantic private jets
over the health and wellbeing of the many on the ground. We have to encourage travelers to
come here by commercial aircraft rather than in “dribs and drabs” in private jets. We have to
discourage aircraft that will never be able to park at ASE due to the complete lack of parking
space and create that “stop and drop” syndrome that currently exists and that would only be
exacerbated by allowing bigger private jet aircraft. We have to stop being patient waiting for
loud, dirty private aircraft to cycle out of the current inventory.
Although not perfect, the CRJ 700 has been the single most efficient jet aircraft to ever be
commercially used at ASE. Mitsubishi is committed to maintaining this aircraft for the
foreseeable future. We could have known this information a year and a half ago if we had been
allowed to have Mitsubishi representatives come and speak to the BOCC and ASEvision
committee. Many of our “experts” have had to walk back a significant amount of information
that was “gospel” during the ASEvision committees’ deliberations. Please maintain your open
minds and consider all options as this process continues. If there ever was a life or death
decision made by the BOCC, it’s probably this one. Life or death of our tourism industry, our
environment, our inhabitants, our wildlife, our life style.
Thank you.
Valerie Braun
Former ASEvision Committee Member

Maroon Creek Caucus
Maroon Creek Caucus ǀ

, Aspen, Colorado 81612 ǀ MaroonCreekCaucus@gmail.com

December 11, 2020

Board of County Commissioners
Pitkin County
530 East Main Street
Aspen, CO 81611
RE:

Maroon Creek Caucus Comments on Airport Project

Dear Commissioners:
Please accept the following comments from the Maroon Creek Caucus on the Aspen Airport Project:
1.

One of the key drivers of the ASE Visioning process was the unsubstantiated and mostly proven false
assertion that the CRJ700 and its variants would be out-of-service in the immediate future. In fact, it
appears that there are no plans to retire the CRJ700 fleet, and, prior to the pandemic, airlines were
planning to purchase new CRJ550 aircraft. How does this impact the Visioning conclusions?

2.

Due to the pandemic, airline companies are under severe financial strain and may become bankrupt
without federal bail-outs. Recent studies suggest that it might be years before commercial air travel
will recover. Studies also suggest that 20% of their most profitable business that constitutes 80% of
their profits, business travelers, may never return because businesses have rapidly adopted
teleconferencing as a viable alternative. How might this impact Aspen’s airport?
https://www.cnn.com/2020/10/27/economy/airlines-pandemic-recession-impact/index.html

3.

Will airline companies be in any position to acquire new fleets and retire old fleets such as CRJ700’s?
They may simply not have the money. Companies manufacturing commercial aircraft have seen their
orders and backlogs collapse. https://www.reuters.com/article/airbus-deliveries/airbus-delivered-64jets-in-november-down-34-so-far-this-year-idUSKBN28H1BK

4.

When airlines are financially able to replace fleets, the available aircraft will be much different from
what was planned, pre-pandemic. Ultra-efficient, high-speed turboprops, electric hybrid, and fully
electric commercial aircraft are all under development. These low-polluting and low-operating cost
alternatives may be necessary to prompt airline companies to retire legacy fleets. How does this
impact the Visioning conclusions and recommendations?
http://large.stanford.edu/courses/2016/ph240/eenkemavandijk2/docs/atag_aviation_efficiency_201
0.pdf

5.

An expanded 150 ft. runway, 80 ft. closer to shale bluffs, is a dangerous idea. Shale bluffs cause
treacherous wind shear and is the site of many deaths. Aspen airport is highly constrained by terrain;
and to move the runway and approach path 80 ft. closer to the most dangerous terrain feature we
currently have flies in the face of common sense and tempts fate. One large air disaster in Aspen will
be felt for years by the commercial interests so ardent in their push for a big runway that can handle
big jets. Is it worth the risk?

6.

The general opinion of residents who live in the Maroon Creek Valley and who are not being
personally enriched by a runway expansion is that we do not want a CATIII runway that enables large
airliners to invade our valley. Noise and pollution studies supplied to the Vision Committee were
incomplete and misleading. Are we going to make a decision based on incomplete information?

7.

Our valley does not have the transportation infrastructure to handle 400-600 passengers deplaning all
at once when the weather window opens up to allow for landing, and we certainly do not have the
emergency infrastructure to handle a crash that involves hundreds of people. We are a small area
with good capabilities for a small number of people. Will we change our roads, hospitals, mass transit,
emergency capabilities, etc. to handle large numbers of people?

8.

One falsehood that is repeated regularly is that an expanded airport would reduce service disruptions.
Most commercial service disruptions are not caused by our airport itself. Aspen’s unique service
disruptions are caused by where the airport is located, in a tight valley subject to unpredictable
weather and dangerous terrain. https://www.claimcompass.eu/blog/why-is-my-flight-delayed/

9.

Most residents would agree that our commercial terminal should either be updated or replaced.
However, the ecologically responsible route might be to expand the current facility instead of tearing
it down. In either case, our terminal should reflect the values of the residents and be on a scale equal
to our small valley. This would be the one aspect of changes to the airport that we could support.

10. Where does the money come from? Regardless of claims of the Fed’s paying for some of it, it is
actually taxpayer money. Anything we do with the airport will be extremely costly. This is money that
cannot be used for schools, education, streets, roads, bridges, health care, etc. We do not believe our
values are well-represented by a massive airport expansion that has dubious benefits for most people
in the valley and outsized benefits for a very few people pushing the expansion. Might there be
better, alternative uses for the amount of money that would be required to build-out an over-sized
airport?
11. We believe that due, to the current situation, all matters related to any major changes to our airport,
except for the passenger terminal, should be tabled until the pandemic has passed and a view of the
future is more certain. In the future, the consideration of changes to the airport should be conducted
in such a manner that inconvenient facts are brought to light, that the major financial beneficiaries of
changes to the airport have less control over the vision process, and that the public has a real say - by
vote.
12. Do we really have the necessary facts to make a good decision about the future of our airport?
We can be reached at

with any questions or comments.

Thank you,

Kimberly A. Rehfuss
Secretary
on behalf of Maroon Creek Caucus
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PUBLIC COMMENT VIA WEBSITE AS OF 12/11/20

NAME

COMMENT

Joe Driscoll

We do not want ASE to become a private aircraft airport only. Driving past
the airport recently, it is obvious that general aviation (private and charter}
aircraft are responsible for the majority of ASE operations, not airline traffic.
We need to accommodate the replacement CRJ aircraft, or lose future
airline service. With slower operations due to Covid-19, the ideal time to
undertake airport improvements is now!
The recommendations of the ASE vision committee address limiting and
managing future general aviation operations.

Ezra Louthis

In the recommendation report, it states that "The County has relatively little
control over the “airside” of airport
operations: the runway, taxiway, landing and takeoff procedures, etc."
Does the County control the "airside" of the airport now with regard to the
decision to make the runway/taxiway larger? Once the runway is larger,
can the County exercise any limitations?

Janice Louthis

How much carbon dioxide is emitted per passenger on GA flights?

Rob Shuck

To reiterate the same ideas I expressed in my three minute public
comment: First, thank you to everyone involved in this airport planning
process. Second, I hope the planned airport apron redesign will provide
adequate space for a 2nd FBO which should provide competitive pricing for
general aviation light aircraft parking, services, and fuel. Third, please
bring back short term (15 minute?) parking near the airline passenger
drop-off/ pick-up area. The loss of short term curbside parking (due to
security regulations) makes the handling of ski/snowboard luggage nigh
impossible for solo travelers, travelers with children, and older travelersespecially when it gets icy in the winter. I understand that security
regulations limit the options for close-in parking, but please consider
whatever options are available that provide an accessible, ice-free, short
distance walk that will allow someone to carry normal "ski-country" luggage
between a temporarily parked vehicle and the redesigned airline terminal.
Fourth, it's my goal to base a light general aviation aircraft at KASE under a
roof. Aircraft deicing services provided by an FBO are always expensive,
but those costs become outrageous compared to the hourly operating cost
of a light "GA" airplane. Under most conditions, some kind of covered
parking means light aircraft can be properly preflighted without a costly trip
to the deicing pad. The current covered parking is inadequate to meet
demand, I hope this airport planning process will address that. Thanks
again for everyone's work to create an airport that improves living in the
Roaring Fork valley.

Tim Mooney

Jon Peacock is a Bully.
His behavior as the moderator and director of the Technical and Vision
Committee was rude, insulting and self-motivated to stop comments and
discussions.
He had an agenda, he had his favorite voices and he steered every
conclusion to his prescribed ends and conclusions.
All of the speakers, consultants and airport voices were PRO Growth and
on the expand it theme team.
At the August 13th public comment meeting, The PCC sat on their hands
with their lips zipped in fear of creating any intellectual activity above or
beyond Peacocks motives and actions.
The 2 Aspen Ski Co Employees who spoke – Bil Tomcich and Adam
Schlindler should have been requires to state that they were being paid to
attend and comment on behalf of the Aspen Skiing Company.
There is no coincidence in the removal of John Kenny as airport manager
(“oh, I want to do more fishing” J K. = crap) and Peacocks hand-picked
janitor put in his place.
This is a bully’s move for more control and power. The newspaper and TV
publicity program was WAY beyond the public information message and
was pure propaganda marketing for Peacocks Pro Growth drive.
This is appalling miss use of tax payers money for political pressure to form
opinion and actions that sell and split one position over another.
There should be an Executive Board of Directors appointed by the BOCC
with valley wide volunteers to work directly under the BOCC to manage
and operate the ASE complex.
Peacock should be removed from the chain of command to have
professional insights and experience in control of the ASE Airport
Business.
The Communication with the FAA declaring That if ASE is not expanded
and brought into compliance as an unrestricted Class 3 airport it will be
reduced to a Level II – Therefore reducing it present capabilities etc. needs
to be made part of the public records. is fear mongering by Peacock.
There were conflicts of interest thru ought the Vision Committee like Mike
Kaplan who clearly will profit, John Sarpa who clearly profit, Stan Clauson
and others who will clearly profit from the expansion and development of a
new Airport - - This alone will always cloud the Common Grounds
Recommendations and your reputations.
The pure arrogance of Peacocks response to questions about doing EA
studies paid for by PC for Aspen, Snowmass, Woody Creek, Basalt,
Carbondale and Glenwood Springs of “that is beyond the purview of this
committee” and the purposefully neglect of the traffic gridlock between ASE
and the Aspen Core and the lack of Multi Modal planning is a catastrophe
that is a deal breaker that will have drastic safety consequences forever
are not professional in representing the citizens of the world. There is no
electric plane.
The CJ7 could be the local commuter aircraft for decades .
The Airlines and the FAA will not negotiate what specific aircraft can land at
ASE but will require the skies over Pitkin County to be free to all who
qualify.
The FBO is a huge cash cow .

Tim Mooney (cont.)

There are a number of ways the PCC could restructure that operator and
service to benefit the Citizens.
This is where Peacock’s power appetite is headed.
Building a new airport for Greed instead of Need to fuel the profits of the
Ski Co. & the Commercial Corporate Industrial Tourism business model is
selling off the locals lifestyle and environmental qualities of a unique
historic ski town at 7982 ft in the heart of the Rockies.
Clearly this is not necessary or smart.
This is the Cruise Ship all inclusive business game plan and most shallow /
most profitable, for the controlling players, travel style.
Clearly the Ski Co is in control of this expansion and development process
and project.
You all should have enough common sense and love of your neighbor to
Vote No on these bias bulling recommendations.
There will be a public vote.
I recommend that each one of you get behind the peoples will and write a
referendum that is positive and can be enforced to stop the totally New
Airport development at the minimum cost of $500 M.
Tell the Ski Co to develop the connections they need with Eagle / Vails
Class IIII facility and stop the power lobbing from the Crown’s Company
conglomerates who own Gulfstream Aerospace.
Please make what is good for the community good for the resort and back
the locals who trusted you to serve and protect and not sell out to
Corporate Commercialization of our home into another amusement park
Mall.
Thanks a lot,
Sincerely,
Tim Mooney

Barry Vaughan

for convenience, the transcript of my zoom comments today:
Good evening. I’m Barry Vaughan. I was on the Focus Group and live in El
Jebel.
Most of the arguments against the recommended airside improvements are
to the effect that we need more data, more studies, more public debate,
more delay. Their proponents would like the board to decouple the terminal
rebuild from airside improvements, proceed with the terminal, and kick the
can down the road on improving the airside.
That would be a huge mistake, for at least three reasons. First, like John
McBride and Dick Arnold, we’re all for safety. But we tend to forget that the
FAA’s requirement that the runway be widened and the taxiway/runway
separation be increased is for safety.
Right now the airfield is less safe than it would be with these
improvements. And like it or not, the FAA, not Pitkin County, is the final
arbiter of what’s safe both in the air and on the airfield. The board should
not hesitate to make the airport more safe because of the unsubstantiated
fear that “more safe” means “more traffic”.

Barry Vaughan (cont.)

Second, the CRJ 700 is going away. That’s an inconvenient truth for the
opponents of airside improvements, but like climate change deniers, they
simply refuse to face the facts. Unless you’re going to believe that Bill
Tomcich and all the other qualified experts who have spoken on the subject
don’t know what they’re talking about, you have to accept the reality that
the CRJ 700 is on the way out.
Third, when Amory Lovins spoke to all of us last year, he made it pretty
plain.
The newer airplanes are cleaner, quieter, more fuel efficient and safer. And
they have wider wingspans. Electric carrier class planes are a nice idea,
but in the near term aspirational at best, and there’s no reason to believe
that when they are built they’ll be built with short, stubby wings just for us.
Commissioner Newman was absolutely right when he observed recently
that the vision committee’s recommendation 12 on widening the runway
and increasing runway/taxiway separation is the core issue in the report.
Everything else is secondary.
Important, but secondary.
And Evan Marks is right – the terminal building project would be a great
source of jobs, and as everyone recognizes, the terminal building is too old,
too small and not safe. But that’s only if we don’t lose air carrier service into
Aspen. If the CRJ’s go away, and the runway stays narrow, we won’t need
a new terminal.
Unless you want to risk triggering the collapse of carrier air service into
Aspen, there’s only one rational answer to the question facing the board.
Endorse and approve the Vision Committee’s recommendations as a
whole, and wish the County’s representatives Good Luck in their
negotiations with the airlines and the
FAA on recommendation 12. They’re going to need it.

Tim Murray

As you come 'round through Shale Bluffs and align with the runway, picture
a clapped-out old 737 doing a ground-loop, shedding all 190 passengers,
smouldering clothing and hair on fire. An engine skipping and hopping
across the highway. The shriek of sirens and the night sweats you will have
for the rest of your life.
THERE IS NO WAY TO KEEP LARGE PLANES OUT ONCE YOU BUILD FOR
THEM.
There are plenty of alternative planes and lots on the design boards. We do
not need to degrade our lives for the economic success of a few airlines.
Here is a picture I took of heavy equipment puking on our environment
back during the runway widening in 1993. We cannot afford the pollution
and the associated greenhouse gasses.
Airport Expansion 1993.jpg ( This link did not work when I tried it in the
original submission)

George Johnson

I was an ASE Technical Advisory Committee member and work at the
Airport but cannot attend the upcoming ASE Vision meeting. Please
consider my comments and enter them into the record at the upcoming
meeting.

The Bombardier CRJ 700 life expectancy was recently reported to be
significantly longer than the ASC Technical Committee suggested. Our
Technical Committee conclusion was based upon our Consultants
research, knowledge and advise. They did not have any “skin in the game”.
However, their view differs from the industry representative that and voiced
an opinion that these planes will have a much longer service life
expectancy. However, this representative probably has a vested interest in
this matter.
The CRJ is an older plane with older technology resulting in being less fuel
efficient and safer than the newer generation of planes. This plane would
still be in production if it is such a good plane. One can replace plane parts
but what concerns me is that the older air frames cannot be repaired due
to metal fatigue. This is a future safety hazard worthy of consideration.
The County currently can receive about 90% Federal funding on the $150M
runway upgrade. It is my understanding this funding source may become
ephemeral in the future. Wait ten years and the County may be completely
on the hook for a $250M runway.
The Airport is as busy as ever despite the COVID threat. The air space is
crowded especially during mid day landings again this and future winters.
The new generation of planes besides being safer more fuel efficient and
because of their 10-20 percent larger capacity will help alleviate this
overcrowding landing situation.
Remember, no current short wingspan planes exist that has the CRJ
passenger capacity, its life span is questionable and sooner or later we
must expand the runway to accommodate the new generation of safer and
more fuel efficient commercial planes.
Sincerely,
George Johnson
ASE Technical Advisory Committee member
ASE Guest Services staff
Marianne Kipper

The BOCC would be wise to hold a public workship and invite Amory Lovins
and the two gentlemen who made the presentation on Grassroots TV
discussing their alternatives to the current BOCC plan. These are wise
people with more experience in airports and airplanes that the
commissioners or the members of the ASE have experienced.
Failure to look at the situation more carefully, and proceeding on a plan
that is not supported by many members of the community, will only cause
rancor and I expect a public vote on the issue.

It would be much better if the commissioners heard and discussed these
capable people the issues confronting the airport, citizens and tourists.
There is not need to prematurely decide on something that the
circumstances don't require. Time is in your favor.
Laurel Pace

I live across the street from ASE. My walls already tremble when private
727's land/take-off from Sardy Field. Please do not build larger, carbon
intensive runways; Aspen does not need this! Do revise the terminal...that
is a no-brainer. But ditch the bigger runways.

George Schermerhorn

I hope your decision will reflect the best and safest solution for all Pitkin
County residents. We need to modernize the terminal and leave the runway
as it is. No larger planes should be considered as necessary or safe.

Barbara Reid

As the discussion continues about any change to Aspen’s airport runway,
there are substantial and unresolved questions about the potential use of
the CRJ-700 in the years ahead, the number and sizes of private jets
coming in and out of our airport, the safety concerns about different kinds
of planes landing and taking off in our narrow valley, and the very important
climate concern of limiting carbon emissions. I think it would greatly
benefit the community to pause the process to fully explore these
questions.

Susan Taylor

I have watched carefully the debates about the airport. Specifically, the
runway. There has been a lot of informative data surrounding the current
equipment and the probable replacement equipment. It seems as if
anything coming to replace current planes will have the same wingspan or
it could be completely new...like electric planes. Considering the continued
viability of the runway and the disapproval of expansion from the
community, I find it curious that the BOCC still insists we need a bigger
runway I am mystified by the attempt to enlarge the runway and then ask
the airlines not to use it...also, not legal. That would seem a maneuver to
shirk responsibility for this decision. We know there has been pressure
from the G650 crowd to expand the runway for their convenience...those
seem to be the only planes that are too big. Commercial flights are not
threatened now or in the future. In addition, the environmental impacts of
larger planes should also be a major factor. If the runway gets expanded to
satisfy that market (a very small percentage of the private market, currently
welcomed in Rifle) then the BOCC really doesn’t serve the community.

Peter Hoffman

There have been numerous studies validating the phrase "if you build it
they will come" as it relates to major infrastructure projects. Highways are
continuously expanded to relieve traffic, only to see an increase in cars and
no traffic relief. Expanding the runway to allow for ADGIII aircraft, or
anything larger that what is currently permitted, will only encourage airlines
to begin landing larger planes more often. Even if there is a handshake
agreement to keep 737s out of ASE, airlines' interests will always be to

break that agreement (which they will legally be allowed to do at any time).
I support a modest expansion of the airport terminal if we must, but let's
hold off on allowing larger aircraft in for as long as possible with the goal
of retaining the 'culture and values' of Aspen. Expanding the runway to
allow larger aircraft will only accelerate the erosion of that which makes
Aspen Aspen.
Michael Miracle

Dear Commissioners,
I wanted to send a quick note of appreciation and final encouragement as
you bring the Common Ground recommendation in for a smooth landing. In
my public comments at the Dec. 2 meeting, I offered specific thoughts
about where the Common Ground ended up, including some lingering
concerns. I won’t repeat those. Instead, I’ll congratulate you and county
staff for building so thoughtfully on the work done by the five working
groups over many months.
Your final edit of the vision document strikes the right balance between
reflecting current realities while also looking forward. I find it remarkable
how well it ended up aligning with Aspen Area Community Plans, which
state that we want a sustainable resort economy while staying true to our
values. The Common Ground document prioritizes environmental
sustainability while enhancing overall quality of life in the community. It is
right-sized in its intentions and appropriately aggressive in its
environmental goals.
Thanks for all your effort and perseverance, and congratulations on a
public-service job very well done.
Sincerely,
Mike Kaplan

Kirk Hinderberger

I've attached public comments for BOCC's review regarding the current
draft ASE Recommendations. They include requests for specific changes
to the current draft document. Please review and feel free to contact me
with any questions. Thank you for your time and effort on this and for your
consideration of my requests. Sincerely, Kirk Hinderberger
Link to attachment

Hi Rich,
If the airport were to request a change from a public-use airport to a private-use airport, the
FAA would not grant this request. The sponsor is obligated through the grant assurances to
operate a public-use airport.
-The sponsor has accepted over $97M in federal AIP funding since 1982, some of which was
used for land acquisition. When federal funds are used for land acquisition, the sponsor is
obligated to operate the airport in perpetuity. See “B” (second paragraph of the Grant
Assurances).
B. Duration and Applicability.
1. Airport development or Noise Compatibility Program Projects Undertaken by a Public
Agency Sponsor.
The terms, conditions and assurances of this grant agreement shall remain in full force
and effect throughout the useful life of the facilities developed or equipment acquired for
an airport development or noise compatibility program project, or throughout the useful
life of the project items installed within a facility under a noise compatibility program
project, but in any event not to exceed twenty (20) years from the date of acceptance of
a grant offer of Federal funds for the project. However, there shall be no limit on the
duration of the assurances regarding Exclusive Rights and Airport Revenue so long as
the airport is used as an airport. There shall be no limit on the duration of the terms,
conditions, and assurances with respect to real property acquired with federal funds.
Furthermore, the duration of the Civil Rights assurance shall be specified in the
assurances.
-In the FAA Compliance Handbook, 5190.6b, Chapter 22 discusses “Releases From Federal
Obligations.” When reading through this section, the FAA would not agree that a release of
obligations at the Aspen airport would have the potential to protect, advance, or benefit the
public interest in civil aviation. But, a release could not be considered because of the grant
assurance obligation to operate the airport in perpetuity.
a. General. Within the specific authority conferred upon the FAA Administrator by law,
the
Administrator will, when requested, consider a release, modification, reform, or
amendment of
any airport agreement to the extent that such action has the potential to protect,
advance, or
benefit the public interest in civil aviation. Such action may involve only relief from
specific

limitations or covenants of an agreement or it may involve a complete and total release
that
authorizes subsequent disposal of federally obligated airport property. Major
considerations in
granting approval of a release request include:
(1). The reasonableness and practicality of the sponsor's request.
(2). The effect of the request on needed aeronautical facilities.
(3). The net benefit to civil aviation.
(4). The compatibility of the proposal with the needs of civil aviation.
Any release having the effect of permitting the abandonment, sale, or disposal of a
complete
airport must be referred to the Director of Airport Compliance and Field Operations
(ACO-1) for
approval by the Associate Administrator for the Office of Airports (ARP-1). (See Order
1100.5,
FAA Organization – Field, issued February 6, 1989.)
Please let me know if you have any other questions. Thank you,
Kristin
Kristin Brownson, PE
Colorado State Engineer
FAA Denver Airports District Office

